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Foreword

Advances in electrical current collection

1. R. MCNAB

Electro technology Department, Westinghouse Electric Corporation Research and Devel-
opmen t Center, 1310 Beulah Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15235 (U.S.A.)

(Received December 1, 19~81)

During the last decade, substantial advances have taken place in several
areas of technology concerned with the transfer of electrical current across
sliding interfaces. The requirement to transfer current from moving mneta
surfaces to sliding conductors is essential for many electrical machines, and
research in this field goes back to the earliest days of the electrical industry.

In recent years several advanced rotating and linear electrical machine
concepts have been developed which depend for their success on the efficient
transfer of current across sliding interfaces. For ex~ample, the steady state
operation of brushes at 8 MA m- I is the goal for advanced land or sea pro-
wpulsion machiniery. Even higher current densities (18 MA mj 2) and speods
(300 in s-1) are required for the subsecoiid operation of inertial storage
pulsed pow-er souirces. Speeds and current densities more than an order of
magnitude higher, although for milliseond pulses, may prove to, be necessary
for linear e~ectrowiagnetic projectile accelerators. it all these cases tile
requiremnent for the efficient transfer of elettical current complicates the
frictionJ- and wvcai efifed that ta~ke place at mechanically contacting sliding
interfaces.f

In the U.S.A. the major research and development efforts during the
as fe years have Ween ;.centered on Whe David Taylor Naval Ship Research

4", g and Dovelopment Center, Annapolis, MD, and at Westinghouse Research and
Development Ceiiter, Pittsburgh, PA,~ The formner effort focused on the use

C-of liquid metal techmniques wh-ile the research of the Westinghouse scientists, -

and their colleagues ittassociated universifies, hias bet'n concentrated on soiid
or multiekecnt brush techiiues. The %WestinozousL progran wa supported
by the Materiols Science Office of the Advance~ Research Projects Agencyi

F of the U.S. Departanent of Defews (DARPA) and m~onitored by the Office
of Naval Research (ON11). Throughout the Ipr)ograw vetduaz Workshop meet-
ings were hield to enable the contributing resorch1erg to oeet and exchange

__ information. However, sincwe attendance at diese Workshops was limited aid
£ ~ the proceedings were not published, it was d~ecided to hold a full Interna-

tiorud Conference at which a couibination of esevarchers, m mtfacturers and

lElsvia SexueAa/lrlated i Ut Neterlsnds
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users could interact to discuss the recent advances in this field. This con-
ference, cosponsored by the Office of Naval Research and by Westinghouse
Electric Corporation, was held in Chicago on September 23 - 25, 1981.
Although relatively small in numbers, with approximately 60 attendees, the
Conference brought together active experts in this field from the U.S.A.,
Canada, France, Gt. Britain and China, and two papers were submitted from
the U.S.S.R. In view of the difficulties inherent in this subject it is likely
that the combined efforts of these international experts with their spectrum
of research and industrial perspectives will be needed to enable further
progress in this subject to be made.

Substantial advances in liquid metal current collection techniques have
been made during the last decade under the auspices of the U.S. Navy
program. The work reported here shows that the use of the "narrow gap"
collector geometry, based on the use of surface tension effects in a metallic
braid that is virtually in touching contact with the rotor surface, enables the
problems associated with liquid metal expulsion as a result of the J X B
forces to be solved, and long term stable operation has been demonstrated.
The major problem with liquid metals is the choice of fluids available, most
of which have significant disadvantages. Sodium and potassium and their
alloys (Na-K) are very reactive chemically while mercury is toxic and
Ga-In alloys form contact-disrupting black powder oxides in oxygen-
contahing atmospheres. Despite the excellent performance observed in care-
fully controlled laboratory conditions, these considerations are likely to
limit the practical use of liquid metals. Some work reported in this meeting
was therefore devoted to discovering whether less reactive liquid metals, such
as low melting point alloys, can be used for this application.

In most electrical machinery at present in operation, the current trans-
for function is provided by carbon-based brushes supplied by the brush

industry. In most cases the operation of such brushes is limited by a current
density-speed-wear loss envelope for which typical current densities and
speeds are 0.2 MA m- and 40 m s- t. Evaluation of the reasons for these
limitations shows that the primary cause is the build-up of a complex film,
mainly cuprous oxide, on the surface of the slip ring or commutator. In
addition, the choice of the carbon-based brush is generally mandated by the

j requirement to develop a high voltage to force the current to flow into a new
circuit, L.e to commutate. For some of the new machine applications men-
tioned above, the commutation function may not exist, or may be less I
arduous, thereby opening the way to other brush concepts or materials.

As reported here, the work under the DARPA-ONR-Westinghouse .
program has shown that solid or moaolitbic brushes made from relatively
conventional materials can be operated up to much higher current densities
and speed than previously considered possble provided that (i) careful
atmosphere control (non-air) is provided, (ii) brush and environment ten-
peratures are controlled, (iii) adequate mechanical control is maintained and
(iv) optimal materials are chosen. Under these conditions several remarkable
advances have taken place in recent year.
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(i) Multiple brush assemblies have been operated continuously in
machines at current densities in excess of 1.5 MA m- 2 at 40 m s

(ii) Individual brushes have been operated in steady state conditions to
current densities of 6 MA m- at 15 m s-.

(iii) Multiple brush assemblies have been pulsed to more than 3 MA
m at40ms 1 .

(iv) Prototypic multiple brush modules have been pulsed at current
densities of 18 MA m-2 for periods of 0.25 s with simultaneous speeds up to
280 m s-1.

Supporting these practical advances has been a wide range of funda-
mental studies into materials and surface physics at Westinghouse and in
associated universities. These studies have encompassed aspects such as the
following.

(i) Advanced diagnostic techniques (scanning electron microscopy,
Auger analysis etc.) are used to determine the physical state of the materials.

(ii) Theoretical and practical studies on the electrical and mechanical
effects taking place at the sliding interfaces are carried out.

(iii) Evaluations are made of materials compatibility and interactions.
(iv) New wear models are developed.
(v) The mechanical conditions imposed by practical materials and

engineering limits and their effects on the sliding contact process are
evaluated.

While much has been learned, and is reported in this volume, it is clear
that these investigations are far from complete and that more remains to be
done if we arc to reach the goal of a unified theory to explain sliding contact
behavior.

An alternative to tie use of liquid metals or monolithic blocks of
carbon, or mieta.-carbon, is the multielement contact which in its most corn-
mon form may utilize the "fiber" brush. Much of the early work in this area
was based on the development of carbon filbrs in the 1960s when it was
realized by researchers in Gt. Britain that this technology would permit a
flexible carbon brush having multiple independent contacts to be made. This

7- has been found to have some application in a modified form as the fringe 4
fiber brush for machines operating in an arduous environment as described
in two papers in this volume. However, for applications where low contact
voltage drops were required, it was found to be beneficial to provide a
coating on each individual fiber, for example by electroplating, to provide a
high conductivity sheath on the high strength fiber. Although brushes have
been successfuily manufactured in this way, studies during the Westinghouse
program showed that the optimum perfornance may not require as many . .
conta cts as provided by the standard 8 jim dimueter carbon libems. Conse- ".,::

quently, new metal fiber brushes have been developed, with typical fiber
diameteis of 125 pm. Experiments with these brushes have been very
successful showihg, for example, continuous operation at very high current
densities (g'reater than 10 MA m- 1) with very low losses and wear. An
uiestaing feature of this work has been that uidelwndent groups have
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followed similar lines, with similar results. This technology has been applied
to the pulsed homopolar machine at the Naval Research Laboratory and has
shown successful operation at sliding speeds up to 475 m s--1, which is
believed to be the highest peripheral speed achieved with sliding contacts in
rotational wachinery.

This same technology has also been applied to the problems found in
switch ring machines, and results obtained with a combined metal-carbon
plus metal fiber brush are described in a paper in this meeting. With this
technology, current densities of 1.5 MA in-' were achieved on a continuous
basis. Although still at an early stage, this technology may represent the next
stop in commutation technology after the carbon fiber fringe brush.

Probably the ultimate sliding contact operation is represented by the
conditions which exist in linear electromagnetic projectile accelerators. In
such systems extremely high current densities (of the order of gigaamperes
per meter squared) have to be transferred at very high speeds (of the order of
kilometers per second or more). The only feature that makes such a contact
feasible is its transient nature, usually of the order of a thousandth of a
second. Nevertheless, conditions in such contacts are very severe and gener-
ally approach mneiting of the contacts. Research in this field is at a very early
stage but some experimental work is reported here, together with factors
that influence the successful operation, including electromagnetic transient
effects. (See note added in proof.)

lin summary. thle work reported here provides a cross sec.tion of progwss
in this field which hasi traditionally shown relatively slow growth but where
several intportatit advances have been made in thle lasit decade. Malty of these,

adviws av ,sultcd fo th A A-ONK progr-am and I should like to
take this opportun ity to thasik the MIpartment of Defense program rnanagors
for their advice and encouragement .roughout thi programn, especially A.
Bemnent and M. It. Buckley of DARPA, and It, Selig, RL. A. Hurton and Hi. 13.
Martin of ONR. The (iincial suppoart offeired by the ONIL and Westinghouse
lIectric Corporation that made this conference Imssible is gtatefully

acknowledged. In addition, I should like to exress my appiveiation of tile
help and advice offered in connection with) the organization of this con-
ference by IL. B. Arinington, Chairman of the Holin Cunfcrenice.

inally, I should like t~o thmik all Whe authors and participwLits for
making this a pleasnt and rewarding mneeting, and D.. J. DiCesare- for her
secretarial help in organizing the mueeting.

* Although thle individual papers contained In this volume reference
many of the prior studies in this field, it was Considered helpful to enclose

the following more complete list.
C. A. Bronlarek and 0. S. Tay]cw, ?JechaiicAl stability of solid bai current coil"~

tiou tystezs, J&ER Thins Power Appar. Syst., 99 (6) (IWO) 2413.
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IN SITU AUGER ELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY CHARACTERIZATION
OF WET-C0 2-LUBRICATED SLIDING COPPER ELECTRICAL
CONTACTS*

B. H. HWANG, B. SINGH, R. W. VOOK and J. G. ZHANG

Department of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science, Syracuse University,
Syracuse, NY 13210 (U.S.A.)

(Received November 5, 1981)

Summary

The electrical contact resistance, elemental surface composition and
friction of an OFHC copper slip ring rotating in contact with two high purity
copper wire brushes on different tracks were investigated in situ for heavy
and light normal contact forces under a wet CO 2 environment at atmospher-
ic pressure. Scanning electron microscopy was also used to characterize the
slip ring and brush surfaces. Previous work in ultrahigh vacuum showed that,
as rotation proceeded, interfacial impurities were almost totally removed and
the electrical contact resistance decreased until cold welding occurred. In the
present work, the slip ring surface was sputter cleaned (more than 957 Cu)
before contact rotation and was only slightly contaminated after rotating in
wet CO 2. Both the contact resistance and the friction decreased quickly and
reached steady state values almost simultaneously in the early stages of rota-
tion. Also, cold welding phenomena did not occur. Scanning electron micro-
graphs taken after each experiment showed that the surfaces of the slip ring
tracks and the brush wire ends were much rougher when heavy normal con-
tact forces were used than in the light normal force condition. All these
results confirm that wet CO 2 is an effective lubricant for Cu-Cu electrical
sliding contacts.

> 1. introductioi

Mot previous studies of electrical contact phenomena have been car-
ied out under normal atmospheric conditions. Recently, however, it has

been found that the electrical and mechanical properties of rotating electri-
cal contacts can be strongly influenced by the gaseous eww'onme~t in which

,*: + *Paper pa ented at the Advanced CQureat Cection neConf ce, CWcago, IL,

U.S.A.. Septeuba 23- 25,1981.

El'.vier ouoajPnated in The Netherla
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they operate [1 - 3]. One particularly auspicious environment is wet CO2 at
atmospheric pressure. Not only does it give rise to low values of friction and
wear but it also permits the flow of high currents across the interface [4].
In the present work, this environment was used in a study of the interface
between a copper wire brush and a rotating copper slip ring across which a
high current flowed. The elemental composition of the surface of the slip
ring was measured in situ with Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) as a func-
tion of exposure and the number of rotations in contact with the brush.
Similarly, measurements of electrical contact resistance and friction were
made. The surfaces of both t)-i- brushes and the slip ring were examined sub-
sequently by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Both high and low
normal contact forces were used in the experiments. The results were differ-
ent from those carried out earlier under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions
in several significant ways [5].

2. Experimental details

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the complete experimental system.
A stainless steel UttV system was used to investigate the electrical contact
phenomena associated with the rotation of a copper slip ring in contact with
two copper wire brushes running on different tracks. Residual pressures in
the low (10-9 Torr) range were obtained in the baked system. The brushes
are pressed against the slip ring by means of an electrically insulated stainless

0 ALCU*-PC N-

-ION
CO 

,on I

WAE

] .....: Fig.1. BMock diapaw of UHjV &ysw ad at entaafaofu the electica d contact '¢: ,'
•eJe&"""N

N -C , - -A

• W:,.1.,N -.
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steel spring. They can be removed from contacting the slip ring surface by
manipulating two linear-rotary vacuum feedthroughs. The slip ring is axially
attached to a magnetically coupled rotary feedthrough which is turned by an
a.c. motor coupled to it by a rubber belt. The slip ring is a cylinder (diame-
ter, 1 in) of OFHC (99.98%) copper and the brushes each consist of 362
copper wires (wire diameter, 0.005 in; 99.999% Cu). The whole brush-slip
ring assembly is mounted on a specimen manipulator capable of x,y,z dis-
placements. Tho UHV system also contains an Auger cylindrical mirror
analyzer, a 3 keV sputter ion gun and a 900 magnetic sector partial pressure
analyzer. The details of the slip ring-brushes assembly, UHV system and
AES measuremeaxts were given previously [ 5 - 7].

The surfaces of the slip ring and wire brushes were polished smooth
with emery paper (grit 600-A), rinsed in acetone and ethanol, and then
cleaned in an ultrasonic bath for 30 min before being put in the vacuum
system. After the system was baked and pumped to a 5 X 10-9 Torr pres-
sure, Auger spectra were taken from the contaminated slip ring surface (less
than 50% Cu). Argon was then introduced into the vacuum chamber through
the leak valve to a pressure of (1 - 2) X 10 - 5 Torr and the slip ring surface
was sputter cleaned for 2.5 h with a primary electron beam setting of 3000
V and 30 mA. Subsequent AES measurements showed that the slip ring
surface was almost completely cleaned (more than 99% Cu in the center
region of the bombarding ion beam).

Wet CO 2 at atmospheric pressure was obtained by allowing the gas
to flow through a distilled-water trap and then into the vacuum chamber
via a vacuum leak valve. The detailed procedures will be reported elsewhere
[18]. The rotating electrical contact experiment was then performed with a
current of 30 A running through the contact interfaces. An angular velocity
of about 150 rev min- 1 was used. During the experiment, the slip ring w,.. J
electrically grounded by means of thick copper wires sliding on the stainless
steel axis, the neutral contact. The contact resistances between (1) the lower
brush and slip ring and (2) the upper brush and slip ring were recorded on a
dual-pen recorder. The rotational speed of the slip ring was measured with
an optical tachometer together with the input power to the motor. The
frictional force was determined from the calibrated decrease in rotational
speed of the slip ring [9]. Then the ratio of the frictional force to the sum
of the measured normal contact forces on both brushes gave the friction
coefficient p

After 10 min of rotation, the brushes were retracted and the wet C02
was pumped out. AES spectra of the contact surfaces were taken when a
residual gas pressure in the 10- Torr range was achieved after at least 30 h
of pumping. Subsequent sputtering was carried out and AES spectra were
taken alternately at regular intervals to obtain the concentration depth
profiles of the elements on the slip ring surface. After the experiment was
over, the slip ring and brushes were removed from the vacuum chamber.
SEM pictures were taken of both the lower and the upper surface tracks and

S.. ....... also 6f the brush contact surfacea.

'A1
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3. Results

3.1. Contact resistance and friction measurements
The coefficients of friction and the electrical contact resistances of

both the lower and the upper interfaces for two different experiments are
shown in Fig. 2. Both experiments were carried out under similar condi-
tions except for different contact forces. During rotation, a direct current
of 30 A (approximately 4200 A in - 2 ) ran through the contacts. The sub-
scripts s, w, u, 1 in Fig. 2 denote strong spring, weak spring, upper interface
and lower interface respectively, e.g. Rw1(27 gf) denotes the electrical
resistance of the lower interface in the weak spring experiment. 27 gf is
the corresponding normal contact force. Contrary to the corresponding
experiments carried out in UHV [ 9], the coefficients of friction in the pre-
sent experiments decreased with increasing number of slip ring revolutions
until steady state values were obtained. Although the electrical contact
resistances of the lower and upper interfaces in the present experiments
decreased with increasing number of slip ring revolutions, as in the UHV
experiments, they reached their steady state values more rapidly and
remained stable without adhesion in the former case. This stability and
lack of cold welding demonstrated the lubricating function of wet C02, In
addition, the resistance curves were more or less parallel to each other,

LINEAR TRACK LENGH(metert)
0 20 40 6.0

30 -3

0 - (5.. .. R. 11 l - 2
+ "" I

I~j 1b0  ~ SLIPRN NEVOUUM$

Fig. 2. Electrical contact resistances and coefficients of friction .number of lip ringt
revolutions under I %tm Of Wet CO2 and a 30 A brush~ curmet (4.2 kAU n (664 ~
A cnC)) the notatiou is discussed in the text.
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indicating that the initial conditions determined whether a curve was "low"
or "high". These initial conditions include such variables as brush orienta-
tion, stiffness and contact force. In the latter case a higher contact force
always resulted in a lower contact resistance, as expected.

3.2. Auger electron spectroscopy
The elemental compositions of the lower track (track 1), upper track

(track 2) and neutral track (track 0, which is between tracks 1 and 2) of the
slip ring surface before sputtering, after sputtering and after running in wet
CO 2 for the strong and weak spring experiments are listed in Table 1. The
elemental balances in Table 1 mainly consisted of chlorine and nitrogen. The
slip ring surfaces for both experiments were initially largely covered by
impurities. With the ion sputter gun aimed at the neutral track region, i.e.
between tracks 1 and 2, very clean surfaces were obtained for all three tracks

A: in the weak spring experiment. In the strong spring experiment similar
cleaning effects were observed after sputtering, but somewhat more impu-
rities remained on track 1 and the neutral track regions because the ion gun
had been aimed at track 2 instead.

After running in wet C02, the slip ring surfaces became contaminated
only slightly (Table 1). The major contaminants were carbon and sulfur. It
should be noted also that the contamination in the near-surface region is less
serious in the strong than in the weak spring experiment. Figures 3 and 4
show the elemental depth profiles of sulfur and carbon on the slip ring after
running in 1 atm of wet C02. The order of taking AES spectra was track 2,
neutral and track 1. The impurities on the neutral track generally were more
easily sputtered away because they were only adsorbed on the surface of the
slip ring. The impurities on tracks 1 and 2, however, took a longer time to be
sputtered away because they were buried in the near-surface region of the
copper substrate by the mechanical mixing action of the brushes. For exam-
pie, in Fig. 4, it took four times as long for the carbon concentration to
reach the initial (or "background") level for track 2 than for the neutral
track. It should be noted also from Table 1 and Figs. 3 and 4 that the

• mechanical mnixing of impurities in the near-surface region by the brushes

is more significant when there are light loads on the brushes.
A separate experiment was carried out to examine the high concentra-

tion of sulfur on the slip ring surface after rotating in wet C0 2 . A very pure
flat copper specimen (99.9999% Cu) was cleaned and mounted on the
manipulator in the UHV chamber. The system was evacuated and the
copper specimen was cleaned by sputter ion etching. It was then exposed
to 1 atm of wet C02, which was then pumped out. Although all measure-
ments and experimental processes took place at room temperature without
any mechanical disturbance of the surface, the sulfur concentration on the
flat specimen surface was found to be about the sane (about 5 at.%) as that
of the slip ring surface after rotating in contact with two brushes in I atm
of wet C02 (Table 1). Clearly, the extra amount of sulfur on the surfaces
of both the flat specimen and the slip ring came from an impurity in the

7 . - . . , " . " v_:, .. . . . - " , - . . 2 g
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Fig. 3. Sulfur concentration depth profile on slip ring surface after rotating in wet 002
(weak spring condition): 0, track 1; X, track 2; 0, neutral
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CLEANED SPUTTERING YOME(mIOU11141r Fig. 4. Carbon concentration depth profile on slip ring surface after rotating in Wet C02

(weak spring condition): 0, track 1; X, track 2; 0, neutrail.

C02 gas and not as a result of segregation from the bulk of the copperI. samnple [71.
4. 3.3. Scanning electron microscopy

SEM pictures of slip ring tracks and brush wire ends for both the
strong and the weak spring experiments were taken after the experimentsj were over and the manipulator was taken out of the vacuumi chamber.
F~igures 5 and 6 show the brush wire ends after each experimeut. Clearly, the
contact surface of the brush wire end in the weak spring experiment is inuch
smoother thati that in the strong spring experiment. The rough region of
the Lvu..h wire in Fig. 6 was produced by the initia emery paper polishng.
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Fig. 5. SEM micrograph of a single brush wire end after sliding contact in Wet CO2 (strong
spring condition; lower brush negative).

Fig. 6. SEM micrograph of a single brush wire end after sliding contact in wet 002 (weak
spring condition; upper brush positive).

Fig. 7. SEM mnicrograph of a slip ring track after sliding contact In wet C02 (strong spring
condition; lower track).

V19. 8. SEM micrographi of a slip ring track after sliding contact in wet C02 (weak springf condition; lower track).

t before insertion in the UHV chamber. It apparently did not touch the slip
ring during rotation. In contrast, the brush wire end in Fig. 5 shows a
smoother surface and longer ridges compared with the rough region in Fiig. 6.
This surface resulted from frictional contact during rotation. Figures 7 and 8
show SEM pictures of slip ring tracks after the strong and weak spring exper-
inments respectively. Obviously the size of the ridges in the surface of the slip

ring track is amuch smaller in the weak. than in the strong spring experiment.

W.
-- ow " 1
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These results jramatically show that the normal contact force plays an
important role in determining the properties of a rotating electrical contact:
the smaller the normal contact force, the lower the contact frictional force
and consequently the smoother the contact interface.

4. Discussion

In these experiments an initially clean copper slip ring rotated in electri-
cal and mechanical contact with two copper wire brushes through which a
current of approximately 4200 A in- 2 flowed. Rotations were made in a
UHV system that had been back filled with wet CO 2 at a 1 atm pressure.
Both strong and weak normal forces were applied to the brushes in succes-
sive experiments. The results show that, except for a slight contamination
with sulfur, rotation in wet CO 2 does not contaminate the surface of the slip
ring. Since the surface remained essentially clean, the lubricity of the thin
film at the interface must be due only to the H 2 0 and C02 molecules that
are present.

In previous experiments carried out in UHV [ 5, 7], it was shown that
the interface became much cleaner as the copper brush rotated over the
copper slip ring. The present results in wet CO 2 are consistent with the
earlier result. In addition, it was found that weak contact forces resulted in
greater near-surface-bulk mixing of surface contaminants than stronger
springs. This interpretation follows from the Auger depth profile studies. We
can conclude that the greater penetration of the brush asperities into the
bulk of the slip ring in the case of a stronger normal force is less effective in

r distributing the contaminants in the near-surface region.
It was also found that during rotation the adsorbates were pumped off

in less than 30 h. This result means that they were not very tightly bound to
the copper surfaces. We could not examine the surfaces by AES in a much
shorter time because of the high residual gas pressure in the vacuum system.
These results are consistent with the known desorption energies of water on
metal surfaces, which range from 22 to 24 kcal mor- I [10). Since the
adsorption energy of C02 is much less than that of H20, it is expected that
the H20 molecule aids the adsorption of C02 during rotation.

The decreases in electrical contact resistance aond friction during rota-

tion presumably arise from an increase in the contact area as the asperities
on the contacting faces are smoothened. This effect is most noticeable in the
weak spring case where the normal forces were in the neighborhood of 30 -

50 gf. Because cold welding did not occur in the wet C02 case, as observed
in UHV, the H20-C02 molecules must form a more or less continuous layer
at the slip ring-brush interface. If this layer were broken, localized cold
welding would occur. Presumably, the higher fri.-tion in the case of higher
normal forces arises from the partial fracture of this H20-C02 layer. It is
also expected that, on the basis of this model, the thickness of the H20-C0 2

interfacial layer would depend on the contact pressure. The electrical con-
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tact resistance measurements support this view. In all cases the higher normal
force has the lower contact resistance. It is expected that the interfacial resis-
tance arises from a combination of quantum mechanical tunneling through
the C0 2 -H 2 0 layer as well as occasional erratic direct brush-slip ring cold
welding, resulting in the fracture of surface regions from the bulk and con-
comitant wear. It is therefore clear from these studies that the film resistance
at a Cu-Cu interface is not due to contamination by carbon, organic impuri-
ties etc. but rather arises from the presence of this thin H2 0-C0 2 layer at

* the interface.
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Summary

The chemical, electrical and wear properties of the rotating interface
between OFHC copper slip rings and two high purity copper wire brushes
were investigated in situ in ultrahigh vacuum (UIIV) and in 1 atm wet CO 2 .

$The chemical composition of the slip ring surface was determined by Auger
2. electron spectroscopy. The contact resistance was measured by a potentio-

metric four-point probe technique while the wear -roperties of the interface
and the morphology of the debris were studied by frictional force, scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron diffraction (TED) and
X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements. Rotation in UHV of a conventionally
cleaned (CC) slip ring produced a much cleaner surface. The contact resistance
of both brush interfaces decreased and the frictional force increased with
increasing number of revolutions. After many revolutions the brush and slip
ring welded. The decrease in contact resistance with the number of slip ring
revolutions more or less paralleled the decrease in total impurities. Rotation
in wet CO 2 of a CC slip ring and brushes also produced much cleaner surfaces. 4I :In contrast, initially argon ion sputter-cleaned surfaces became slightly
contaminated (mainly carbon mid sulfur) when rotated. The contact resistance
at both interfaces and the coefficient of friction decreased with increasing
number of slip ring revolutions, finally reaching steady state values.

After each experiment, SEM examination of vacuum rotated surfaces
showed deep ridges and broken pieces of material on the slip ring surface and
badly deformed brush wire ends. Wet CO2 rotated surfaces were relatively
smooth and shallow ridges were seen. SEM examnination of wear particles
collected during rotation indicated that they may have come from both the
slip ring and brush wire materials and were rolled in the regions between the
brush and slip ring. XRD and TED from individual particles showed a
randomly oriented polycrystalline microstructure. The particles collected
from the wet CO2 experiments were much smaller in size than those collected

*Paper presented at the Advanced Cutreat Collection Confetence, Chicago, IL,
U.S.A., September 23 -26,1981.
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in vacuum experiments. In wet CO 2, the contact resistance was interpreted
as being predominantly due to an electron tunneling mechanism through the
C0 2-H 2 0 molecular layer at the interface. As expected, the thickness of the
layer appeared to vary with the contact pressure. Friction would then arise
largely when the molecular layer was occasionally broken, allowing intimate
contact and temporary welding of the brush and slip ring surfaces. Sub-
sequent fracture of these welds during continued rotation would initiate the
formation of wear particles.

1. Introduction

Over the last 20 years, considerable effort has been made theoretically
[1, 21 and experimentally [3 - 51 to reduce friction, wear and contact
resistance between dynamic interfaces. Attempts have hitherto been made to
devise conditions to yield minimum contact resistance and minimum friction
and wear between the brushes and slip ring. The brush and slip ring materials
and the contact load and environment are the most influential parameters
affecting these properties. There are various techniques and surface tools
available for the study of the atomic nature of the wear surfaces [61. In this
paper, Cu-Cu dynamic contact interfaces are characterized in vacuum and in
1 atm of wet C02 by measuring contact resistance, frictional force, chemical
composition and mechanical wear, A morphological and microstructural
study of the debris formed during sliding contact provided important infor-
mation about their origins and evolution. While there are various techniques
[7, 8) available for a morphological atalysis of the wear debris, the tech-
niques of scanning electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD) and
transmission electron diffraction (TED) weie used in the present study.

2. Slip ring-brush arrangement and experimental procedure

The brush-slip ring arrangement has already been described in greater
detail elsewhere [9, 101. A stainless steel ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) system of
low (101' Torn) range capability was used to characterize rotating electrical
contacts. Figure 1 shows the arrangement of the copper slip ring which rotates
in contact with two copper wire brushes. The slip ring is axially attached to a
magnetically coupled rotary feedthrough, which is turned by an a.c. motor
coupled to it by a rubber belt. The slip ring is of cylindrical shape, 2.5 cm in
diameter, composed of OFHC (99,98%) copper. The brushes each consist of
362 99.999% Cu wires, each 0.127 mm in diameter. The brushes are clamped .
to two rectangularly shaped stainless st4,l electrodes, each having a smooth
hinge in the middle. The brushes are arranged at 180' to each other, making
an approximately 40 -45' angle with the normal to the slip ring surface and
axially displaced (1 -1.5 can) to make separate tracks on the slip ring. The
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Fig. 1. Photogrmph of tPh' slip ring-brush aseibly: M, 41uaitaly Coupliad rotary
feedthrougli H1, brush ider;, Ji~p rh4nk, brush, S, Wping, F~, vt~uusu Mluige.

whole brush--slip ring assembly is niounted on a specinmen naaipulator
capable of X, Y, Z displa~emients. The UUV system includes an Auger cyliki-
dicali mirror analyzer, a 3 keV sputter ion gun and a 900 maignetic sector
partial presure analyzer,

Before each ex~periment, the surfaces of the Wip ning mid the brush wire
ends were tnehanically polished with a sries of eniery papers ending withf
grit 600A and then riinsed ultrasonically (brush rerce)In ctn n
ethanol. The contact resistances betw-een the two brushes and te ilip ring
(grounded) were recorded on a dual-pen recorder. Experime~nts were per-
fonned with three brush direct currejits: 50 mA, 5 A and 30 A in vacuum
and 30 A in wet CO,.. With the brushes retracted, the speed of the rotating
slip ring was monitored with an opticeW t~lhoweter. During the experiment,
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the rotational speed of the slip ring was measured at regular time intervals
together with the input power to the motor.

The Auger electron spectrometer which was used to examine the
surface tracks was fully controlled by a Hewlett Packard 9825A desktop
computer and multiprogrammer. Typical Auger traces covering a 50 - 1300 eV
range were directly digitalized with an energy increment of 0.65 eV or less.
Computerized values of peak-to-peak heights of the Auger electron spectros-
copy (AES) signals of various elements were obtained with a precision of
1 in 2000. These Auger spectra were taken using a primary beam energy of
3 keV, a modulation amplitude of 1 V (peak to peak) and a 25 MA beam
current.

A wet CO 2 environment in the vacuum system was obtained by running
CO2 from the cylinders (commercial grade, 99.8%) through a doubly distilled
112 0-CO2 solution in a stainless steel trap and finally through a UHV leak
valve [ 11]. The pressure of wet CO2 in the vacuum system during the course
of the rotation experiments was approximately atmospheric. Auger spectra
from the wet CO2 rotated slip ring surface were taken only after the wet
CO2 was pumped down to the high 10-1 Torr region, a process which took
about 2 days. A molybdenum sheet tray was placed inside the vacuum
chamber under the brush-slip ring assembly to collect wear particles during
contact rotation.

After the experiment was over, the slip ring assembly and wear debris
were removed from the chamber. The normal force on each brush was
measured. The average frictional force was determined from the decrease in
rotational speed of the slip ring by comparing it with a calibration involving
known torques applied to the slip ring in a separate experiment in air. SEM
pictures were taken of both the slip ring surface tracks, brush contact

surfaces and of wear particles. XRD photographs were obtained from rela-
tively large particles (about 0,5 mm) and TED photographs were taken from
small particles (about 0.05 mm or less).

3. Results

3.1. Contact resistance and friction measurements
Figure 2 shows the contact resistance for both the upper and the lower

interfaces and the average coefficient of friction as a function of the number
of slip ring rotations or linear track length covered. The contact resistance
decreased with increasing number of slip ring revolutionsi The curves are
more or less parallel to each other, indicating that the initial conditions
determine whether a curve is "high" or "low", These initial conditions
include such variables as contact fo ce, lead resistance, brush wire orientation
with respect to slip ring, surface impurities etc. The contact resistances in the
wet C02 experiments are consistently higher than those in the vacuum
experiments and result in much smoother curves. This high contact resistance
could be due to the lower normal force, smafler contact area and the addi.

8,-
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Fig. 2. Contact resistance and average coefficient of friction vs. number of slip ring
revolutions. Subscripts s, w, u and 1 deuote strong spring, weak spring, upper brush inter-

face and lower brush interface respectively.

tional resistance introduced by the thin Wet C02 layer at the interface. The
circled points indicate the contact resistance before the slip ring started
rotating and after it stopped. For wet 002, the slip ring rotation did not
stop, but the ex~periment wvas terminated after about 5 - 10 min of rotation
when the resistance attained steady state values. The resistance of the
interfaces clearly depended on the magnitude of the contact force. In
vacuum experimnents, the frictional force increased substantially as the
rotation proceeded arid finally after many hundreds of revolutions the motor
stopped rotating because of execsive friction and ultimate cold welding. The
average coefficient IA of friction was calculated from the ratio of the frictiona1
force to the measured n-ormnal force and is shown in Fig. 2 for both aihe
vacuum and wet 002 experimients. Por the vacuum- experiment it increased
by a factor of more than 4 while for Wet C02 it decreased to about 0.35
where it remained relatively stable.

3.2. Auger electron speetroseopy nteasuments
In the vacum experiments. the elemental surface compositions of both

thle upper and lower tracks on the slip ring were obtained by AES before and
immediately after the conW, ct resistance measuremients. However, in the wet
C0 2 exeients Auger spectra were taken about 2 days atfter the contact
rotation because the system~ had to be pumiped down to the high 10-1 Torr
region before operating the Auger spectrometer. The brushes were retracted
during the AES nieasurements and the slip ring was continuously rotated.
This procedure gave the average impurity concentxations on the whole track.

.. ,1
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TABLE 1

Elemental coucentrations (at.%) on slip ring tracks for rotation in vacuum (contact force,
235 gf) and wet C02 (contact force, 51 gf)

Elements Vacuum Wet CO 2

Before After Before After After
rotation rotation sputtering sputtering rotation

Cu 47.5 97.1 39.9 99.4 88.0
S 0.8 3.1 0.0 0.0 4.7
C 42.1 2.0 40.9 0.6 7.3
0 7.1 0.4 14.2 0.0 0.0
Balance 2.5 0.4 5.0 0.0 0.0

(Cl, N, Ar)

The peak-to-peak heights of all Auger signals were normalized 12, 13] to
atomic per cent concentrations. The elemental surface concentrations on the
slip ring for two typical experiments in vacuum and wet C02 are given in
Table 1. The copper, sulfur, carbon and oxygen concentrations are listed
together with the impurity balance. In vacuum rotated experiments the
conventionally cleaned (CC) interface became cleaner, while in the wet CO2
experiments the sputter-cleaned interface became only slightly contaminated.
The impurities picked up were sulfur and carbon. Argon ion sputter depth
profiles of the slip ring surface showed that these impurities were rapidly
removed by small amounts of ion etching.

To understand the cause of the high concentration of sulfur, an addi-
tional experiment was performed in which the brush-slip ring assembly was
replaced by a flat OFHC copper sample. The sample was first sputtered clean

(to 98 at.% Cu, 0.2 at.% 8) and then heated to 585 'C for 30 min where
9 at.% of sulfur segregation was detected [ 14]. Sulfur was removed by argon
ion sputter depth profiling techniques and its concentration was monitored
as a function of sputtering time. After it was almost completely removed
(0.2 at.%), the clean sample was exposed to 1 atm of wet C02, resulting in a
surface concentration of 7 at.% of sulfur. The sulfur concentration was again
removed by sputter depth profiling. The results are shown in Fig. 3. It is
clear that the adsorbed sulfur is removed much faster than the bulk segregated
sulfur. Thus the high concentration of sulfur on the slip ring surface was due
to an impurity in the wet C02 supply and not to be'lk segregation.

3.3. Sanning electron microscopy
After each experiment, the brush-slip ring assembly and wear particles

collected during rotation were removed from the vacuum chamber md
examined by SEM. For the same period of rotation, the quantity and size of
the debris collected in vacuum experiments were larger than those in the wet
C02 experiments. The average length of vacuum wear particles was about
0.3 - 0.5 "m while for wet C02 the length of the wear particles was about

4
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Fig 4. SEM photograph of copper wear particles collected during slip ring rotation in
contact with brushes in wet C02,

!if: Fig. 5. SEM photograph of copper wear particles collected during slip ring rotation in

, - contact with brushes in wet C02 .
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"I ' :? experiments are shown in Fig. 4. Figure 5 shows details of the structure of

( two typical wear particles collected in a Wet C02 experiment. The mor-

, : :-.phology of these particles suggests that they are rolled layers or rolled
:, .iparticles. Figure 6 shows a particle collected from a vacuum experiment.
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Fig. 6. SEM photograph of copper wear particle collected during slip ring rotation in con-
tact with wire brushes in vacuum. Particles of silver paint on the substrate should be noted.

Fig. 7. TED photograph of a small wear particle collected while the slip ring rotated in
contact with a wire brush in wet CO 2.

Fig. 8,. SEM photograph of OFHC copper slip ring, upper track, showing broken wire
piecos (W) and deep ridges. The arrow indicates the direction of relative brush motion
(high vacuum).

Fig. 9. SEM photograph of OFHC copper slip ring, upper track, showing shallow ridges,
The arrow indicates the direction of relative brush motion (wet C0 2 ).

particles were difficult to mount in such a way and therefore their individual
diffraction patterns were studied by TED. The results from XRD studies of
large particles were identical with those obtained by TED from small particles.
Figure 7 shows a TED pattern obtained from a small particle. The absence of
preferred orientation is apparent.

Figures 8 and 9 show typical SEM pictures of brush tracks on slip rings
rotated in vacuum and in wet C02 respectively. The surface from the vacuum

. ....
7-1
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Fig. 10. SEM photograph of wear surfaces on upper brush copper wires (contact force,
235 gf). The arrow indicates the direction of relative motion of the slip ring (high vacuum).

I1 .!1

Fig. 11. SEM photograph of wear surfaces on upper brush copper wires (contact force,
51 gf). The arrow indicates the direction of relative motion of the slip ring (wet C0 2 ).

experiment shows deep grooves and high ridges and several pieces of brush
wire wear particles adhering to the surface. The wet CO 2 rotated surface
shows shallow grooves and low ridges with a few occasional deep ridges.
Also, no wear particles are observable. The ridges shown in these micrographs
lie parallel to the directions of travel. SEM pictures of brush ends are shown
in Figs. 10 and 11 for vacuum and wet CO2 experiments. The vacuum A
contact brush wire ends appear very rough and abruptly brokeh, while the
wet CO2 contact brush wire ends are much smoother and of round shape. In
Fig. 11, two regions S and R are clearly seen on the wire ends. The smooth
(S) regions touched the slip ring and the rough (R) and long streaked regions
were produced by the initial emery paper polishing before insertion in the
UHV chamber. These latter regions apparently did not touch the slip ring
during rotation.

4. Discussion

The elemental surface compositions of OFHC copper slip rings that
rotate in contact with two high purity copper wire brushes in vacuum and in
1 atm of wet CO2 are presented. In vacuum, the initial CC surfaces (50 at.%
Cu) became almost completely clean (98 at.% Cu) after several hundred
rotations. Carbon was the major impurity observed. As the surface became
cleaner with continued rotation, adhesion, friction and occasional cold
welding started to develop. The occasional and erratic stick-slip resulted in
large momentary fluctuations in the contact resistance. Finally the adhesion
became so large that the motor rotating the slip ring could not overcome the
frictional torque and cold welding occurred.
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For rotation in wet C0 2 , the surface also became clean except for the
development of slight sulfur and carbon contamination. The studies involving
a flat OFHC copper sample (see Section 3.2) suggest that the sulfur came
from an impurity in the CO2 gas and not as a result of bulk segregation [14].
The carbon concentration was of the same order as that observed in the
vacuum experiments. Thus running in wet CO2 contributed no additional
carbon to the surface. In wet CO 2 , the rotational speed of the slip ring
increased and became steady after a few hundred rotations. Cold welding
did not occur. These results indicated that the wet CO 2 environment provided
good lubrication [3, 4]. The AES composition of the wet CO 2 surface was
taken only when the wet CO2 was pumped down to the 10 - Torr region
which usually took about 30 h. This result means that the H2 0-C02 mixture
was not very tightly bound to the surface. It is well known that C02 is not
chemisorbed on copper and its maximum heat of physical adsorption [15]
on metals is about 9 kcal mo1- 1 . Water, in contrast, has a heat of adsorption
of about 22 - 24 kcal mo1-1 and is notoriously difficult to remove at room
temperature [161. Thus CO 2 is pumped out much faster than H 20, which
was also observed by the mass spectroscopy analysis of the residual gas. It is
thus expected that the H2 0 molecules aid in the adsorption of CO.

The thickness of the H2.0-CO2 interfacial layer would be expected to
depend on the contact pressure. This result is in agreement with the contact
resistance measurements, where the higher normal forces have lower contact
resistances. Thus the interfacial resistance appears to arise from a combina-
tion of quantum mechanical tunneling through the C0 2 -H 20 layer as well as
occasional direct brush-slip ring contact, resulting in adhesion and fracture
of plastically deformed surface regions. The net effect is that wear particles
are formed. A determination of the approximate layer thickness h can be
made from an empirical relation [17] Rf = p&.1/F, where Pt is the tunnel
resistivity, + 0.7 is a pressure factor and H is the contact or penetration

~ hardness, based on a tunneling conduction mechanism together with an
experimental relationship between Pt and h [18].The results are approximate
but indicate that the H 20-CO2 layer is about 6 A thick for a 2.2 mS2 film
resistance Rf and 80 gf normal force F. This result is reasonable since it
implies a layer of C0 2-H 20 one to three molecules thick. The thickness of
the layer also depends on the orientation of the molecules with respect to
the substrate as well as with respect to each other, It is thus concluded that
the contact resistance at the Cu-Cu interface in wet C02 is not due to
contamination by carbon or other impurities, but rather arises from the .
presence of this H20-C02 layer at the interface. The low contact resistance
in vacuum arises from direct metal-metal contact. It decreases during
rotation because the initial surface impurities are buried during rotation or i
possibly partially removed by the fallen wear particles and also because the
surface contact area increases,

Formation of the wear particles and the ridges on the slip ring surface
are of much interest. In vacuum, deep ridges arise from brush end ploughing
and/or random localized welding of brush wire ends to the slip ring during

:,.-+ :-, : , .
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rotation, resulting in tensile plastic deformation of the weld and then final
fracture of the weld material or wire. Continued rotation may pull out some
of these broken wire ends or material from the protruded ridges. These
pieces then roll over between the brush-slip ring interface and eventually fall
away from the interface. Clearly, the wear particles in the vacuum case
would be larger in size than those produced on occasional localized metal-
metal contact through the thin C0 2-H20 layer where the weld area is likely
to be smaller. This result is what has been observed experimentally. The
average length of the vacuum wear particles is 0.3 - 0.5 mm and their diam- A
eter is 0.09 -0.12 mm. The wet CO2 wear particles have average lengths of
0.03 -0.08 mm and diameters of 0.02 - 0.04 mm.

The morphologies of the wear particles are more or less the same. Some
are made of thin layers rolled as sheets and some with more compacted but
still rolled surfaces. There appears to be some relationship between the size
of the wear particles, the ridges and the diameter of the brush wires. The
average height of the broken wire pieces shown in Fig. 8 (vacuum) is about
0.09 -0.13 mm, which is close to the diameter of the wires of the brush. It is
thus reasonable to suppose that these pieces are parts of the broken wire
which cold welded to the slip ring surface as it became cleaner in vacuum. In
Fig. 9 (wet C02), the lengths of the well-defined ridges vary from about
0.02 to 0.2 mm. The estimated unfolded length of the layer making up the
particle in the upper left comer of Fig. 5 is about 0.09 mm, which is within
the range of the length of the ridges in Fig. 9. Therefore, it is possible that
this particle originally came from the slip ring surface rather than from the
wire of the brush. The variation in the length of the ridges could be due to
variations in contact force at individual wire ends of the brush. The ridges
may be formed by the ploughing action of the wire ends through the surface
material of the slip ring. Continued rotation in the case of wet CO2 tends to
smooth these ridges, resulting in burnishing. The vacuum rotated surface has
deep and sharp ridges because erratic cold welding prevented burnishing
from occurring.
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Summary

The equations for the temperature rise due to ohmic heating at station-
ary electric contacts and to frictional heating at sliding electric contacts are
combined to give closed-form equations for the temperature rise of sliding
electric contacts. The relationship applicable at high sliding speeds indicates
that in many cases increasing the sliding speed can reduce the interfacial
temperature. An experimental program has been carried out to test the
applicability of the equation, using wear tests carried out on graphite-Cu -'
sliding systems in a high temperature friction apparatus to determine the
relationship between wear coefficient and surface temperature. Tests using a
graphite brush sliding against a copper disk at speeds of around 10 m s.- 1
show that the wear increases with current density, and application of the
temperature equation confirms that the wear coefficient is determined by~the interfacial temperature, whether that temperature is produced by bulk
heating in a furnace, by interfacial heating as a result of sliding or as a result

of ohmic heating of the interface.

1. Introduction

In sliding electric contacts carrying very high currents, one of the
obvious limitations to the transmittal of even higher currents results from
interfacial heating. If the temperature at the interface becomes too great, the
materials may soften or even melt, or else excessive oxidation may occur.
Associated with effects such as these there is likely to be excessive wear.

In spite of the obvious importance of interfacial heating in the operation
of sliding electric contacts, it does not seem that equations for the inter.
facial temperature of sliding current-carrying contacts are in regular use, nor

*Paper presented at the Advanced Current Cuectioi Confe nce hio IL
U.S.A,, September 23 - 25, 1981.
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are the way that variables such as velocity or load affect the temperature
well known. It is the purpose of this paper to derive such expressions, to
illustrate their application to a simple graphite-Cu sliding system and then to
test the correctness of the expression experimentally.

2. Theoretical background

The theoretical analysis of the temperature rise at contacting surfaces is
generally based on the work of Blok [1] and Jaeger [2], and the relationships
obtained by these workers have been discussed and applied to the problem
of the temperature rise caused by friction by Archard [3] and Rabinowicz
[4]. The temperature rise of electric contacts, especially the static case, has
been discussed by Holm [5 - 7], and Shobert [8] has considered also the
case of sliding contacts.

Taking first the situation where slow speed sliding occurs and heating is
caused by friction, it turns out that if there is a circular region of contact
between the sliding surfaces (Fig. 1), the average temperature rise 0 is given

by the relationship
fLy

• 0 = l + k2)

where J is the mechanical equivalent of heat (a conversion factor from (1)
thermal to mechanical units of heat), r is the radius of the junction, f is the
friction coefficient, L is the normal load at the junction, k is the thermal
conductivity of body 1, k2 is the thermal conductivity of body 2 and v is the
velocity.

- .., / Sod 1 iBodyBoy

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration juctn o contact between two olid bodies.

Fig. 2. The system analyzed at high sliding speeds coniders a small body 1 always in
contact with a large body 2. Points in body 2 only make contact periodically.

This relationship (ref. 9, eqn. (4.14)) assumes that heat originates at the
interface and is then conducted into the two adjacent bodies. The reason
why the temperature rise is proportional to the velocity is because the rate

of heat generation per unit of time is itself proportional to the velocity.
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When the sliding speed becomes large this relationship is no longer
applicable. Let us consider the simplest case when body 1 is a small specimen
while body 2 has an extended surface. In that case the small specimen will be
continually in contact and will slide always over fresh areas of the large
specimen (Fig. 2). For that case the temperature rise is given by

. . . f~ 1/2  :
fLu'1C0 = 3.6J(p2c2 r3 k 2 )1/2  (2)

where f, L, v, r, J and k2 have the same definitions as above and P2 C2 is the
volume specific heat of the extended surface.

This relationship (ref. 9, eqn. (4.16)) differs from the previous one in
two ways. First, it is unsymmetrical as regards the top and bottom surfaces
because the top surface, being small and continually in contact, soon becomes
hot, while the bottom surface, being always fresh, is much cooler, so essen-
tially all the heat travels into it and thus only its thermal properties are
significant.

Secondly, it will be noted that velocity to the power one-half comes
into eqn. (2). This comes about because as we raise the speed we increase
the rate of heating, but we also increase the amount of cool bottom material
into which this heat can be dissipated. Thus, it is logical to expect that the
temperature rise increases with v but less rapidly than to the first power.

In general, eqn. (1) is applicable when a certain dimensionless parameter
vrP2 c2 /k 2 is less than 2, while eqn. (2) is applicable when the parameter isgreater than 2 [ 3 ].

So far we have considered only the frictional heating. As regards elec- i
trical heating, Holm (ref. 6, eqn. (11)) states that for a stationary junction
the temperature rise (using our terminology) is given by

12R._ = (3)
, 4Jr(k, + k)

where i is the current carried by the junction md R is the electric resistance
of the junction.

This is very similar to the low speed friction temperature rise expression
(eqn. (1)) except that O2R, the electrical heat input per unit of time, has
replaced fLu, the mechanical heat input per unit of time. Holm (ref, 7,
Section 43) argues that the expression for 0 in eqn. (3) should be reduced by
a factor of about 2, because the heat input Is throughout the constriction
(i.e. to some extent away from the interface rather than being localized at
the interface). However, there are in practice a large number of uncertainties
involved. All sorts of corrections might be applied, and it seems best to keep
eqn. (3) as simple as possible.

If we add the mechanical and electrical temperature rise termis we have
for the overall temperature increase in the slow speed Igime

. .: i ;- .. . .
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fLv + i2R

4Jr(k, + k2 )

It is this expression which (although never stated in closed form) is implicitly
assumed by Holm and by Shobert.

If we are in the high speed regime then by adding the electrical heating
term to eqn. (2) we obtain

fLV + i2R 1 ) (fLvl2 (5)

3.6J(r3k 2 P2c 2 v)'1 2  3.6J(r3 k 2 P2C2 )12 +- 11

In this case the influence of velocity on the temperature is difficult to
estimate, since a higher velocity will increase the temperature caused by
friction (the first term in parentheses in eqn. (5)) while it will reduce the
electrical heating effect (the second term in parentheses in eqn, (5)). Since
most tribologists find it hard to believe that raising the sliding speed can
lower the interfacial temperature, it seemed appropriate to test eqn. (5)
experimentally.

There are some difficulties in measuring the temperature of sliding
electric contacts over and above the problems of measuring the interfacial
temperature of sliding bodies in general. In particular, the use of the interface
as the hot junction of a thermocouple system, often used successfully in
friction studies [10], is of course impossible, It was decided to use the fact
that in many sliding systems the wear rate increases rapidly when the inter-
facial temperature reaches a critical point known as the transition temper-
ature, and that this can be used as a measure of the temperature.

3. Experimental testing !

3. L. In high temperature friction apparatus

Tests were carried out in the friction apparatus shown in Fig. 3. Three
pieces of one material ae pressed agairst a disk of the other mateial which
rotates via the motor and transmission system. The sliding surfaces are inside
a metallurgical-type fIace which can be heated up to 1000 C. The three
pieces are loaded by a dead weight and prevented from rotation by a strain
ring outside the furnace. The apparatus has been dezeribed more completelyelsewhere I 11],.-•-".,'. ,i:

For these tests, rods of electrographite of 9 mm diameter were slid
against a copper disk. The speed of sliding was kept low (0.41 in s-1 ) so as
to keep the temperature rise due to sliding small. The normal load was l/kgf
pc trod and the duration of the tests was 0.5 h. Most of the testing was in air,
in the spring (Le. at a reasonably high humidity level). Tests in a wet CO'
environment gave rather similar wear results. The wear was measured for
variou- amiubient teniperatu and the plot of wear coefficient as a function
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of temperature is shown in Fig, 4. The wear coefficient increases drastically
i/ when the tmperatu reaches 300 C and in general increases monotonically
-with temperature. Further details of the testing ame available [123.
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Fig. 5. Plot of wear coefficient as a function of the electric current (on a scale linear in i)| for various sliding speeds: o, 1.5 rn s-1 ; A, 5 m s- 1; 0, 9 m s - 1;Em, 13 m 8- 1. The low
i speeds tend to give greater wear for the same current.

~3.2. High current sliding tests
These tests were carried out in the high speed friction apparatus

described earlier [10], using a pin of graphite or a cylindrical disk of copper.
The graphite pin traces out a continuous track on the curved surface of the
disk. A high current was passed through the interface, and the wear
coefficient was measured after some length of sliding. Both the current andi the speed of sliding were varied, The load was 0.7 kgf, the diatrieter of the
electi'ographite pins was 6 mm, the diameter of the copper disk was 150 mm

and the duration of the tests was generally 4 h. Testing was in the ambient
air, in the summer (i.e. at a high humidity level).

The plot of wear coefficient as a function of current for various sliding
speeds is shown in Fig. 5. In general, wear is higher when the current
becomes greater, and for any level of current the wear becomes lower as the
sliding speed increases.

The wear data were analyze, n terms of eqn. (6), assuming that at the
interface there was at any time ouiy one circular contact, whose radius was
given by the plastic deformation equation:

pi=2 L (6)

where p is the hardness of the softer surface, the graphite.
Figure 6 shows the plot of wear coefficient as a function of temperature

computed by the use of eqn. (5). The parameters used in the equation ar.
given in Table 1. ,- .:

In general, the wear coefficient increases as a function of computed
interfacial temperature, slowly at moderate tempemtuVes, but sharply at•

around 300 'C. The line from Fig. 4 is drawn on Fig, 6:as a broken CUMre and

• • +- ,: -I
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Fig. 6. Plot of wear coefficient as a function of interface temperature computed by the
use of eqn. (5) for various sliding speeds: o, 1.5 mn s;L 5 m s1;,9i ;E 13 in 671*
The scatter of wear rates is much lower than in Fig. 5, the low speed and high speed
results are well intermingled, and there is a drastic rise In wear at computed temperatures
of just wnder 300 *C.

TABLE I1
Units and values of the parameters used in eqn. (5)

Parameter Unit or vialue in the following sy, tems

Old engineering unite Metric units

f 0.25 0.25
L 1.54 lbf 0.60 kgf

J1 4.2 Ws9calI1

PC264 lb in-2 TF 8.2 X lob cal M-3 cc-'4
51 lb ir, OF-' 91 Ca l 1 00q-i

*r4.8 X10 in 1.2 X10-4 m,
- 21 X 10-3 S2 (WA-2 )

V in 4 1  in $-
i A

gives a reasonable fit for the experimental data points at high temperatures,
since the experimental data points indicate a drastic increase in wear
coefficient in the vicinity of 300 *C. Thtus, it seems that the temperatures
computed by the use of eqn. (5) are realistic ones.

4. DiseuSsion

The reason why wear coefficients from the high temperature tests
showni Fg 4 donotfitthe experientaldata shown in 6 '.at low

77777 .77
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temperatures is as follows. Stephenson [12] found that at moderate temper-
atures the wear rate was high for the first hour of testing and was then
reduced by about an order of magnitude. His tests were all in the high wear
regime, while the tests shown in Fig. 6, being at higher speeds for longer
periods of time, were mainly in the low wear regime.

While Holm and Shobert have carried out analyses of the temperature
rise of sliding electric contacts which are roughly equivalent to the use of
eqn. (5), I have been unable to find any indication that the equation itself
has been used, and the remarkable fact that increases in sliding speed can
reduce the interfacial temperature of current-carrying contacts seems not to 3
have been previously reported.

In our tests, eqn. (5) seems to give rather accurate values for the temper-
ature rise because of a number of compensating factors. The first of these,
mentioned above, is that all the electrical heat is assumed to be generated at
the interface, whereas it is in fact generated within the constriction and some
of it never reaches the interface. The second factor is that the disk is assumed
to be at all times at room temperature, whereas it may become quite warm
after extensive sliding. A third factor is that it is assumed that all the heat is
carried away from the interface by conduction through the disk, whereas
some travels through the pin and some is convected away. This is seen most
clearly by noting that in initial tests the pin holder was made of copper, and
in this case the pins were distinctly cooler because heat could be more easily
dissipated through the holder.

For our top current of 80 A, calculations indicate that at a speed of 77
m s-1 the mechanical and electrical energy inputs are equal. Almost all our
tests were done in a regime in which the electrical heating exceeded the
mechanical, so that the surface temperature-velocity function was negative.

F The assumption that the contact between pin and disk was made at
only one junction proved surprisingly accurate, possibly because in many
cases a thermal patch as postulated by Burton [13] was formed. It should be
noted that our pins were of 6 mm diameter. Presumably when brushes of
large area are used there are a sizable number of contacts, perhaps about 10
as assumed by Holm. This fragmentation of the contact area would reduce
the temperature at the interface to below the value given by eqn. (5).

5. Conclusion

This study started in an attempt to explain an anomaly, namely that in
studying the wear of current-carrying Ag-graphite contacts sliding against

copper, experiments at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) [ 14)
were producing more wear that was being experienced at Westinghouse [15 1,
even though our sliding speeds were much lower (4 m s-x at MIT as against
13 in s-  at Westinghouse). It is now clear that the experimental results are
perfectly logical in that the surface temperature, and hence the wear, is
lower at 13 w s' than at 4 m s

.~ .''. I
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Summary

When current flows through a contact spot heat is generated in the
constriction resistance and is then dissipated into the bulk of the conductors.
The generation depends on the electrical resistivity, and the dissipation on
the thermal conductivity; both of these vary with the local temperature. The
equilibrium temperature of the spot reflects the balance between these two
processes. For the graphite used for sliding brushes, the electrical resistivity,
after an initial decrease, is level or rises with temperature: by contrast the
thermal conductivity usually falls as the temperature increases. Consequent-
ly, as the current is increased and the temperature rises, more heat is
generated, but the conductive dissipation does not increase at the same rate.

A theoretical and experimental study of this behavior in graphite-to-
graphite and graphite-to-metal contacts is described in this paper. It shows
that for any given size of contact there is a maximum current which may be

passed safely. For currents greater than this critical value no thermal equilib-
rium is possible, and the temperature rises indefinitely until it is limited by

Ci some other phenomenon, e.g. the disintegration of the contact interface due
to thermal shock.

Some observations on surface degradation in practical brushes are de-
IN scribed, and these are discussed in terms of this thermally unstable behavior.

I:I

1. Introduction

It is well known that current crosses an interface by flowing through
the tiny contact spots where the two conductors come into intimate contact.
The constriction as the current funnels through these spots gives rise to a
small extra resistance, called the constriction resistance. Heat generated in

*Paper presented at the Advanced Current Collection Conference, Chicago, IL,
U.S.A., September 23 - 25, 1981.
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this resistance by the current raises the temperature in the contact region,
and this can damage the interface. This basic picture is true both for static
contacts and for sliding current collectors.

The classical method of calculating the maximum temperature
rise developed in the constriction (the supertemperature Tm) uses the Kohl-
rausch relation [ 1

M)

U2  8 dT
0

which gives it in terms of the voltage U between the conductors. This is a
straightforward relation, requiring as input the values of the electrical resis-
tivity p, the thermal conductivity X and their variations with temperature. It
indicates that Tm rises monotonically with U. The problem is that in
practice current collectors do not have voltages applied across them: their
impedances are insignificant, and consequently they have currents driven
through them. The voltages developed across them are, like their supertem-
peratures, dependent variables. The distinction is important because an equa-
tion linking two dependent variables tells us nothing about the stability of
the relation.

In this paper we explore the dependence of the temperature on the
independent variable, the current I, and show that for graphite collectors T.
does not increase steadily as I rises: often there is a critical value of current
above which the temperature rises discontinuously.

2. Thermal balance in contact spots

The heat generated in the constrictior region is given by the square of
the current times the constriction resistance R. R itself depends on the resis-

tivity. Therefore for a given current the heat generated (HG) will vary with
the temperature in the same way that p varies with temperature. The exact
relation is complicated because the temperature is different from point to
point in the constriction, but it is clear that the HG varies with Tm in some
manner such as that shown in Fig. 1(a), curve I. (This curve gives the heat
which would be generated in the contact region by a current 1 if the max-
imum temperature in the constriction were T..) Higher currents woud
generate more heat: curves 12, Is etc.

By contrast, the dissipation of heat from the contact region into the
bulk conductors depends on the thermal conductivity and on how it varies
with temperature. For constant X,, the heat dissipation (HD) will be propor-
tional to Tin, as shown in Fig. 1(b). However, when, as is common in
graphite, X, falls with increasing temperature, the HD curve will be as shown
by the broken line.

In practice, the current will raise the temperature until the HD equals
the HG; the equilibrium temperature will be given by the intersection of the
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2.

00

IPI
Supertomperature Supertemperature

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. (a) Representation of the way the supertemperature affects the heat generated by
currents flowing through a constriction resistance (the broken line is the heat dissipation,
and is superimposed to show the temperature at which there will be a thermal balance);
(b) the influence of the supertemperature on the heat dissipation from the contact region
(the full line is for a constant X; the broken line shows the effect when X falls as T=
increases).

HD-Tm curve with the appropriate HG-Tm curve, as illustrated by the
4 broken line transposed to Fig. 1(a) from Fig. 1(b). This graphical approach

shows immediately that, although at low currents the HD and HG curves
intersect, there is in general a critical current above which the HG is greater $
than the HD at all temperatures. This marks a discontinuity in the behavior
which is not revealed by the voltage-temperature characteristic calculated
using the Kohlrausch relation. This current is the maximum which can be
passed through the collector in equilibrium; above it there is no thermal
balance and the temperature rises indefinitely. The maximum equilibrium

temperature is a function of the thermal variation in X and p: it is not asso-
ciated with any change of 'state.

3. Theoretical calculation of the supertemperature

The dependence of the supertemperature on the current, which is
implied by the points of intersection of the curves in Fig. 1(a), has been

f treated theoretically by Greenwood and Williamson (2]. Unfortunately their{ r elation

2/(2 7 -1/2

IR 0 22o 2f Xp dT) X dT (2)
0 T

yields analytical solutions only when X and p vary with T in very simple
ways. However, it can be evaluated numerically for any material, using step
by step integration, provided that the variations in X and p with temperature
are known. Using this approach we have determined the current- 4

. . .... 4.'
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temperature characteristics of the contact spots of several grades of graphite.
R2o is the "cold resistance" of the contact, i.e. that measured at an ambient
temperature of 20 9C using a current too small to cause any temperature rise
in the constriction. This factor can be used to normalize the current; the
above relation then describes the behavior of any size of contact spot.

A typical result is shown in Fig. 2. At first the supertemperature rises
slowly, but above a few hundred degrees Celsius it becomes extremely
sensitive to changes in the current. A 50% increase in the current necessary
to produce a supertemperature of 400 9C will raise the temperature to
2000 *C; a further small increase will destroy the thermal balance and cause
the temperature to rise indefinitely. The cross marks the critical current and
the critical temperature, the most extreme case for which the curves in
Fig. 1(a) intersect. The section oX the curve at higher temperatures than this,
i.e. with the negative slope, is unsiable. The behavior shown in Fig. 2 was
calculated for 875S graphite. Closely similar characteristics have been
derived for 890S (3474D), ATJ and Acheson graphites. The X and p values
of these graphites all vary with temperature in broadly the same way. (Useful
publications on the resistivities and conductivities of graphites are given in
ref. 3.)

The exact variations in the conductivities, however, cannot be known
accurately. In polycrystalline graphite they are functions of the raw
materials, processing procedure, baking temperature and baking time. They
differ from one graphite to another, even from one batch to another; indeed
the high temperatures developed around the contact spots may themselves
cause changes in the conductivity during the life of a brush. Nevertheless, the
important aspects of the relation between current and supertemperature, i.e.
the extreme sensitivity of the supertemperature to small changes in the
current and the thermal runaway above a certain maximum current, appear
to be independent of the detailed variation.

We have calculated the current-voltage-supertemperature characteristics
for many different graphites. They all show a region in which the super-
temperature rises extremely rapidly for very small increases in the current,

and almost always there is some current level at which the thermal behavior
becomes unstable. In a few cases, where the resistivity fell sharply as the
temperature increased, the supertemperature rose very rapidly with the
current but did not actually become unstable. Figure 3 shows the character-
istic calculated for an electrographitic material. The behavior is essentially
the same as that shown in Fig. 2.

4. Experimental obseration of the critical currentj

The supertemperature cannot easily be measured experimentally, and

so it is more convenient to verify the theoretical predictions by observing the
way the current through the constriction depends on the voltage across it.
Just as thee is a maximum value of the current in the I-T. relation (as
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Fig. 2. The influence of the current on the supertemperature at the interface between two IA

875S raphite blocks. The current has been normalized by beingmultiplied by R20 , and
consequently the graph is valid for any size of contact spot.

Fig. 3. The influence of the current on the superteniperature in an electrographitic
collector.

shown in Figs. 2 and 3), so there is in the 1--U relation [2]. The theory
predicts that wvhen an increasing voltage is applied across the interface of a
graphite collector the current will rise to a maximum and then fall as the
voltage continues to increase. Using data for ATJ graphite the voltage corre-
sponding to the current maximum was calculated to be 2.7 V, as shown in
Fig. 4.

A simple experiment was caried out in which two pieces of ATJ

graphite Were brought into contact with. a force sufficient to create contact

A voltage was applied across the interface and the resulting current wasE
V ~observed. Xwas fonthtsth voltage rose, the current did indeed rise to

a maximum and then. decrease. The experiment was repeated many times.
The voltage at which the current maiximum occurred varied slightly from run
to run; its average value was. 2.9.-1 0.25 V, which agrees well with the.
theoretical prediction.

6. Practical considekatilong

The phe'omenon illustrated in Eigt 2 and .3:ultimately sets a limit to
the wvorking current of a'collector, -ond this ulay become critical ini the

I 9 -Aw,

011;
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Fig. 4. The relation between current and voltage for the contact between two pieces of
ATJ graphite.

development of very high current density brushes. However, its immediate
practical significance lies in the influence it has on the effect of current
surges. The contact spots at the sliding interface are tiny, and the heat
generated in their constrictions is released into a very small mass of material.
Their thermal capacity is small, and their temperature can rise and fall
rapidly; microsecond thermal response times are common. Contact spots
respond to current peaks not to average values. The current flowing through

I sliding collectors is very far from constant; it fluctuates as a result of
switching and commutation and, in addition, it quite commonly suffers
interruptions and surges caused by perturbations in the forces and angles
with which the brushes bear on the slip ring,

The behavior revealed in Figs. 2 and 3 suggests that the effects of such
fluctuations may be more serious than has been suspected. For example, if
a collector is passing a current large enough to raise the temperature of the
contact spots to 300 'C, then a surge which momentarily increases the

~~current by a factor of 3 (which is by no means an unusual event) will create

a temperature well above 2000 'C. The resulting thermal shock can be very
harmful.

6. Graphite-to-metal collectors

It is convenient to visualize the constriction region in terms of a set of

equipotential surfaces which are orthogonal everywhere to the lines of
current flow. In the simple case of contact between conductors of the aMne
water.., the interlacelia a plane -of symwmetry (regdless ot the mcoscopic
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shape of the conductors), and so the contact spots form one of the equi-
potentials. (If the contact is a single circular spot, the equipotentials are in
fact a set of ellipsoids centered on it, and the current flow lines are the
orthogonal set of hyperboloids.)

Surprisingly, the pattern of equipotentials and current flow is not
altered when the constriction region lies partly in the graphite and partly in
the slip ring. It can be shown (by a simple extension of the analysis given by
Greenwood and Williamson [2] ) that the pattern is not disturbed when the
material is changed to a second conductor inside a constriction as long as
the change is made at an equipotential surface of the original homogeneous A
system. This condition is met by the interface between the collector and the
slip ring (the contact spots). The two halves of the constriction can thus be
treated independently and then added. In fact the resistance of the metal
half is negligible, so the R2o of the system is half that of the equivalent
graphite-to-graphite contact; thus the current required to create any given
temperature in the constriction is doubled. More importantly, the place at
which the maximum temperature occurs is altered. It has been shown that,
in equilibrium, the isotherms in the constriction region coincide with the
equipotentials and also that the maximum temperature occurs at the mid-
potential of the constriction [2]. In the symmetrical case this is at the inter-
face, but when the entire potential drop occurs in the graphite the mid-
potential is inside the brush, approximately one contact-spot radius below
its surface.

This asymmetry enhances the importance of the thermal instability
described above. The sudden generation of an extremely high temperature
just inside the graphite is likely to produce a thermal crack and to cause the

material between the isotherm and the interface to spall leaving a small
crater.

7. Metal-loaded graphite collectors

Many graphites are loaded with metal powder. The nature of their

sliding interface can vary greatly, and it is not possible to say at any instant
whether the contact is graphite-to-slip ring or particle-to-slip ring. Indeed,
the deposition of graphite onto the slip ring may result in a graphite-to-
graphite interface [4). It is probable that the nature of th contact is
continually changing. However, it is clear from Fig. 3 that if, while the

.. current is very high, the contact is momentarily made through a graphite-to-
slip ring spot, then the temperature in the contact regions will immediately

.. rise far above the melting point of the metal powder. Any particles close to
the graphite contact spots are likely to be melted and lost. This will reduce
the probability of metallic contact spots and, conversely, increase the chance
that the next current surge will pass through a graphite constriction and so
lead to renewed high temperatures and fin~a lo fmtaOC satd

i ..
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such a process would continue removing metal powder from the surface of
the collector, and the state of the interface would presumably depend on the

V balance between this thermal removal and the exposure of new particles as
the surface wore.

This process may offer an explanation for the behavior illustrated in
Fig. 5. This shows a silver-loaded graphite brush which had been used to
collect current from a segmented ring. The interesting observation is that
almost all the silver has been removed from the trailing end of the brush
interface. It seems possible that the following sequence of events may have
occurred. As the brush slid from one segment to the next, the force between
it and the first segment decreased as the load became transferred to the
following segment. Thus the area of contact between the brush and the first
segment became smaller. (The segmented slip ring is an unusual case in which
the true area of contact does vary with the nominal area of contact.) As the
contact area decreased, the cold constriction resistance R2o increased. The
actual value of R2o at any instant would depend on whether the contact was
metallic or graphitic. In either case, the product IR20 would increase even if
the current remained constant. If at any time thc contact was graphitic, and
its IR20 exceeded the critical value, the sequence of melting and metal
removal described above would be initiated. The process would repeat every
time the brush left a segment and could lead to the situation shown in
Fig 5.

It is interesting to note that if this argument is correct a very sharp
demarcation should develop on the brush between the unaffected surface
and the metal-depleted surface. The process of metal removal will begin at
the trailing edge because that is the part in oontact when the force between
the brush and the segment is smallest and the constriction resistance is
greatest, When the brush overlaps the segment more, the force is greater and
R20 is smaller. At some overlap the value of R2o will have fallen so that even
for a graphitic contact IR20 will be less than the critical vtuue. The depleted
region cannot extend from the trailing edge further than this, and so we
should expect it to have a sharp edge. We should also expect the width of the
depleted region to be proportional to the current.

Garrett and Hummert (51 have studied this phenomenon and have
observed that the depletion width is indeed proportional to I. The brush
shown in Fig. 5 is one used in their experiments. The distribtidon of particles
in the surface of this brush is shown in Fig. 6 which was taken by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) using silver X-ray emission. The micrograph was
divided into 14 strips, each 61.5 mm X 6.35 ram, with the edge of the
depleted zone between strips 6 and 7. The silver spots were counted, and
their densities are given in Table 1. A recount confirmed these figures within
5%. As the edge of the strips probably did not coincide with the edge of the
zone, the counts in strips 6 and 7 are not reliable. The sharpnesa of the edge
of the depleted zone is clear. The sudden transition from the unaffeted ar,
to the depleted area is not easy to explain by conventional descriptions of
brush wear, but is exactly as predicted by the present arguments.

. ' - i : I
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-A

Fig. 5. SEM micrograph of the surface of a worn silver-loaded brush. The silver particles

havebee remvedfrom the trailing edge. (Magnification, 14x.)

Fig. 6. Silver X-ray emission from the surface of Fig. 5, showing the density uf silver
particles in the surface. (Magnification, 14x.)

TABLEl1

Density of silver spots in each of 14 equal strips of the SEM silver X-ray micrograph

Strip Silver spots Strip Silver spots

1 79 7 308I2 jiG 8 330
3 170 9 305
4 168 10 326
5 160 11 342j6 182 12 318

13 316I; _ ___ ____ ___ ___14 321

f undoubtedly influences the behiowior of the contact region in its mnom
norml sate itis ope tit it may be possible to develop a broader they

-*wbracing bco'h frictional mid electrica Itati g.
Small increases in the current can create very high tenqpertusi the

contact region. These thermal transients can seriously damiage coiL 'tors.
They occur more commonly than is generally realized anwl are particuh'xly
significant in circuite which are Prone to surges. The perforiance oi
graphite will be stongly influenced by the way its thierwal onductiviity and
electrica wstivity vary with temerature, for this determines At& tolerance

slk- i .:j j.
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to large currents. It is unfortunate that so little data are available on these
critical parameters at high temperatures. Such information is clearly impor-
tant and may become a critical input in research aimed to extend the
current-carrying limit, of collectors.
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Summary

Numerical results are given for electric current flow through a sliding
contact that involves a graphite brush and a copper slip ring. The contact of
length 21 and unit depth moves with velocity c along the brush face. It is
found that for a given fixed set of operaying conditions (current I, sliding
velocity V, contact force FN etc.) many values of c and I may exist; it is also
found that c is linear in sliding velocity V.

1. Introduction

In this paper, electric currents flowing from a stationary carbon
T graphite brush to a rotating copper slip ring through a friction-bearing sliding

contact are considered. When current and/or frictional heating are sufficient,
the contact geometry between the collector (brush) and the slip ring changes
from smoothly distributed asperity contact to a configuration where a single
thermal asperity forms, supporting the interface loading and holding the sur-
faces apart except at the asperity tip. This resulting thermal asperity is
orders-of-magnitude higher than the initial roughness asperities resident on
the initial undeformed surface.

Dow [1] has reported experiments designed to display the trwasition
described above. In those experiments the thermal asperity is brought to
incandescence by the electrical and frictional heating.

Earlier, Kilaparti and Burton [2] carried out an analysis of such contact
conditions in the absence of electrical heating. Their analysis showed that
earlier work with a simplified uniform temperature contact was qualitatively
correct as a first approximation.

In a companion paper [3], a problem of electric current collector
behavior was presented, and the surface displacements generated by elec-

*Paper presented at the Advanced Current Collection Conference, Chicago, IL,
U.S.A., September 23 - 25, 1981.
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trical heating were calculated. In the present paper these displacements,
together with those for wear and frictional heating, are combined to give a
prediction of overall contact behavior. The approximation of an isothermal
contact patch is made, and it is assumed that the brush and the slip ring
share this common temperature at the zone of actual contact. With such
approximations a heat balance is possible; once the amount of heat going
into the brush is estimated, surface displacements are calculated for the zone
of contact as if all surface loadings were removed. To reintroduce the load-
ing, it is assumed that the brush and the slip ring must be in full contact over
the specified contact zone. Noting that the slip ring material is much stiffer
than typical carbon graphite brush material, only the displacements of the
brush must be considered. These can be divided into two components: a
secular rise from the leading edge to the trailing edge; a bulge of the center
of the contact area relative to its edges. The latter displacement is pressed
flat by the contact loading in a nearly hertzian manner. Careful
consideration will lead to the conclusion that the secular rise cannot exist

under the other assumptions (e.g. full contact over the contact zone). Thus

the contributions from frictional heating, electrical heating and wearing of
material must exactly balance one another. Application of this condition
leads to the prediction that the contact patch is slowly traversing the surface
of the brush at a speed c. The contact width 21 and the speed c can be
calculated simultaneously by applying the aforementioned heat and material
balances. The derivations which follow outline these operations and show
typical results.

2. iiormulations

Figure 1 schematically shows a brush-slip ring system in contact at
y 0, IxI < 1. The slip ring surface moves with velocity V perpendicular to
the brush face, and the contact patch movqs with velocity c from left to
right along the brush face. The cuter periphery.of the brush is maintained at
the ambient temperature mid the entire brush face, except the contact t
patch, is thermally insulated. All electric currents and heat flowing from the
brush to the slip ring pass through the contactipatch. Fh.lly, the normal
force FN per unit depth, pressing the brush against theslip ring, causes a fric-
tional force p , where M is the dynamic coefficient of friction.

At the junction (the contact patch) between the brush and the slip ring,
frictional heat qt p VFN /21 and thernoelectric heat q,, = (A + BTJ)(/21)
are produced. Here, I is the total current per unit depth flowing from the I
brush to the slip ring, 7T is the junction temperature-due to the frictional
and thermoelectric heating and A and B are constants giving the thereo-
electric potential between the brush -material (graphite) mid the slip Aing
material (copper).

If a heat balance is applied at the contact patch, then the.total heat
qj + qt, produced at the junction must be equal to the sum of the hoat qb
conducted to the brush and the heat qj conducted to the slip -ring:

V,4



qb + q81qf + qt

qb and q,,, can be written [4] as

i\ 1/2

qKc. (Wy T (2b)

where K and k are thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity, C ad Cu
refer to carbon graphite and electrolytic copper and Tb and T81j refer to the
brush and the slip ring contact patch temperatures. The slip ring contact
temperature T., = Tj, while the brush contact temperature Tb =Tj + T"ee.

Here Tee, the electric heating component of the brush temperature at the
contact patch, can be determined using methods described in ref. 3. (For
later expediency of calculation, the heat flow qej0, through the contact
patch due to electric heating was taken as zero.)

If we define

C1
C= (3)

kc

then, after rearrangement, eqns. (2) become

FNI

COwcA:T VATCN

SLIP MIMS SUAFFACE

Fig. 1. Geometry and loading of a brudt-WIip ring systemn that nuakesa coritact at y 0
Ix I '. i. Ite sil) ring surface moves at velocity V perpeadicula to te buhfead oh
contact pach naoom from left to tight with velocity o.

'~77,
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=b Kc + Teiec) (a

qs \c k 12( I 1 VU (4b)

With the aid of eqn. (4) and of values given earlier for qf and qt,, eqn. (1) be-
com es d 2C 12 12

Mf VFN (A +BTj)l I Kc/" + eic) k
21 + 21 - )112(eee Tj

from which Tj may be obtained as

=AI + j.LfVF, 2Kc(611T )112Teiec(6
2(6 1 2{K + Kcu(kclkcu 1 } B

E quations (4a) and (6) together give the heat flow per unit area into the
brush in terms of known material parameters, measurable operating param-
eters and the unknown variable 6. Thus heat flow qb, gives rise to normal dis-
placements uth, in the brush at the contact patch, which may be computed
using results taken from ref. 2:

~~~~ )ak 2 \ 1/2 ac q,,(t) dt
Vth'(X) = - - qb( - f(7)

where uc is the coefficient of thermal expansion. (To simplify calculation,iaverage values of T.eo over the contact patch will be used.) Thus if the ro.
stant qb given by eqn. (2a) is substituted into eqn. (7), then eqn. (7) be-
comesjak k - ) ~ (X + Il1

tcKC I 7I

The total normnal displacement v(x) in the brush at the contact patch is the
sum of the normal displacements due to electric heating and to thermal
conduction.

VWx= Vtb(X) + VeieA() (9)

If values for Y

2, and 7

A-121
Telco Tec
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obtained from ref. 3 are substituted into eqns. (4a), (6) and (9), and if eqns.
(4a), (6) and (8) are substituted into eqn. (9), then eqn. (9) may be written
as

_ _ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
I

X l-x + 2( ( + l) --C 2  eec(10)

where p c is electrical resistivity and Telec and 5eec are dimensionless quanti-

" . ties, defined in ref. 3, that will be determined later as functions of 6. ,
:' Equation (10) gives the displacements into the brush (or, with minus :

signs, the displacements out of the brush) for combined frictional, electrical

and therrnoelectrical heating. In order that contact be maintained along the

, entire length of the contact patch, the toe-to-heel rise

x v-x = (-x -- W(1) (10)

during the time period 21/c must equal the thickness of the material lost
from the surface by wear, i.e.

: (Equation (12) uses Archard's wear law involving the average contact pres-
sure dFN/2e and the graphite wear coefficient Wf.) In addition, the center dis-

placement relative to the edges

must beapressed the byteal loadr

F = 1.72c(-c) (14)

Equation (14), taken from ref. 5, is a result of hertzian contact theory; er is

~Young's modulus for graphite.
If eqn. (10) is substituted into eqn. (11) and the result is substitutedIinto eqn. (12), then after rearngement eqn, (12) becomes

V(212

' + =0 (16)

'4.,( .... ,

•~y ) :ic) ;

(Equation (12) uses ........... -w...... ar law-involvingtheavera onc s-

....... .x 1 and ....... graphite wear coeficen W. .. I addit, the center dis-

:..'pl ce en relativ to. the ... . . .. • .edg.es " . .... -: . , -: ,"' . ... ": ...
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B ____ K 0 (k )1/2 (Oleec)-l (Oeiechl
2Kc. Kc kcu

The unknown variable 6^ can be determined as the roots of eqn. (15). It
should be mentioned that eqn. (15) can possess many real positive roots, the
maximum number of which depends on the functional forms of Telec (6) and

(eeci(6). If the results (determined later)

7
(aeiech( ^) 1 ;

are substituted into eqn. (15), then after a lengthy rearrangement eqn. (15)
becomes

(7 +(7 2W 176.2

(2)/2 k* l2k + *+V

7T 3  (W/2~

-t()" 2 * + ~*(~ 1 2~B* 60 +r)

=0 (16)

Under the transformation 6* =60.1, eqn. (16) becomes a tenth-order poly-
nomial that can have as many as ten real positive roots.

Substituon of:::ns. (10) aid (13) into eqn. (14) yields (after some

FN 1.72 Ec- ,C11 +
K0  7T

2-2112 A* + V* -2/f 5/2 461/2Tj 0 . 'i(i)

Firom this, I can be determined as

KC -O~) 2112
1.72Ec OPCP 72 6 2 T12

A* + * - 2/v TW2

1++ d b

c~11 664/120

"I

and c a



Finally, once Teiec, (6elec), and (Wele,)c have been determined, the
solution proceeds as follows: determine the roots 6 of eqn. (15); substitute
these roots into eqn. (18) to determine the corresponding 1; substitute c and
1 into eqn. (19) to determine c. Note that equations such as eqn. (16) may be
used in place of eqn. (15).

3. Results and discussion

In Table 1, steady state results with respect to 6 are presented for
electric heating of the brush. These data were calculated by assuming an
insulated brush face (including contact patch) and a cooled outer boundary.
For this problem, heat flow through the contact patch was blocked in order
to simplify the heat balance of eqn. (1): otherwise, qb would possess a term
corresponding to electric heat flow. The values presented for Telec are
average values of Telec taken over the entire contact patch.

TABLE 1

Presentation of steady state results versus 6 for electric heating of the brush

e(Oelec)1 (Oelec)C ec

1 6.92 4.09 1.024
2 4.37 2.76 0.616
4 2.65 1.81 0.376
8 1.64 1.24 0.237

a Average values.

If power law curve fits are applied to the data of Table 1, then (0elec),

7/6 1 . If these values, and the values for material parameters given in Table
2, are substituted into eqns. (15), (18) and (19), then I and a values may be
determined as functions of the operating parameters V, I and F N .

!i~iTA13LE 2
Values of material parameters

Material parameter Values of the paraneters for the followiig niaterials
I iGraphite C'u

-K (N s - C-) 13.5 393
.k (cm 79 X 10- 2  1.123

P (9, cm) 800 x 10- -
04,7 x 10- 6 -

3.98 X 10- 1 --
ii', -":i A (V) II.056 x I0- 6  2.706 x 10 - 6

',,,<!.iB (V *C-1  3.678 x I0- 60  0.7866 x 10-6

E (Mpg) 0.68 x -0
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Table 3 contains a list of seven values of I and c versus V, 1, FN and Mf
determined by numerical iteration of eqn. (16). From Table 3, it can be seen
that some of the computed values of I and c are either unreasonably large or
unreasonably small; however, in most cases there still appear to exist many
values of I and c that appear reasonable (I : 10-1 mm, c zt 100 cm l)
Furthermore, in many cases these many reasonable values are quite close in
value.

TABLE 3

Values of Iland c versus V, !, FN and .Lf determined by numerical iteration of eqn. (16)

Case I (A cm-1) V (M c1) FN (N cm-1) 1

A 100 60 5 0.2
B 40 100 1 0.4
o 190 80 3 0.4

Case A Case B Case C

I (mm) c (cm s-1) I (mm) c (cm 671) 1 (mm) c (cm s1l)

3.1 X 10-7 62.9 1.8 X 10-7 123 6.4 X 10-8 302
0.11 0.70 4.7 X 10-2 1.70 2.6 X 10-2 3.00
0.29 0,54 0.13 1.24 6.6 X10-~2  2.39
0.49 0.48 0.23 1.04 0,11 2.17
0.71 0,44 0.34 0.93 0.15 2.07
0.93 0.43 0.46 0.85 0.20 2.02
1.15 0.41 0.59 0.80 0.24 2.00

This suggests that as the contact patch moves across the brush face, its
velocity and length may change independently of the operating parameters
and material constants cited in the earlier fortnulations. Furthermore, some
stability criteria, favoring one pair of I and c over another, appear to be
necessary.

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) are plots of I versus I and I versus V respectively,
for FN = 1, 3 and 5 N cm-1 . Hereafter, in all figures presented, full lines rep-
resent situations in which pf 0.4 and broken lines represent situations in
which tit 0.2. For Fig. 2(a), V 60 i s-1 and for Fig. 2(b), 1 100 A
cnf1

E~xamnination of Fig. 2 reveals a monotonic decrease in I with I. V and
Mt,and a mionotonic increase in I with FN. The monotonic decrease in I with
respect to I may have significance in the fact that as I increases, the contact
length 1, and hence the contact area dcreases. This increase in current and
corresponding decrease in area will provide an accentuated increase in the
current density at the contact patch. This inay result in increased localized V
electrica heating of the brush at the contact patch, perhaps resulting in
accelerated brush wenr.

alt.
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0.4-~ K~' 0.4-\

ta I I (b IG

Fig. 2. Plots of (a)! Ivs. I for V =60 mn s-1 and (b) I vs. V for 1 100 A cmf1 (FN =1, 3
and 5 N cm 1 ;--4 Af 0.2; if 0.4).
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F.3. Plots of I s. V for FN 3 N cm 1  f'0.4 and various values of 1

Figure 3, a plot of I versus V for various values of 1, shows that for large
1, large increases in V appear to have little effect on 1, while for small 1, small
increases in V can have a marked effect on 1.

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) are plots of c versus I and V; these plots give the
4 corresponding c for the values of I found in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). From

Fig. 2, it can be seen that c increases mnonotonically with 1, V and Me andj
decreases monotonically with FN Note also from Fig. 4(b) that c appears to
be linear in V.

Figure 5, plots of c versus V for various values of 1, corresponds to
Fig. 3 in the same manner in which Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) correspond tW Figs.

2(a) and 2(b). Examination of Fig. 5 also reveals the linearity of e with
respect to V, Since the slope of the o vemss V curve only varies with )At thS

wherei m m(pt) is the slope and b b(I,FY ti) is the c itrcepL
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4-

2 c
(cm/sec) _

50 (00 150 20 60 100
(a) I (A/cm) (b) V (msec)

Fig. 4. Plots of (a) c vs. I for V = 60 m s1 and (b)cuvs. V for 1 100 Acm- 1 (FN
1, 3 and 5 N crnf;--.-, M.f =0.2;-, jf 0.4).

10

20 60 10

Fig. 5. Plots of c vs. V for FN - 3 N cin- 1 , pf 0.4 and various values ofl.

4. Conclusions
The following conclusions have been reached from the study.
(1) Many values of c and I may exist. for given operation parameters I,i

V and FN.- Changes from one pair of c and I to another pair may occurI during operation, independently of operating parameters. This change may
be iiifluenced by some unknown stability criterion.

(2) A moderate increase iii I way cause a large increase in current
density. This may result in greatly enhanced brush wear.

(3) The contact patch velocity o appears to be linear in. V.
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Summary

Metal fibre brushes were tested against stationary surfaces over a wide
range of relative speed (up to 100 m s1) for various mean (spatial) current
densities J in dry argon or nitrogen. The experimental results presented are
valid for several thousands of hours of test duration under "natural cooling"
conditions. The various test facilities are described and results on voltage
drop, friction coefficient, electrical and mechanical power losses and wear

I rate are given. For a pair of anodic and cathodic brushes under the workinag
conditions described above, a total loss of 74 W cm -2 was obtained for J =
50 A cm 2 at a relative speed of 100 m s-1 and for a packing density of
11.8%. The wear rate was 10-11.Some experimental results obtained with a
recently built apparatus which are described here indicate that the brushes
are superior to the best commercially available brushes for a wide range of
applications. Ongoing studies at the Laboratoire de Ge'nie Electrique de
Paris are briefly reported.

1. introduction

The stability problem encountered with liquid metal slip rings has led
the Laboratoire de G6nie Electrique de Paris (LGEP) to undertake a study
on multifilamentary brushes for about four years. In view of the results
obtained at the International Research and Development Co. with metal-
coated carbon fibres in an ambient atmosphere [1, 2], we surmised that the
operation of very thin metallic filaments in a neutral or non-oxidizing atmo-
sphere could be rather advantageous [3, 4]. The most difficult problem was
to obtain a wire presenting a satisfactory compromise between its mech-
anical and electrical behaviour. A work-hardening copper alloy appears to
offer the less expensive solution, However, when coid drwn to a sufficiently

*Paper presented at the Advanced Current Collection Conference, Chicago, IL.
U.S.A., September 23 - 26, 1981.
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small diameter (30 - 70 pm) the wire is usually inadequate for brush
construction and a mechanical treatment is necessary to straighten it. A good
compromise between a reasonable lifetime and overall (mechanical and elec-
trical) performance was found by choosing a diameter of about 40 Am for
the Cu-1.3%Cd-0.2%Sn wire first used. Considering the difficulties
encountered by a research laboratory, at least in France, to get a small
quantity of a new given material, we decided to build the machine to ensure
the mechanical straightening of the fibres and thus to optimize the proce- I
dure required to get satisfactory brushes. Figure 1 shows an elementary test
brush which consists of two fibre bundles presentirig an overall area of
contact of 1 cm 2 . Each bundle is composed of 3000 Cu-1.2%Cd filaments
50p m in diameter. The latter may be seen in Fig. 1 at the right of the
copper block in which they are embedded and soldered. These Cu-1.2%Cd
filaments allowed a better straightening treatment and therefore an improved
packing factor than the 40 pm diameter Cu-1.3%Cd-0.2%Sn fibres shown
on the left-hand side of the block. The bundle presenting the same apparent
contact area of 1 cm, contains only 2500 fibres. Figure 2 shows an annular
brush which was successfully tested under permanent working conditi3ns
with a current of 2500 A and a slip speed of 100 m s 1.During the last two

iL

Fig. 1. A two-bundle elementary bmh made with 3000 Ou-1,2%Cd filaments (50 m in
diameter) lying to the right of the coppet block In which they are tin soldered (scale in

Fig. 2. An annular bru h made with 2500 Cu-I.3%Cd-0.2%Sn filament, (40 pm in
diarmeter) per centimetre squared of apparent contact area. Such a brush adwittod a
current of 2500 A at a velocity of 100 m s-1 on a bare Cu-C4 slip ring in puameat
working condition (scale in centimeti'e).
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or three years many similar interesting studies have been carried out [4 - 9].
The main applications are for d.c. and homopolar machines for land or sea
propulsion units and inertial storage pukLd power sources. Results obtained

tt in pulsed current applications will be published in a further paper. At
Vi present, a 250 kW homopolar torque conve-ter is being built at LGEP as a

heteropolar d.c. motor involving a fibre brush commutator unit.

2. Electrical and wear performances

2.1. Experimental apparatus
The electrical and wear performances of the fibre brushes were exper-

imentally investigated usirg the specially designed apparatus shown in Fig. 3.
The rotating disk can be driven up to 16 000 rev min by means of a
variable speed motor; the peripheral velocity of the disk is then about 120 m
s- .The brushes can be positioned either on the two lateral flat faces of 'he
disk or on its circumference. Most of the experiments have been carried out,
however, with the filaments sliding at the periphery of the two paradel flat
faces. An auxiliary metal fibre brush sliding on the circumference allows the
voltage drop measurements for both polarities to be made. The disk is
enclosed in a box, so that the operating atmosphere can be controlled in
spite of some leakage at the rotating seal. The copper blocks to which the
fibres are soldered can be positioned at a given distance from the faces of the
disk, so that no force application system is required. This distance is
adjustable from outside the box. The surface temperatures of the disk and of
the fibre bundle are measured by an IR thermometer. The brushes are care-
fully cleaned and weighed before and after operation, so that fiber wear can
be estimated using a high precision balance (resolution, 10 g). In this

k, apparatus, unlike that described below, no friction coefficient measurements
can be made. Only a rough estimation of the mechanical losses is possible by
the well-known separated power loss measurement technique.

Fig. 3. A Wp view of the epeuimental oppamtu used for ekcUiad and wear mooure-
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2.2. Electrical performance
The main interest has been in high speed applications (e.g. d.c. homo-

polar machines) and permanent working conditions. The previously
described brushes are designed to be operated at 3liding velocities of up to
100om s and for long test durations (up to 1000 h). At a slip speed of
100 m s- 1 , two pairs of brushes (each pair presenting an overall contact sur-
face with the disk of 1 cm 2 ) have been operated at an apparent current
density J of 50 A cm - 2 (mean space value) in permanent working conditions
and without any cooling other than the "natural" radiation and accelerated
convection due to the vortices induced in the box by the disk rotation.
Under these conditions, the total voltage drop AV taking into account both
polarities (including conduction in the filaments and in the bulk of the disk,
constriction and film resistance effects) is not larger than 300 mV. This value
is obtained for a very low wear coefficient of 10-11 and a mechanical power
loss density of 74 W cm - 2 . (The wear coefficient is defined in Section 2.3.) C

At zero or low speed operation, the admissible current density can be much
higher. These performaices are obtained in a neutral or non-oxidizing atmo-
sphere such as dry argon or nitrogen. Electrical performance may be highly
affected by hydrocarbon vapours and care has to be taken to avoid pollution
of the cover gas by various degassing polymer products.

The voltage drops are found to be highly speed dependent, particularly
at low speed (Fig. 4). This tendency seems to be much more important than
for classical brushes. At zero.speed operation, the very low voltage drop
encountered (10 inV for J = 50 A cmn-2) allows current densities up to
300 A cm2 in permanent working conditions, depending mainly on the
packing factor f. This behaviour may be of interest for some further applica-
tions in the interwittent contact field for exanple. No signlificant difference

I + I

so 100
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has been noticed between the anodic and cathodic brush. Obviously, elec-
trical performances are highly dependent on contact pressure, i.e. on the dis-
tance between the track and the copper blocks for a given fibre free length.
The results presented above were for a compromise between good electrical
performance and low wear. It should be emphasized that electrical perfor-
mance, as opposed to wear, is not significantly dependent on the surface pro-
cessing of the track (bare metal such as Cu-Cr or electroplated track).

2.3. Wear performance
To define the wear performance of this type of "non-solid" brush, a

dimensionless wear coefficient r = h/d defined as the ratio of the linear wear
h of the fibre length (perpendicular to the contact area) over the sliding dis-
tance d = vt is used. Such a definition is sufficient to relate wear to electrical

* performances. For reasonable accuracy, t',e distances covered by brushes are
never less than 20 000 km, and they are sometimes more than 100 000 km.
Figure 5 shows the various results obtained in nitrogen. When the electrical
performance is as described in Section 2.2, wear rates range between 9 X
10-12 and 7 X 10-11. If better elect.Ical performances are to be obtained,
wear rates will increase considerably. The wear rate is neither significantly
velocity dependent nor fibre diameter dependent for the 40 and 50 jim
diameters tested. The best results were obtained with Ni-Au electroplated

L tracks. Using such a plating, the wear rat,, r is less than 1 X 10-11 for the
nominal operating conditions (J = 50 A cm- 2 ; AV = 300 mV; 20 m s- ' <
v < 100 m s- 1 ).

10

A ..

0 A,

.-- "

50 tOO

Slip Velocity Im s- 1 )

Fig. 5. Wear rate vs. slip velocity: 0, 40 Mm diameter Cu-1.3%Cd-0.2%Sn fibre, +
polarity, gold-plated track, f f 6.3%; A, 40 pm diameter Cu-- 1.3%Cd-0.2% ?n fibre, -
polarity, gold-plated track, f 6.3%; 0, 40 pm diameter Cu-l.3%Cd-G. 2%Sn fibre, +
polarity, Ni-Au-plated track, f - 6.3%; 0, 40 jim diameter Cu--1.3%Cd-0.2%Sn fibre, -
polarity, Ni-Au-plated track, f - 6.3%;A , 50 pm diameter Cu-1,3%Cd-0,2%Sn fibre, -
polarity, gold-plated track, f 11.8%; 0, 50jum diameter Cu-1.3%Cd fibre, + polarity,
gold-plated track, f 11.8%.
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3. Friction measurements

3.1. Experimental apparatus
In order to determine the mechanical losses of the sliding contacts with

a gr' ater accuracy, and to study the correlation between the collective fric-
tion coefficient (CFC) and the voltage drop, the experimental set-up shown
in Figs. 6 and 7 was developed. The main features of this apparatus are as
follows.

Fig. 6. The experimiental apparatus used for the friction rne~surements.
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A film of secondary pump oil covers the liquid metal in order to avoid
the effects of mercury vapour. One of the voltage leads is plunged into the
same mercury bath.

(3) The collective friction force (CFF) is measured by means of a sys-
tern in which a crossed slab balance is supported by two elastic beams.

(4) The vertical displacements of the constant load brush, due mainly
to changes in the CFF, are measured by an appropriate sensor.

(5) The two voltage drops, the CFF, the vertical displacement of the
constant load brush, as well as the rotation speed, are plotted versus time on
a six-channel recorder.

"(6) The chamber containing the measuring system may be subjected to
various atmospheres.

3.2. Results
Before each run, the disk as well as the brushes are carefully cleaned

with trichlorethylene and alcohol. The chamber is filled with the chosen
atmosphere. Since the measured quantities may vary intrinsically, all
external parameters are carefully kept constant during a run. The value of
the dead weight is determined in order to obtain a satisfactory compression
of the non fixed brush: a rough estimation of the convenient load is given by
the following formula:

FN  NF b  (1)

where
3 ED 4

Fb - - (2)
256L 2

is the buckling load of one filament and N is the number of filaments.
In eqn. (2), E represents the Young's modulus of the material, D is the

fibre diameter and L is the fibre free length. Equation (2), with E g 10 N
m -2 , D = 5 X 10-  , L = 2 X10 2 iand N = 3000,givesF 0.56 N.

As shown experimentally below (see Fig. 11) and theoretically in a
future paper, the value of the CFC is of great importance for the determina-
tion of the brush compression. Consequently, several runs were performed
with a dead load of 20 gf (0.196 N) in order to avoid excessive compression.

A typical record is shown in Fig. 8 which exhibits two time retons. At
the beginning of the run the voltage drops of both polarities decrease while
the CFC and the vertical displacement increase. At the end of the run the
phenomena are inverted.

These experimental results can be interpreted as follows. Before a run,
there are impurities on the sliding extremity of the filaments as well as on
the disk mid the shapes of the filament tips are not optimized. During the
"running-in" period two processes occur: (a) some of the impurities present
on the track as well as on the filaments are removed and (b) the filament
tips are worn (mainly in the first run) in such a way that their real contact

..'
AV,4,
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area with the track increases. Hence two conditions, leading to a low contact
resistance, are met: the surface film thickness is small and the real contact
area is large.

It is considered that the phenomena occurring towards the end of a run
are due to pollution of the atmosphere by a component (probably the base
oil) of the ball bearing grease which seems to exhibit important bleeding.

An important conclusion drawn from the results shown in Fig. 8 is that
the behaviour of the constant displacement brush is more satisfactory than
that of the constant load brush. This is confirmed by Figs. 9 and 10 in which
the voltage drops are plotted, for many ru-ns, against the CFC for the two
following systems: fibres on a gold track and fibres on CRM 16. Although
exhibiting some dispersion, these results show clearly that the voltage drops
decrease when the CFC increases and that the behaviour of the constant dis-
placement brush is less sensitive to the friction process than that of the
constant load brush.

The maximum CFC values found (about 0.52 for the gold-plated disk
and about 0.83 for the CRM 16 disk) should not be definitely retained, be-
cause they correspond to a relatively dirty (see above) atmosphere. Further
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experiments with a suitable grease should be performed in order to clarify
this noint.

Figure 11, which shows the vertical displacements of the constant load
brush against the CFC, demonstrates that the collective behaviour of the
fibres is somewhat hysteretic. This may be due to the relative motion of the
individual fibres composing the brush.

Nevertheless, this first experiment confirmed the values of mechanical
power loss found with the apparatus described in Section 2.1.

0.8j

150- 2 0.6

0.
0 U

100 0

s-00 02

50 02

0 05 1 0 02 04 06
FCollective Frict ion COVtliv ent Colloctive Friction Coogicieni

Fig. 10. Correlation between the voltage drop and the CFC (the brushes, load and
intensity are the saine as those In Figs. 8 and 9 -,disk, buro CULM 16):- 0, constant load
brush, v 13.6 ai s-1 *, constant load brush, vu 27.2 in a-1; A, constant displacewent

brush, v -13.6 tn a 0,A. constant displaceivient brusi, v -,27.2 in 0
Fig. 11. Vertical displaceiment of' the copper biock (constant load brush) w. the CFG.j

(2) These fibres can be assembled in order to forin bundles which can
be u-3ed as curret brushes 41 various applications involving d.c. hoanopolr
or heteropolal' systems.
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(3) When sliding on conveniently coated metallic tracks, these brushes
exhibit low wear rates as well as low electrical and low mechanical losses,
provided that they operate in a non-oxidizing atmosphere.

(4) The improvement in electrical behaviour during the running-in time
is well correlated with an increase in the CCF.

(5) From the mechanical point of view, each brush exhibits a hysteretic
behaviour which is probably due to an internal friction phenomenon.
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A HOMOPOLAR MOTOR FOR THE DEMONSTRATION OF NEW
HIGH CURRENT BRUSHES*

P. REICHNER and V. B. DOSHI

Westinghouse Electric Corporation Research and Development Center, 1310 Beulah Road,
Pittsburgh, PA 15235 (U.S.A.)

(Received November 20, 1981)

Summary

Recent research has demonstrated that very high currents can be
transferred efficiently across sliding electrical contacts under laboratory
conditions. Further effort is required to apply these research concepts to
practical machine designs and to determine their impact on such important
machine parameters as power density, efficiency and operating life. Toward
this objective, a high technology 50 h.p. homopolar motor was designed and
built. It incorporates novel high current metal fiber brushes and water-cooled
components in a configuration that has been optimized for maximum power
density.

The machine provides a wide range of possible speeds and current levels
for brush testing in a controlled environment and may operate as either a
motor or a generator. Initial testing will be performed with copper fiber
brushes, although other brush materials and configurations may also be eval-
uated.

A
1. Introductioa

Under proper conditions, extremely high currents can be transferred
across sliding electrical contacts. This has been demonstrated in recent
.search experiments with solid and fiber brushis [1 - 51 as well as with
liquid metal current collection systems [6]. The ultimate objective of this
research is the development of practical electrical machines of high power
density and high efficiency. Liquid metal current transfer systems have the
advantage of essentially 100% area coverage of the slip ring but they intro-
duce problems of liquid containment, particularly for motors where inertial
confinement techniques cannot be applied throughout the full operating

*Paper presented at the Advanced Current CoHlection Couference, Chicago, IL,
U.S.A., Saptenber 23 - 25, 1981.
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speed range. Commonly used liquid metals also have problems of chemical
stability and compatibility, more stringent insulation requirements and even
safety hazards. The recent experimental results with solid and fiber brushes
promise efficient collector operation with good brush life.In low voltage high current machines such as the homopolar (or uni-
Polar) motor or generator, the current collector at conventional current
densities is a major factor in machine size, weight and Power loss, This is
seen in the relative size of the spirally grooved collectors and the active
length in the early machine shown in Fig. 1 [7]. Here, the active length isless than 10% of the rotor length.Translation of experimental high curtOn' brush concepts into practical
machine applications requires consideration of and control of a number
of factors, primarily those associated with temperature and atmosphere.
For example, three potential effects of increased slip ring coverage are asfollows.(1) There is a concentration of Power dissipation, which will result in

excessive temperatures unless adequate cooling techniques are employed.
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(2) The reduced access time of the track surface to the surrounding
atmosphere may influence the effectiveness of lubricating films in the form
of adsorbed or chemisorbed surface layers and could result in higher friction
and wear.

(3) The increased concentration of wear debris, with reduced area for
removal, could interfere with the intimacy of brush contact and possibly
with the freedom of brush motion.

In addition, when the brush current density is greatly increased, the
sectional area of the shunt lead wire, between the brush and the stator con-
ductor, must increase. The shunt length may also be increased to maintain
flexibility. The shunt and brush holder become major factors in the current
collection system design. Inertial effects must also be considered in some
applications, such as vehicular drives.

There is generally a trade-off between high power density and high effi-
ciency, since higher current densities result in higher electrical loss and a
higher magnetic flux density results in greater excitation losses and increased
flux leakage. Flux leakage may also cause voltage gradients across the slip
ring. Brushes which are designed to pass high currents efficiently will have a
low contact resistance and therefore are more susceptible to circulating cur-
rents due to these voltage gradients. In general, high machine power density
is achieved by minimizing magnetic path lengths, maximizing iron flux den-
sity and using high current density in conductors with effective cooling to

4remove the resulting power dissipation.
The objective of the present effort is to identify, and evaluate important

factors, introduced by a real machine application, through the design, fabri-
cation and testing of a high technology 50 h.p. motor with metal fiber
brushes, The motor is intended to be scalable to 400 and 1500 h.p. machine

~sizes for vehicle applications.
Significant design objectives include a power density of 1,83 kg kW

(3 'b h.p. 1), a brush life at full speed of 120 h and reverse rotation capa-
bility. :

2. Parametric evaluation

A simplified drum-type homopolar configuration similar to that shown
in Fig. 2 was selected for analysis. The influence of a number of parameterb
on the power density and efficiency was evaluated, with the following values
hold constwit for the study: back-iron flux density, 1 .60 '; gap flux density4! (both radial and axial), 1.35 T; conductor current density. 7.75 MA in K
(5000 A in' 2). Bearing, seal md windage losses were neglected. The assump-
tion of equal radial md axial gap flux areas, in a simplified machine geome.
try, establishes the rotor radius as equal to the total active length. The shape
of the excitation coil-collector cross-seetional area was chosen to mihimize
approximately the flux path length in the iron..

As shown in Fig. 3, there is an optimum machine voltage (per turn) for
imaxium power density at given values of the collectt'r sliding velocity aad

31
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Fig. 2. Homopolar machine for high current brush demonstration.
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. -. cu.rent density in the excitation coil and drum conductors. At the higher
voltages, ith fixed values of collector tip speed and gap flux density, a
reduced voltage meanis a shorter active length and rotor diameter and there-
fore a lower weight. However, as the voltage becomes very sma, the current
must be increased accordingly. Ihis eventually increass the conductor cros
section, and thus the magnetic gap and excitation coil size, as well as the col.
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lector length to the extent that the total machine size again increases. Figure
3 is based on a collector speed of 75 m s-1, an average slip ring current den-
sity of 2.71 MA m -2 (1750 A in 2 ) and an average excitation coil current
density of 7.75 MA m- 2. For the slip ring, this is equivalent to a brush cur-
rent density of 7.75 MA m-2 with a 35% area coverage. For efficiency
calculations, a 60% area packing factor was assumed in the excitation coil to
account for water channels and insulation. Based on previous experiments
[3], a single-contact voltage drop of 0.1 V and a friction coefficient of 0.33
were assumed.

Although a single-turn machine was assumed, multiturn machines
formed by concentric drum conductors would have similar characteristics
with multiples of voltage, segmented (parallel) collector rings, and a corres-
pondingly reduced machine current.

The parametric analysis showed an improved optimum power density
for machines of higher power rating and also for increased collector sliding
velocity. Furthermore, this reduced relative weight was less sensitive to vol-
tage deviation from optimum at higher values of the power and the collector
speed. The optimum machine voltage increased with power rating. Figure 4
clarifies the trade-off between power density and efficiency. It shows that a
small increase in machine weight can give a significantly improved efficiency
if the voltage is increased slightly above the optimum value.

Figure 5 shows the influence of brush currnt density. For the selected
assumptions, it is seen that the power density is very sensitive to this param-
eter for values below about 3 MA ma2 (2000 A in 2 ). The improvement is
small beyond brush current densities of about 8 MA m 2. Similarly, a signi-
ficant reduction in machine weight can be achieved with average excitation

1W1
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current densities up to about 8 MAm - 2, but the coil power loss increases

and this has a significant effect on efficiency.
As a result of the parametric study, a 5 V single-turn machine was

selected. The corresponding current is 7460 A and the rotor speed is
13650 rev min- 1. A collector sliding speed of 75 ms was selected as a
reasonable objective based on the earlier fiber brush experiments.

3. Machine design

The 50 h.p. motor shown in Fig. 6 was designed and built as a high
power density machine. It utilizes advanced technology approaches, such as
multielement brushes at a high tip speed and high current density, as a possi-
ble forerunner for electric vehicle drive applications, and it satisfies the
1.83 kg kW- 1 (3 lb h.p. - 1 ) weight objective. The reversible fiber brush cur-
rent collection system is a key feature of the motor, which also includes a
high current density excitation coil necessary for the high power density.

The magnetic and the electrical configuration of the demonstration
motor is that of a basic drum-type homopolar machine. The motor is
approximately 21.6 cm in diameter and 23.8 cm long (excluding the shaft
extensions). The major components, shown in Fig. 2, are the rotor, the

. BW
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stator, the current collectors and the end-housing assemblies. The stator
halves are symmetrical about the axial center-line and each half consists of
an inner copper return conductor, a cylindrical magnetic iron housing and an
excitation coil. The return conductor sections are joined with low tempera-
ture solder and are insulated with polyimide sheet and tape. The iron
housing serves as the flux return path as well as a structural support member.
The magnetic end housings also perform the dual function of supporting the
rotor through ball bearings and providing a flux return path between the
stator and the rotor.

The rotor consisfts of a 2.54 mm thick cylindrical Zr-Cu armature
which surrounds the water-cooled magnetic iron rotor core. These are sepa-
rated by a 0.254 mm thick electrically insulating layer of aluminum oxide
which transmits the armature shrink pressure and torque. Tile two drums
which form the armature are soldered at a central joint location well away
from the current collection area where the generated heat is at a maximum
because of friction and electrical power losses and where bending stresses
may arise from discontinuities in the drum thickness. Cooling water enters
the rotor shaft through a rotating union, proceeds to each circumferential
annulus adjacent to the slip ring through two diametrically opposite radial
holes, and returns through two other radial holes located 90' away. The
water passages are plated for corrosion protection, The integral rotor shaft is
supported by conventional grease-lubricated ball bearing s with nylon cages
for high speed operation. To prevent circulat-ing currents, the Wearing is
housed in an insulated sleeve of non-magnetic stainless steel. Because of its
inherent high stiffness and smnall bearing apni, the rotor critical speed is well ''
above the operating speed. Dimepsioral toler.mces of the two axial slir gaps
weie designed to control the direction of awj net inagieti . force. Thle axialI
tldust is small and will be taken by one- of the bearitigs.

The~T- lodcurn flows fromt a terminal flange at the axial cenitcx of the
maach ine throughi -do stator conductor, the etirrent collect4io systexm, theci rotor armnature, and hack to the other terminal via the setond colHector amv
*4ator conductor. Thle maximum conduvdor turrnt donit i eroto ~id
the stator is 7.75 MA ni -. To avoid ani additional magnetic gap and to i-i
11lizo the magnetic forces Oil the woutput corteni leoads, Uh'~ ae taken -t
radially at the center of the niachinei hr they do not crmss the fl- .ah
The leads ae water cooled.

The circumnferential current, flows in the two holivally Wound exciWA0on
coiNi are in opposite directions so that the niagneoic field enters the rotor in
the wam radial direction along the full active Jength. The watercooled coilg
are wound from a hollow copper conductor -which is- 0.58 enit aquare. Thc.
conduetor current deitsity is 11.6 MA R,~ -Alieai~eci cret den
SAtYis 558 MAinf

Initial magnetic analhsis showed sigitificant axial voltage grdi ~ts in '

-peiheral alip rigs which wvere located at thie ends of Ole cyli-idrical zotor.;
3~~us f their lov, resistance, mectal fiber brushes are suseeptie to M~ip

i'n traits which induce circulain currents at. the interiace. In Subse-
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quent design modifications, it was found that, if the rotor diameter was
increased along its active length, the reluctance of the magnetic gap was
reduced and the excitation coil became smaller. The resulting configuration
was found to be quite adaptable to an axial brush configuration. The slip
ring voltage across the brush width was calculated to be approximately
0.01 V for the selected axial slip ring configuration.

Any discontinuity in the magnetic iron that results in a non-uniform
field at the air gap induces eddy current and hysteresis losses. A field analysis
indicated that if the edge of a transverse hole is placed at least two diameters
from the magnetic gap, the gap field distortion and losses ae negligible. The
radial holes leading to the annulus for slip ring cooling, and the bolts which
clamnp the two stator halves, were located on the basis of this criterion.

Non-uniformity in the return conauctor current distribution also causes
the rotor to see a time-varying magnetic field and generates eddy currents in
the rotor conductor. For the demonstration machine, a departure from uni-
form axisymmetric lead connections to the cylindrical return conductor
would result in a non-uniform stator current. Hence the output leads were
designed as circular discs. Multiple equal-length flexible leads will be con-
nected from the outer periphery of these discs to the bus bars from the main
power supply.

A flux plot of the selected design indicated an armature voltage of
5.54 V for the collector tip speed of 75 m s- (13645 rev min - ') and a
maximum air gap flux density of only 1.1 T. This provided some margin over
the nominal 5 V machine rating at the ful load current of 7460 A, Traosient
and steady state thermal analysis indicated a temperature difference of only

&8 T between the copper drum and the iron, which is not sufficient to influ-
once the shrink pressure required for torque transmission. The estimated
collector temperature was 74 *C at mximut currinit, im

To insure good performance of the metal fiber brushes, at, evviroment
of humidifivd carbon dioxide, at a slight positive pressure, will be maintailwld
in the machine. A graphite seal at each end prevents the entrance of any con-
taminant into Qe collector region. No silicone nteriog maerials are used inthe machine construction in otr to avoid their poible adverse effet on

brush oipration.

4. Cunent collector

Uce Te wlecUt fible brush configuration draws oi experience obtailedY, reentlwl with small metal fiber bundles and groupings of thiese bundles "

125 11 (5 × 10 in) in dianeter, have carried metal cun-ent densities as
high as 100 MA n - (65 kA in ). Although a 50 m s'- I sliding speed was
retzch d, wost of thee tts were run at 12 16 in s and at current density

levels of 12.4 MA n' 2. These'high current deosities have been bandied with

f oejceilent brush life (dimenisionilegs wea, 10- 1- 11) anid with low powz J
" -& i.. ':." l *I
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Fig. 7. Metal fiber brush assembly.

loss. The present brush design (Fig. 7) incorporates 150 of these bundles in
each collector ring, and these will operate at 23.2 MA m- 2 (15 kA in - 2 ) at
the maximum machine current.

For the small homopolar machine, an axially applied brush appears to
have advantages over conventional radial brush application to a peripheral
slip ring. This relates to initial contour matching, cooling line flexibility and
fiber packing density. Radially applied brushes must be segmented to allow
for radial movement due to brush wear. To achieve good conformity of each
brush to the slip ring periphery it would be necessary to "run in" these
brushes prior to operation. A plane surface axial-face biush should be easier
to produce, even for the full annular ring shown in Fig. 7. For a radial appli-

L" cation, if direct water cooling of each brush segment is desired then flexible
water lines must be connected to each segment. In contrast, each demonstra-
tion machine brush ring has only two pairs of flexible cooling lines. The
brush rings are guided in their axial travel by two linear ntifriction bearings,
and the complete annulus is available for fiber burdles. Conventional radiali ~ ~brush holders would reduce the area available to brushes. The complete ring , :
design also permits fewer brush loading springs to be used. (Only four are

used in the present design.)
The most important factor in high current brush design appears to be

temperature control at the sliding interface, in the brush body and in the
flexible shunt leads. This is bt accomplished through water cooling of the
slip ring and of the brush body directly (rather than through the air gap to a
brush holder). Metallic fibers, especially of copper, effectively remove heat
from'the sliding interface. In the demonstration machine, the brush water-

I . , , ,,
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cooling system has been designed to remove all the predicted brush interface
power loss.

Because of the complexity of the water-cooling lines, the flexible
shunts and the spring loading system, the brush ring has been made separable
to simplify brush replacement. This is accomplished by shrinking the brush
ring onto the holder assembly which provides all the above-mentioned func-
tions. This joint adds some small resistance to electrical and thermal transfer.
For the selected shrink contact pressure, the additional voltage drop is esti-
mated to be less than 5 mV at maximum current.

It is expected that at high slip ring speeds, the fiber flexibility will
permit the brush to follow the slip ring irregularities effectively and the
heavy copper fiber support ring will move only slowly, to accommodate
brush wear. The copper fibers are applied at an angle to the slip ring (300 to
the normal) to increase their flexibility. In a unidirectional machine, this
angle would be oriented to place the fibers in a stable, trailing position.
However, for machine rotation reversal this would cause a "stubbing" action.
Therefore the brush fiber angle is placed in a plane that is normal to the
direction of rotation and is thus symmetrical for rotation reversals.

The four brush loading springs provide a total contact force of 37 N
(8.3 lbf) per ring. Based on single-bundle performance, the collector con-
tact voltage drop is expected to be less than 0.1 V at the rated machine
current.

5. Conclusions

A 50 h.p. motor was designed and fabricated for the evaluation of

advanced high current brushes and high power density machine technology.
High power density was achieved through the use of water cooling in high K
current components, high current brushes, and the selection of an optimum
machine voltage. Since this sets the machine rotationai speed, it will be nec-
essary to consider gear box requirements when a specific application is
defined. Although the machine was designed as a motor, which required
brushes capable of reverse rotation operation, it is also directly applicable as
a generator.

The machine provides a wide range of possible speeds and current levels
for brush testing in a controlled atmosphere. For development or experimen.
tal purposes, alternative designs of the complete brush holder, or of the
brush ring alone, may be substituted easily. Although it is presently limited
to axially applied brushes, the collector design could possibly be mcdified to
accommodate a radial brush configuration.'i machneThe optimum(es(ingle-turn)fren fomachine voltage increases with the greater '
machine power levels foreseen for vehicle and shipboard applications. The

parametric analysis also indicates that power density and efficiency will be N

further improved for the machines of higher power rating.
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Summary

The fringe brush is now being manufactured commercially primarily for
use on those undirectional machines which even with the best grade of
conventional brush have considerable commutation difficulties at the leaving
edge.

The work carried out by Morganite Electrical Carbon in developing the
carbon fibre brush from the original all-fibre design to the present-day fringe
brush is described in this paper. The latter combines in one brush the charac-
teristics of conventional brush materials with the additional commutating
advantages provided by having carbon fibres at the leaving edge of the brush.
Brief details are given of the early laboratory experiments and the expansion
of this work onto constructor test bed and field trials over a wide range of
machines and applications.

1. Introduction

Early work was carried out with a brush which consisted of a bundle
of carbon fibres prepared from carbon and graphite cloth laminates and then
from high modulus polyacrylonitrile [1] as shown in Figs. 1(a) and 2. The
fibres were held in a metal box and they were stiff enough to withstand light
end-on pressure and in theory the brush seemed to offer considerable
advantages over conventional brushes for commutating machines because of
the very large number of contact points, the relatively high resistance across
the brush and the inherent strength and flexibility of the fibres, which would
enable them to follow surface irregularities of the collector without loss of
contact. Thus the all-fibre brush was expected to give good current collec-
tion, good commutation and good brush life.

*Paper presented at the Advanced Current Collection Conference, Chicago, IL,
U.S.A., September 23 - 25, 1981. ,
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1. Types of carbon fibre brush: (a) all-fibre brush held in metal box; (b) solid brush
with carbon fibre fringe; (c) solid brush with carbon fibre tape fringe.

Fig. 2. Typical all-fibre brushes in metal holders. I

2. Commutation testing with the all-fibre brush

A number of laboratory experiments were carried out to investigate
these ideas further.

On a dummy commutator rig, the characteristics of the brush-segment
voltage and of the brush-segment current were studied at the entering and
leaving boundaries of each commutator segment passing under the brush for
a range of intersegmental voltages. The segment-segment voltage was chosen
as a variable parameter because it plays an important role in determining the
sparkiess commutation zone, 

*

The brush to commutator segment contact resistance was measured for
a solid conventional brush and an all-fibre brush for two intersegmental
voltages as shown in Fig. 3. The resistance of the fibre brush-segment

sd7
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Fig. 3. Comparison of transfer resistance between segment and brush: --' -, carbon
fibre brush; -x -, conventional EG-type brush.

contact was found to vary mo nearly in inverse proportion to the area of
brush covered by the segment than that of the solid brush. Such conditions
assist better commutation in that the rise and decay of current in the short-
circuited coil itself occur within a shorter time. The higher interface resis-
tance of all-fibre brushes was sufficient to produce resistance commutation
and current was transferred without arcing when the brush-segment contact
was broken. This occurred even at the higher intersegment voltages when
conventional brushes were sparking, as shown in Fig. 4(b). Thus the all-fibre
brush would run without sparking under more difficult conditions than the
best grades of conventional carbon brush. Black band measurements on a
26 kW laboratory MG set confirmed these results, giving a large increase in
bond width of about twice that of a conventional grade EG14 brush. Fibre
brushes ran satisfactorily at 31 A cm-2 , well above the limit for the EG14
brush on this machine.
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Fig. 4. Variation in brush-segment current and voltage: (a) segment current waveform for
EG brush (---, theoretical current waveform); (b) brush-segment voltage waveform for
EG brush (V0 , interface voltage); (c) segment current waveform for carbon fibre brush

--- , theoretical current waveform); (d) brush-segment voltage waveform for carbon
fibre brush (V0 , interface voltage).

Unfortunately, during the course of all these tests a major disadvantage
of the all-fibre brush in the form described was seen to be a very high coeffi-
cient of friction, even at low spring pressures. This produced unacceptable
track or commutator wear. Compared with conventional brushes, the
contact voltage was also high owing to the deposition of a very dark mattI film of mainly cuprous oxide.

To ovetcome these difficulties it vias thought that the spillover
combination [2] or connection of fibre and solid brushes in parallel would
combine the contact characteristic of all-fibre brushes with the commutator
filming and brush wear characteristics of conventional brushes and thereby
offer a solution. However, some disadvantages were still apparent with this
arrangement and the black band was not much better than for conventional
brushes. Even when chisel-edged fibre brushes were made up and mounted in
a metal fitting such that they could be placed in a brush box with the fibres
making contact with the commutator in line with the leaving edge of other
solid brushes on the same arm, the black band, whilst slightly better, was
insufficient to warrant further investigation. This type of arrangement was
aimed at utilizing the fibres only where they were needed at the leaving edge
of the brush, as shown in Fig. 5(b).

,,N,
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5. Modmor fringe fibre brush and spillover design.

3. Fringe fibre brush

A further extension of the chisel brush idea resulted in a patent applica-
tion being filed in 1971 for the fringe fibre brush [3, 4]. This design incor-
porated a fringe of carbon fibres attached to the leaving edge of a conven-
tional brush and whilst initially the frin-,, consisted of a layer of rigid fibres
glued at the top (Figs. !(b) and 5(c)), better results were obtained with
a woven carbon fibre tape, as shown in Figs. 1(c) and 6. The carbon fibres
are only required to carry current when conditions are most difficult for the

tconventional brush, and so the fringe brush provides an excellent way of
combining the good characteristics of both solid brushes and carbon fibres in

& one composite brush.
A major advantage of the fringe brush is that there is no need for the

low spring pressure necessary for the all-fibre brush in order to reduce the
frictional heat loss: therefore no modifications to the existing brush holders
are required. Commutator wear is reduced to more normal levels because the
comparatively thin layer of fibres has little effect oii the skin formation of
the base brush grade. Another advantage is that the full wearing length of the
brush can be used and also, should sparking develop, the solid part of the
brush will remain to prevent catastrophic wear of the brush and failure of
the machine. Commutaion test results on the 26 kW laboratory machine
again gave a band width of about twice normal and, although it was not -,
quite as wide as that measured with the all-fibre brush, the problem of high
commutator wear rates had been overcome.

The fringe brush would thus seem to offer considerable advantages for
H imachines where commutation is difficult or indeed for any machine design

that can make full use of its superior commutating ability. There can be a
number of reasons for poor commutation such as high output over a wide{~

nV
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speed range, rapid current and speed changes, high momentary overloads,
operation from supply voltages with harmonic content aid operation at high
peripheral speeds or under conditions which may produce brush instability
and a poor arc of contact.

In order to investigate further its use, Morganite initiated a world-wide
programme of trials which were offered for both constructor test bed ma-
chines and user machines in the field, The objective was to fit the fringe
brush to as wide a range of machines and applications as possible, and whilst
initially the majority were with machine constructors for black band
measurements, the number in the field on difficult commutating machines
has increased. In fact this design of brush has now become a standard com-
mercial product and is manufactured on the production line just like any
other brush.

Another feature of interest with the introduction of the fibre fringe is
brush design. Conventional brushes may be solid or, in an attempt to
increase the real arc of contact, they may be split into two to four parts. If
now the fringe gives excellent contact at the leaving edge then it may not be
necessary to split the brush, provided that there are no collection problems
under the brush. A number of tests have confirmed this and have shown that
a solid fringed brush can give a black band equal to or better than a conven-
tional solid or split assembly. A European Research Institute amongst others
is investigating this on 41 kW development machines with single- and double-
lap-wound armatures.

Other areas of interest which are being investigated on the test bed are
operation with and without interpoles, at higher than normal current
densities, on commutators presenting stability problems and on uprated
machines. In the field the fringe brush has now been in use for some years on

Fig. 6. Typical fringe fibre bruahes uaing woven carbon fibre tape.
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a variety of different machines and some of the inore interesting applications
and results are summarized in the next section.

3.1. Industrial d.c. machine applications
The machines on which results are available rang from a 1.5 kW fan

motor to a 3700 kW steel mill generator and a 3000 kW strip mill motor.
Black band measurements have been very encouraging and have

confirmed 'he earlier laboratory results. Measurements taken by the General
Electric Company for a 1280 kW generator are shown in Fig. 7 [5]. Similar
results have been obtained by a number of other constructors in Gt. Britain
and overseas and in some instances longer running showed up the additional
benefits of reduced sparking, i.e. longer brush life and a reduction ini
commutator burning and damage. However, if commutation with conven-
tional brushes is adequate, then there is not likely to be any fuether
advantage with the fringe brush.

do FAL CUIIHT
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Fig. 7. Block band curves (1280 kW generator): --- , olectrgraphitic brush;-, similar
brush with fringe fibre.

Figure 8 shows another black bmad taken on the 3700 kW steel mill
generator, enabling a comparison between the bands of a conventional brush
and those of a grade EG236S brush fitted with fringe fibre. This machine

4was very highly rated, having to withstand peaks a factor of 3.2 times greater
than the full load (19 500 A). Whilst saturation seemed to be occurring at
the higher currents, the fringe brush produced a very marked improvement
in the black band width and an extension to the sparkless zone.

The black band results on the test bed have demonstrated the ability of
the fringe brush to improve commutation perfonnance on all types of
machine and on difficult machines in particular to reduce the amount of
spark damage to the brush and commutator.

Commutator and brush erosion due to sparking [6) cani be a major
cause of excessive brush wear and commutator damage in the field, which

S . - may then further deteriorate to produce commutator flatting or the pos-
sibility of a flashover [71. Longer running field trials were therefore fitted tr-
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Fig. 8, Black bands for conventional -- )and fringe fibre -)brushes.

see whether the improvement in commutation occurred in practice with
the fringe brush without the appearance of any harmful side effects.

3. 1.1. Tube mill motors
A long running field trial was held for 9593 h over a 2.5 year period on

a 2015 kW d.c. piereer motor in a tube production plant. Peak currents of
about 11.6 A em 2 were reached in practice four times a minute and theI omuaorprphrl pedrnedu t 6Originally, a conventional four-part brush was fitted to ensure good
current collection and commutation at the peak design load of 19.2 A cnf2 ,
but poor commutator condition aid excessive brush wear occurred.

Fringe fibres were fitted to the four-part brush and an excellent brush
wear rate was achieved (3.1 imm (1000 h)'1 or 320 h nm- 1). Brush wear

with conventional brushes was mnuch worse: 12.7 win (1000 14) or 80 h

iiThe fringed brush design was then changed to a two-part brush and
again brush life was considerably better than with the conventional four-part

* design. The commutator exhibited some wavy axial wear but this did not
appear to have been caused by the fibres.

3. 1. 2. Paper mill motors
Fringed brushes were fitted to a 41 kW thyristor-fed paper mill motor

because of very poor commutation which produced commutator bar burning
and eventually led to flash over. The supply was full wave but the motor had
solid interpoles mid a peaky waveform, although the current, density (4.7 A
cw- 2) and peripheral speed (12 m s-1) were both low.

Normally, the commutator had to be refurbished every 3 -6 months
and total maintenance costs, together with lows of production, were
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estimated at about £6000 year -. Fringe brushes have now run for a number
of years without any significant commutator wear that can be attributed to
the fibres and without flashovers.

A 340 kW paper mill motor with a six-pulse supply and large ripple
content similarly suffered from poor commutation which produced siot
pitch marking, and the subsequent bar damage meant that the commutator
had to be reskimmed fairly frequently. The fringe brush ran virtually black
with just faint sparking at the outer ribs where there was no fibre fitted.

3.1.3. Wire and rod mill rotors
A 22 kW thyristor-fed wire-drawing motor had similar problems to the

paper mill machines, With conventional brushes, it was normally operated at
reduced speed in an attempt to contain the sparking and streamering from
the leaving edge of the brushes. However, even at reduced speeds this still
produced the occasional flashover. With the fringe brush, commutation was
considerably improved, enabling the motor to run satisfactorily even at the
maximum speed of 31 m s-1.The full-load current density was 9 A cm 2 .
Fringe brushes have been used for over 2 years, during which tine mainte-
nance and sudden breakdowns have been considerably reduced.

A 600 kW thyristor-fed rod mill motor had difficulties with commuta-
tion which were probably exacerbated by the mechanical shock of the billet
as it entered the mill. With conventional brushes, a regular sequence of slot
pitch marking was observed which quickly deteriorated and the segment
burning produced had to be removed by reskimming the commutator after a
fairly short period of operation. With the fringe brush, the motor ran black
across the fibre width with slight sparking at the outer ribs. After operation
for alost 1 year, the performance appeared to have improved with reduced
commutator damage although the commutator skin developed a fairly dark
dull lined appearance.

This type of tarnish skin can be typical of fringed brishes and is due to
the carbon fibre tows in the tape producing alternating light and dark lines
or bands of different skin thickness. Whilst it may not look as good as a nice
uniform conventional brush skin, experience so far has not shown any
obvious differences in commutator wear. *

3.1.4. Steel mill machines
Sparking can occur underneath the brush contact face because of

circulating currents or difficulties with current collection, and under these .
conditions the fringe brush does not offer any advantage. An example of this
was o3"was on a large 3000 kW strip mill motor where considerable under-brush and
leaving-edge sparking was occurring.

The fringe brush Yeduced the intensity of sparking at the leaving edge at
peak loads of up to 14.3 A cm but the under-brush sparking still
produced burning of the commutator bars such that the presence of an
overall improvement was difficult to ascertain, although this might have
shown up over a long period if the commutator had been refurbished at the

start.
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A very difficult application in a cold mill involved some 360 kW coiler
generators. These suffered from excessive sparking, particularly at peak
loads, which resulted in bar burning and eventually led to the necessity of
reskimming the commutators. The fringe fibre has succeeded in reducing the
intensity of sparking and commutator damage.

3.2. D.c. traction
An area of considerable interest for the fringe fibre brush is its perfor-

mance on traction machine application and, in particular, its use on reversing
traction motors, where of course it is necessary to fit the fringe on both
outer faces of each brush. Results on the test bed have been very good and
for a 385 kW traction motor and a 368 kW high speed train traction motor,
black band widths at least twice as wide as with conventional brushes were
again obtained with both visual and sparkmeter recordings of sparking.

The increase in band width was in fact the greatest under the more dif-
ficult commutation condition of high speed at light load under weak field.

In addition, some other interesting features were observed. Normally,
conventional brushes undergo a lengthy bedding-in and adjustment period
to attain the ideal commutation position, whereas it was found that the
fringe brush did not require this settling-in time but would commutate satis-
factorily on full load almost immediately. Once again, good contact at the

* leaving edge was achieved through some of the marginally longer fibres. This
: point was also demonstrated when the direction of rotation was reversed.

With conventional brushes this would initially result in double bedding with
contact at the entering edge and a reduction in the time available for comn-
mutation. With the fringe brush it was apparent that contact was also being
made at the leaving edge fringe because very faint sparking was observed
here, whereas the outer ribs of the brush were black and obviously com.
pletely out of contact.

The field tests with this brush design, however, did produce a sie
effect. On certain traction motor it was observed that there was slight
entering-edge marking and wear on the commutator segments, which must
have been caused by the impact between the fibres on the entering brush
face and the commutator segments at the high peripheral sieds of up to
50 m s' encountered on these motors. Whilst somen motors ran for more
than 1 year without any further deterioration, more work is necessary to
investigate this wear in more detail. The fringe fibre brush has thus been

expanded primariy on unidirectional machies where this damnage does not
occur.

3.3. Axc. inachines
Not many results for ac. commutator motors are available and more

work is being carried out.
An exofllent performance has been achieved on the NS-type motor

where the fringe brush enabled ma increase in the normally accepted wa -
imum current density to be nade without any increase in sparking.

_.- . . . . .. . " " "
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In addition, it appears that the excellent contact via the fringe fibres
not only improves commutation and collection performance but also handles
circulating currents more effectively. On a 300 kW frequency cornvert,.r on
the test bed a considerable improvement in performance was achieved com-
pared with conventional brushes.

3.4. Fractional horse-power machines
At the s maller end of the scale, on motors of less power than 1 MW

improvements in connnutatiin performance with the fringe brush have not
been readily observed, and it could be that on this type of machine the
fringe fibre is unable to handle the high level of spark energy dissipated at
the leaving edge. However, on motors slightly larger (about 1.5 -3 kM) than
this, where high rotational speeds of greater than 10 000 rev iin are
encountered (such as on fan motors), or where inherent vibration is
experienced on mnachine tool applications, the fringe brush has beer. very
successful and is fitted by constructors to original equipment.

A particularly arduous duty with a peaky supply and high rotational
* speed (up to 11000 rev min' 1 ) on a 1.5 kW motor resulted in a poor brush

life of 420 h and bad commutator bar mnarking. With the fringe brush coin-
* inutator matrking was reduced and brush life more than doubled. It was

conideedthat modifications to the stipply system could also have improved
commutation on this mnotor, but the fringe brush offered a much simpler
alternative.

4. Conclusion

Wilst the test bed black band tests have shown the postsiie eletrical
advantages of using carbon fibre fringed briishes, thie field results so far on
industrial machinies, have bighlighted the beneffits in practice withiout any
apparet,~ side effetts.

The imnproved commutation performance has given a reduction III Con)-
4 mutator bar mnarkinig and erosion, fewer flashovers and an increase in brush

life. These improvements overall have often produced considerable niajute-
nw'rce savinigs and !oss machine and production down-time.
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Summary

A new technology emerged in the late 1950s when the carbon fiber was
transformed from a laboratory curiosity into a practical product. The fringe
fiber brush is an extension of the original all-fiber brush, in which a fringe of
carbon fibers is fitted to an otherwise standard brush. The fibers, which are
positioned at the trailing brush edge, provide a "paint brush" effect to main-
tain contact with the rotating surface. This surface contact is provided under
all conditions of surface irregularity and vibration. The fibers prevent brush
bounce sparking and serve to conduct current at the trailing edge with a
resistance-effect type of commutation.

The development and the initial commercial tests have demonstrated
the remarkable degree of improvement in commutation and brush perfor-
mance when compared with the conventional brush. The brush is presently
in widespread use throughout Gt. Britain and Europe.

This paper details the supportive data and test experience of the first
large-scale application of the brush in the U.S.A.

1. Introduction

From the very beginning in the understanding of the principles under-
lying the design of d.c. machines, the designers realized that the problems
associated with the collection and transfer of current would be a major
factor in limiting machine output. In his classic paper, Lamme [1] noted
that "Probably the most serious limitation in direct current machinery is

*Paper presented at the Advanced Current Collection Conference, Chicago, IL,U.S.A., September 23- 25, 1981.
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that of commutation." He goes on to list "the apparently distinct limita-
tions, such as sparking at the brushes, flashing at the commutator, burning
and blackening of the commutator face, picking up of copper, etc., which in
reality are very intimately related to each other".

Throughout the years, there have been many significant advances made
in the associated areas of commutation and current collection from the time
of Van Depeole's introduction of the carbon brush for traction motors in
1889 [2] and the use of interpoles in 1900 to, most recently, the use of
"adjuvants during WW II" [3]. It has also been said [4] that "During the
past few years, a new type of brush has been developed which uses carbon
fibers for electric current transfer across sliding surfaces. A method of
construction is used which enables each fibre to flex individually so as to
conform to the slip ring or commutator surface. The basic advantage of the
construction is that, unlike a solid (or monolithic) brush, a large number of
electrically parallel, but mechanically independent contacts, are available for
current transfer." In the relatively short time that the carbon fiber was
transformed from a laboratory curiosity to a practical product [5, 6], those
of us who are involved in the design and manufacture of d.c. machines have
seen the beginnings of the most significant advance in brush technology since
the introduction of the carbon brush. It can, indeed, now be stated that the
limitation in machine output due to the problems inherent in the current
transfer and ii restrictive commutation have finally been overcome with this
unique brush. The brush is now in widespread use throughout Gt. Britain
and Europe. However, up to the present time, other than for the special tests
conducted for the high current test programs, there has been no significant
use made of the carbon fiber or fringe fiber brush in the U.S.A.

The test results involved in the first major application of the fringe fiber
brush here in the U.S.A. are described and detailed in this paper. The test
experience of its use on small d.c. motors in use on the San Francisco
Municipal Railroad (MUNI) and on the Metropolitan Boston Rapid Transit
District (MBTA) is discussed and tabulated together with the results of the
supportive laboratory tests which preceded the introduction of the brush
into the field.

L 2. Elements of good porformance

A d.c. machine which leaves the manufacturer's test floor should be
able to meet the general criteria for good brush performance. In the
literature, the criteria for acceptable brush performance have been listed in
many ways [2, 3, 6, 7]. A typical listing, as in ref. 7, is as follows: (1) free-f. dom from injurious sparking; (2) negligible commutator wear; (3) uniform
filming over thc commutator surface; (4) minimum electrical and mechanical
losses; (5) good brush life.

McNab and Johnson [2] include operating stability and current-
carrying capability as key items.

* *- , , . " .-
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3. The mechanism of wear

It is generally accepted that brush wear cannot be attributed to any
single mechanism [2]. The factors which do influence brush wear include
(1) friction (including the effects of adhesion, particle transfer and fatigue),
(2) pressure, (3) surface speed, (4) current transfer (and the related degree
of sparking), (5) surface condition, (6) atmospheric condition and (7) the
nature of the materials used.

Hessler [8, 9] surveyed the literature in the mid-1930s and found "very
little qualitative information concerning brush wear". He ran a series of tests
and deduced that the rate of wear was intimately related to the conduction
of current across the contact surface and, further, noted that "wear at zero
current shows that ordinary abrasion does not account for more than a small
portion of the total wear". After an extensive series of tests, he concluded
that "combustion (arcing-sparking) might account for a major portion of
the wear".

In later years, Shobert [3] elaborated on the mechanism of wear,
detailing Holm's original work in which the concept of "fritting" was first
put forth. Holm et at. [10] "compares the influence on brush wear exerted
to arcs with that of transient high voltages called flashes" and found that
"flashes" cause more wear than arcs.

It is a fact known to all users of d.c. machines, as well as a fact
confirmed in the laboratory, that the very existence of sparking in any signif-
icant degree will almost always result in a high rate of brush wear. In many
instances, sparking will deteriorate the commutator surface, which in itself
leads to even more sparking and to a more accelerated brush wear.

It is in this area of brush sparking, either due to an improper commuta-
tion adjustment or to a poor surface condition, that the fringe fiber brush
has made its most important contribution. In the many cases investigated J
[11- 13], conditions which would normally result in abnormally high wear .i
with a conventional brush have been basically contained by use of the
carbon fiber or fringe fiber brush. Bates [ 14) noted in his investigation of
specially commutated d.c. machines that "no solid carbon brush has been
found to be capable of coping with the rapid current changes" and he found
that the carbon fiber brush, either by itself or in parallel with a solid brush,
could make his specially designed machines function. The amazing capability 4
of the fringe fiber brush is shown in Figs. I and 2. The figures illustrate the
difference in wear which occurred when both the conventional brush and the

fringe fiber brush were operated on a burned bar commutator.

4. Brush contact stability

Machine designers will generally agree that the maintenance of a good
brusl-to-contact surface interface is a key factor in providing acceptable
brush performance. Helmund [15j, in his paper on brush jumping,

-:".'. ,-
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3 days... _"

Standard Brush

7 days .

Fringe Fibre . .

Comparison Test Run - Standard Brush vs.
Fringe Fibre on Burned Commutator.

Fig. 1. Comparison of the wear of a fringe fiber brush and a conventional brush when
they were operated on a burned bar commutator. The conventional brush is shown after
3 days wear, and the fringe fiber brush after 7 days of wear. The brushes were the same
length at the start of the test.

Fig. 2. Burned bar commutator on which the comparison wear test was made. Note the
areas of bar etching.

concluded that flashing will occur at high speeds when the brushes jump. He
stated that increased spring pressure, many brushes per arm, good design
practice and a good stable contact would minimize the problem. Hunter-
Brown and Hews [161 found that preferred brush angles and brush box
design improved the brush stability and minimized the effects of surface
irregularities. Schobeit [17], McNab and Johnson [2] mid Belt 118] also
investigated the problem of maintaining good surface contact ,nd discussed
several methods of providing acceptable brush and surface contact interfaces.
Belt [ 181 suggested that improved contact efficiency may be obtained in a
practical manner with existing design methods, which include the use of
circumferential stagger, tandem brushes and split brushes. He further stated,
"these are methods which should be considered for all important or high
speed machines".

Finally, available to the d.c. machine user and designer is a newpractical and simiple means of achieving that all-elusive and very iportant ; i
brush contact stability. As an added boaus, the fr-inge fiber brush also

coach blower motors rated at 2.45 hlp., 3900 rev mili-1 and 575 V. The
- [ motors provide cooling for the traction motors and the associated electronic (

systems on the Boeing Vertol standard light rail vehicles (SLRVs) which are
in service on the MBTA Green Line. In January 1981, a test to determine the

:I p:: : lWnciple life was started on siiflar SLRV cars in service on the MUNI. A I :
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formal approval for fleet-wide use of the brush in San Francisco was given in
July 1981.

The SLRV was developed by Boeing Vertol under the sponsorship of
the Urban Mass Transportation Administration as a universal replacement for
the original Presidents Commission Cars. The intent had been to use the
SLRV on all major streetcar systems in the U.S.A. The cars are powered from
overhead trolley lines and are propelled by two separately excited field d.c.
motors rated at 210 h.p. The motors are controlled by a solid state chopper
[19]. For maximum system output, the motors and the associated elec-
tronics are individually forced-air cooled by high speed d.c. blower motors.
The rating characteristics of the motors are shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1

Performance characteristics of an SLRV blower motora

Motor parameters
Power, 2.45 h.p.; voltage, 576 V nominal (range 450 - 750 V); current, 4.3 A; series
wound with 10 Cz buffer; enclosure, TENV; poles, 2 main, 2 commutating; design,
87 bar commutator with one brush-stud (size, 0.25 in X 0.5 in); commutator diam-
eter, 4 in

Speed-load characterstics
Rated Actual
450 V, 3.6 A, 3500 rev min-i 450 V, 4000 rev nrin 1bO

575 V? 4.3 A, 3800 rev rain- 1  575 V, 4600 rev rin-1
700 V, 5.0 A, 4400 rev rin 1  700 V, 5200 rev mhn-1

'k Data for an actual run with car 3422 from te A end of the M5TA Green Line.

Soon after the introduction of the cars ir. service, it was found that
the blower motors were subject to rapid brush wear and severe bar burning.
Typical modes of failure are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The relevant factors in
the design were checked and found to be within the limits of good design

i practice. It was apparent that the conditions of operaton, including higher
than rated speeds, excessive blower wheel vibration duo to a build-up of
debris and occasional line spikes, created a condition of poor commutation
and improper current transfer. To improve on the performance, it was
decided to embark upon a modification program which included the follow-ing changes.

(1) The original radial coil spring trigger brush box was chmnged to a
100 trailing constant-tension box assembly.

(2) The plain graphite type of brush was changed to a resin-bonded

slotted-face tylve.
(3) A mechanical antiswirl air device was added to improve the air flow

md to bring the speed down to the rated 3900 rev min 1 . (The origiul
speedwas high because of lightor than expxeted loadig.)

(4) A wheel clean-out port was added to allow easier cleaning on a
regular nmintenance basi.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Typical commutator appearance on failud units. (a) burned bar; (b) short brush
operation.

Fig. 4. Left side, start of burning right side, advaiiccd stage of burning,

(6) The brush boxes, were repositioned .or -easier access, This chanige
was. only mamde on the Boston e=r. Tie hnproved a owed for
snilplied brush chango-out. Otte 'of the, problems identified had been ant

improper insertion of the brush in the radial box wherethe top angle was
put in the wrong position relative to the trigger.

(6) The BOW box aid brushl wowe kepyed to allow for only the correc-t

The original aid neweatyle box assembly anid brushes are shown in-

positon iser-o- ofthe r.sh

Fis. D and6.
.i . Tpivall, 800 motors will have been modified in this manner It was during
the time of the laboratory te~sts with the new box design thataprgmwa
alnc started to test thie fringe fiber brush. A series of life tests was condueted
with the new slotted'face resi-borided graphite wid the fringe fiber brush. it.
was 500o1 appawent that the Lrina fiber bruswa oIefrngtecnet-

hoaserationwg he Cn.
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Fig. 5. Original trigger-style radial box aud the new-style constant tension trailing angle
box.

Fig. 6. The three styles of brush used: left side, original radial brush; center, resin bonded
graphite with slotted face; right side, final fringe fiber brush.

tional brush. As the fringe fiber brush was relatively unknown in the U.S.A.,
and there was customer concern about its wide-scale use, it was decided to
use the conventional brush for the initia retrofit program. The conventional
resin-bonded graphite brush did have the capability of providing the
specified 2500 - 3000 h brush life, and it had been proven to be successful in
other similar applications.

The performance and life tests with the fringe fiber brush were
continued. In the summer of 1980, a 1500 piece brush order was placed in
the anticipation of the eventual phase-in of the fringe fiber brush after the
completion of the demonstration and lhiited field tets.

6. The original laboratory tests

A sequence of tests was conducted with the fringe fiber brush to
demonstrate fully its unique capability and suitability for use on the SLRV
blower motor application. The description of the several tests mid the results
are given below.

t. i6.1. The burned bar running test
This is the test which hiitally demonstrated the unique operating

capability of the brush and which led to theplacement of the initial 1500
piee order.

The modification program included a 2 - 4 h acceptance test run. On
occasion, a unit will show as faulty because of an eccentric or rough
commutator. In these eases, the conventional brush will spark and, if
continued in service, will in time cause a burning of the commutator. A
rejected unit was kept in test for several days to observe the rate of wear mid
the long-term effect of a condition of this nature. In 3 days of operation, the
brush wo e its full wear lengtii and burned the commutator. A pair of fringe
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fiber brushes was installed on the machine without seating or cleaning the
surface. Commutation immediately showed black and, as time progressed, it
appeared that the surface was starting to clean up. As shown in Fig. 1, after
7 days of operation there was minimal wear on the fringe fiber brush. It was
then apparent that the fringe fiber brush could operate under the worst of
surface conditions and could provide acceptable performance.

In another case, an improperly wound armature was put into test; the
conventional brush wore out in a matter of hours. After 3 days of operation,
the fringe fiber brush showed considerable wear but not to the extent of the
conventional brush. A photograph of the brushes which were used is shown
in Fig. 7. In both cases, the "cathodic brush" exhibited wear, whereas the
"anodic", or positive, brush did not wear to any significant degree.

I (

Mg. 7, Comparison of conventional and fringe fiber brushes after operation oil a Mi-
wound armature. Thre: conventional bruah, 3 hours, fringe fiber bruWh, 3 days. Note the
difference in wear due to the effect of polarity.

6.2. The life test

The objective of the chmge to the fringe fiber brush was to achieve an

increase in the brush life. The projected and actual test life of the conven-
tional brush was 3000 i, The projected life of a fiber brush was 7000 h. It
finally exceeded this projected life at the conclusion of the test. The test
data are given in Table 2.

Black band tests were taken to compare the commutation capability of
S.the original brush with that of the fringe fiber brush, with the following

results: original resin-bonded graphite, 0.1 A; fringe fiber brush (without
fiber), 0.29 A; fringe fiber brush (with fiber), 0.52 A. The nonml current of
the motor is 4.3 A.

As shown by the data, the fringe practically doubled the black band
width. The improvement in perforimace cannot be attributed to the change
in iade.
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TABLE 2

Test started June 18, 1980, at 575 V and 3900 rev min- 1

Test completed June 12, 1981. Actual running time, 7800 h

Brush length Start: 1.3 in
Finish: positive 0.8 in; negative 0.7 in
Allowable wear: 0.6 in

Conditions The commutator surface was excellent with a good film. There
was no grooving or wear on the commutator, and there were
no indications of smutting or burning. A photograph of the
commutator at the conclusion of the test is shown in Fig. 8

Fig, 8. Commutator appearance at te conclusion of the 7800 i fringe fiber brush life
test.

6.3. Test for the mixing of grades
On occasion, especially in a change-out program of this nature, a mix of

brush grades and types could occur. The fiber brush was operated with the
conventional brush in each polarity position. No adverse results were noted,
It was concluded that an inadvertent mix during the chango-out program
would not create any operational problems.

6.4. Test for the effect of vuarnish in the slot
The modification program included an armature clean.up with a varnish

dip oid bake. On occasion, some varnish could remain in the slots. A unit
was operated with partially filled slots to observe the effect on the fringe
fiber brush operation. The commutation v'as not affected and the unit
showed good surface appearance after 6 months of operation. A photograph
of the commutator surface at the conclusion of the test is shown in Fig. 9.

The implications of this capability are far reaching for the industry. It
may be possible to use subflush mica commutators and to avoid the neces-
sity of cleaning out the slots when a suitable varnish is used. The slots could
also be purposely left full. This would keep debris out of the slots, reduce
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Fig. 9. Commutator appearance of a varnish-filled slot after 6 months of operation with a
fringe fiber brush. Note the filled slot at the upper end of the slot.

the likelihood of copper drag-over and prevent bar-to-bar shorting due to
such conditions.

For this test a solventless polyester varnish was used. The conventional
brush did not provide acceptable performance when operated under the
sxune slot-filled conditions.

6.5. Operation with long fibers
On occasion, it was observed that the fibers would not wear at the

same rate as the main carbon body. When this occurred, the fibers could
extend as much as 0.25 in beyond the brush edge. Operation under these condi.
tions did not show any advese effects. In time, the fibers did wear or bum
away. It was also noted that the rotational windage tended to lift the fibers
away from the surface. Additional -westigation will be required to deter-
mine why, on occasion, the fibers do not wear at the same rate as the brush
body. For maintenance purposes, the maintainers have been instructed to
snip away the excess fiber when this condition is observed during a routie
brush inspection.

6.0. Operation with the fibers at the leading edge
One of the problems encountered duri& g the original operation of th'

motors wu that of incorrect brush insertion. If the top angle was reversed,
this could lead to a radial face instability. The modified boxes and brushes
were keyed to accept the brUsh in the correct position. In applications in
which a keyed box is not used, the effect of operation with the fibers at tV'i leading edge is of much importance. A test was set up with the fibers in the
leading position. After several months of operating, no adverse results, were
noted on either the brush face or the conmmutator. The fibers appeared to
wear at the same rate as the brush and wore not swept under the brush face.
It should be noted that tests conducted on traction machines were dis-
continued after it was found that the fibers could be swept under the brush
face with adiverse effects. Additional work in this are is indicated for both
the manufactu r and traction brush usem.
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6.7. Operation without fibers
The question was raised as to whether the performance improvement

was due to the grade used in the main brush body. The grade (IM-26) is also
of resin-bonded graphite. It does have a higher commutating capability than
the conventional brush. This was demonstrated by the early black band tests.
Although no long-term life tests were conducted with the fringe removed,
the early indications were that the fiber is necessary to achieve all the
indicated results. The brush operated without the fiber on a faulty surface
commutator did exhibit the same rapid wear as the conventional brush. It
was concluded, on the basis of the few tests taken, that the fiber is nece';-
say for the long-term improvement of performance.

7. The field tests

The proximity of the Boston cars to the Safety Electrical Equipment
Corporation plant allowed for an early start of field testing of the brushes.
Several cars were chosen at random. An informal field test was started in
conjunction with the laboratory tests. Although exact brush measurements
were not taken, the field test results after 3 months of operation confirmed
the laboratory test findings of improved life and performance. The engineers
at the Boston Transit Authority agreed to a phase-in of the fringe fiber brush
on the basis of the initial field and laboratory tests.

In the case of the San Francisco cars, the operation was still under the
control of Boeing Vertol, (At the time this paper was written, a formal
approval by Booing Vertol for the change to fringe fiber brushes in San
Fran isco was in prepaxation. As noted previously, the Boston operating
group had initiated the chmige at the start of the year,) Before approval for
the change could be grantmd, it wus necessary to demonstrate formally the
brush capability in a controlled 6 month field demonstration test. This test
was initiated it .anuary 1981. The test program included a total of t-n cars
chosen at random. Five cars wore fitted with fringe fiber brushes and five
were set up with now conventional brushe. In all, 30 motors, 3 per car, were
to be involved in the test, program.

Te test preparations included the following: (1) inspection ond

observation of the commutator condition; (2) a running smoothmess test;
(3) the measurement of the brush length; (4) motor identification and

Brush measurements and observations were to be made on a monthly
basis. Also to be recorded was the actual time in wintice and miles of.,
operation at the time of brush measurement. The initil observations and
conditions are shown in Table 3. The test data after 3 mcmths of service are

, ~shown in Table 4.

17.1. Comments applicabk to the test
..... After the initial 4 months of operation, the fringe fiber brush test

deluoitrated conclusively that the btush would be able to provide more

• .,'. .,. ,4
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TABLE 3

Starting conditions for the MUNI brush life test (special inspection and test program San
Francisco MUNI SLRV blower motors) (units in test and inspection from January 12,
1981 to January 15, 1981)

Car A traction ECUa  B traction Distance Comments
unit unit (miles)

Fringe fiber testb

1253c 353481 352285 351442 21915 Stone-clean
B traction unit

1264 349760 353550 352256 18882 All in order

1266 350518 366105 350293 19870 Horizontal ECU
boxes

1268 349787 350591 352254 16242 Confirm serial
number A
traction unit

1 283d 353584 350277 353518 9208 -

BG-530 present brush: control teste
1214 352351 (1.34) 353502 (1.32) 352322 (1.31) 9245 Bar burn in

A traction unit

1235' 350586 (1.34) 352307 (1.34) 352388 (1.31) 22545 Box burn in ECU
1263 353497 (1.23) 351449 (1.10) 353489 (1.21) 21886 All in order
1272 352211 (1.29) 350515 (1.25) 350600 (1.27) 13626 All in order
1278 352343 (1.33) 352308 (1.33) 352349 (1.33) 6973 All in order

a ECU, electronic cooling unit (blower for all chopper controls).
b Units were identified with a white paint spot on the end bell; all brushes were new

(length, 1.34 in) with no seating.
e The B traction unit had six to seven groups of burned bars and was stone cleaned in
place.
dThe A traction unit had a bad edge burn and once a failed brush; the ECU had a failed

* brush and a burned box; the B traction unit had a new motor (unit 352334 had been
removed).
e The brush length (bottom brush measurement) (in) is given in parentheses.
f The ECU box had burned during previous operation.

than twice the life of the conventional brush. The wear data were taken as a
worst-case condition, i.e. the fastest wearing brush was used as the basis of
brush life for each specific car. In two cases, the conventional brush unit
required replacement due to a surface problem or malfunction. Under similar
conditions of operation, units with fringe fiber brushes would have
continued to provide good life and acceptable perfornance. ,

8. Other applications

The performance results obtained with the SLRV brushes were so
exceptional that the use of the fringe fiber brush was extended to other
units. Pertinent data and results obtained to date are as follows.
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TABLE 4

Life projections after 4 months in servicea (special inspection and test program San
Francisco MUNI SLRV blower motors units in test and inspection from April 21, 1981,
to April 30, 1981)

Car Date Life to date Wear (in) Projected life
(miles (days)) (miles (days))

A traction B traction ECU
unit unit

Fringe fiber brush: projected average life, 748 days (5 cars)
1253 4/21 5717 (98) 0.114 0.126 0.168 20417 (340)
1264 4/21 5593 (98) 0.074 0.047 0.050 45348 (755)
1266 4/29 7856 (106) 0.067 '0.073 0.085 55454 (924)
1268 4/29 7433 (105) 0.091 0.087 0.095 46945 (782)
1283 4/29 7915 (106) 0.064 0.049 0.084 56535 (942)

BG-530 brush: projected average life, 307 days (4 cars)
1214 4/30 6879 (105) 0.208 0.143 0 .0 4 0 b 19843 (330)
1235 4/30 6990 (105) Fiber brushes installed
1263 4/30 7644 (105) 0.169 0.153 0.366 12530 (208)
1272 4/28 7833 (103) 0.087 0.068 0 .4 4 1 b 10657 (177)
1278 4/29 5221 (104) 0.0190 0.052 0.101 31015 (516)

aTie highest brush wear on each car was used for life projection; the projected life (miles)

was given by (miles to date) X (allowable wear)/(wear to date); the projected life (days)
was given by (projected life (miles))/60; the Safety unit in the laboratory test had a
projected life of 7500 h; the originally specified requirement was 2500 - 3000 h (125 -
150 days); the allowable wear was 0.6 in.
bBrushes replaced or about to be replaced with a fringe fiber brush.

8.1. Motor alternator: Toronto Transit Commission (unit on H-5 cars in the
Toronto subway)

Rating 45 kV A; powered by a motor rated at 50 '1.p.,
600 V and 1800 rev min 1

68 A; operating range 500 - 720 V
Brushes Four, with a total cross section of 0.5 in X 1.25 in

giving 54 A in- 2

Style Radial, with a constant tension spring
Original problems Occasionail bar marking, threading and short brush

life
Tests Several electrographitic grades tested, also slotted-

face type :

The results with fringe fiber grade included excellent operation, with a
good film mnd appearance, when operated on a burned bar unit: sparking was
eliminated. The expected increase in brush life on a normal commutator stir-
face was 20% - 50%. The major objection to the fringe fibre brush is its
relatively high cost. At this time, the bruh will be used when a conventional

:.! : ' : ; :.. . .. ... . ...
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brush unit goes bad and it is necessary to keep the motor alternator in
service. There are approximately ten units now fitted with the brush.

8.2. Motor alternator: Southeastern Pennsylvania Transit Authority (new
Kawasaki LRV cars)

Rating 40 kV A; powered by a motor rated at 48.5 h.p.,
630 V and 1800 rev min -

64.5 A; operating range 450- 750 V.
Brushes T'our, with a total cross section of 0.5 in X 1.25 in

giving 51 A in- 2

Style 10' trailing angle, with constant tension spring
Requirements Long-term operation at light loads, except during the

air-conditioning season; the ability to withstand occa-
sional 1000 V transient spikes is also required.

Black band test results are given in Table 5.

TABLE 5

Boost Buck Band Band (%)

Conventional brush 0.4 1.9 2.3 3.5
0EG-259 (fringe type) 0.4 3.5 3.9 6.1

EG-225 (fringe type) 0.8 1.7 2.5 3.9

The units are just starting to go into service. Grade EG-225 was chosen
to accommodate light loading conditions. No wear data have been accumul-
ated to date. Fiber brushes will be installed as original equipment.

9! Conclusion

A major breakthrough in brush technology has been accomplished with
the development of the fringe fiber brush. The brush is finding increased use[ in d.c. machines for applications in which an otherwise standard brush would
have difficulty in tmeeting acceptable performance criteria. Considerable
improvement in brush life and performance under the most adverse of condi-
tions has been demonstrated.

The very special and difficult application of brushes for low humidity
environments appears to be another area of potential use, as was reported
by McNab and Gass (41.

In the U.S.A., it is expected that by the mid-198N thousands of d.c.
machines will have been fitted with this unique brush.

With a decrease in the cost of the brush and an increased awareness of
its capability, it can be expected that the fringe fiber brush will, in time,
replace most existig conventional brush designs.
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Summary

In a new class of high power density d.c. machines, the effect of rotor
leakage inductance creates high current density in the trailing edge of the
brush zones. Sintered metal graphite brushes, which are suitable for slip ring
applications, are unsatisfactory due to metal "depletion" when used in these
machines, even at currents as low as 40 A. Brushes constructed from insu-
lated metal fibers, however, permit controlled conductance switching of
currents up to 600 A. An analysis using a simplified equivalent circuit ac-
curately predicts current and voltage waveforms during the switching inter-
val,

f 1. Introduction

In this paper we describe a recently developed controlled conductance
brush used to aid current switching in an experimental class of water-cooledI
high power density d.c. machines [1]. Differing signiificantly from conven-

(1 tional designs, these low voltage high current machines emuploy single-turn
parallel axial air-gap conductors banded to a smooth uDslotted rotor surface.
Since each conductor carries current only during the interval of contact
defined by brush zones (beneath the poles), the rotor winding does not
undergo commutation i the usual sense but rather an on-off current-
switching sequence as it enters and leaves the brush zone. This is illustrated
schematically in the diagram of Fig. 1, where linear motion depicts machineIl,-7,

Moving through the brush zone.

*Paper presented at tite Advanoed CUrrent Cotectlon Couference, Chiap.o IL,
U.S.A.. Soeptewzber 23 - 26, 1981.

Elsevior Sequola/Piutod in The Nethedau&d
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Curnt A-~Edge
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Load lb n l t

e e

Rbbt2

Fig. 1. Simplified machine schematic diagram.

Operating at current densities of about 155 A cm ,well above the
capabilities of conventional graphite materials, the brushes in these machines
must exhibit low contact resistance and reasonable frictional losses at high
speeds. Our experience with sintered metal-graphite brushes used for pulsed-
power systems indicated that sustained current densities of this magnitude
could easily be achieved, and a subsequent development program yielded an
optimum Ag-graphite brush composition of 75 wt.% Ag [ 21. Operating in
humidified C0 2, these brushes exhibit a contact resistance of the order of
0.2 xnfl and a coefficient of friction of about 0.2. Such low resistance,
however, in conjunction with rotor bar leakage inductance, creates a region
of excessive current density at the trailing edges of the brush zones where
rotor bars break contact with the load circuit. Hence, the requirement exists
for controlled conductance brushes that effectively aid switch)ing by forcing
a rapid rate of change in current and by absorbing switchting energy con-
tained in the (uncoupled) leakage inductances.

2. ApparatusI Switching studies were performed using a low impedance d.c. generator
fashioned from a conventional six-pole open-frame dc. machine oil which
the original series-wound slotted rotor was modified, first by machining to a
smootli surface, and then by substituting a single-tur air-gap winding. The C
winding consists of 50 rotor bars connected in pairs through 180' end
connections. The end connections of the test generator were wound to
approximate the leakage inductance (about I pH) expected on larger (3000
h.p.) machines~ being designed for a demonstration torque converter. Tw o
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the 25 single-turn windings are instrumented with toroidal coils and switch
ring potential taps. Brought out through low noise slip rings, these signals
enable us to record rotor bar current and contact potential at any rotational
position. At 1200 rev min-f (our nominal operating speed) and full excita-
tion the test generator develops a 4 V open circuit at a slip ring speed of
21 m C-1. Limited chiefly by brush and connection resistance, short-circuit
currents range up to 3 kA. The machine can be sealed for controlled-
atmosphere testing.

*. 3. Analysis and results

With the aid of the simplified schematic shown in Fig. 1, current in the
rotor circuit of our experimental d.c. generator may be described by the
following matrix equation:r = e 1 oL _ [R O 1 1b]

l+m m bt L 0 Rt lbt (1)

where the dot denotes the time derivative. Assuming constant load current

lb = -bt and letting e - VL = R010 , we can simplify eqn. (1) to

ibt = (Ra10 - IbtRt)/I (2)

Finally, this may be normalized to a more familiar form containing the
Arnold coefficient A [ 3.

= dI'/dt' = A(1 - I'R') (3)

In deriving this expression we have implicitly assumed that the generated

en.f. e remains fixed during the switching interval. In conventional inter-
pole machines, of course, this is not true and a varying e.mf. in fact assists
commutation. Here, though, the single-turn air-gap rotor winding experi-
ences a nearly uniform e.m.f. during the switching interval. Equation (3)
clearly illustrates the importamce of brush resistance during the switching
interval: the product I'R' must exceed unity in order to force a negative I',
and so as I' diminishes, R' must increase at a faster rate to maintain a
negative 1'.

A numerical solution of eqn. (3) with an "ideal" contact conductance
proportional to brush contact area yields the waveforms shown in Fig. 2. V
Note the close agreement between these waveforms and those of Fig, 3,
which shows experimental results ob tined at low current using Ag-graphite

brushes with a diean unused contact surface. The experimental brush-to-
rotor conductance waveform is derived from the recorded current and
voltage waveforms, As indicated by these results, current is not necessarily
zero as the rotor conductor breaks contact with the brush zone, and in fact
arcing will occur at currents greater than 50 A.

Prior to the onset of arcing, however, the contact voltage easily exceeds
the softening-melting levels of silver (0.1 - 0.5 V), and metal near the

S
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Fig. 2. Calculated (a) current and (b) voltage using (c) conductance proportional to
contact area.
Fig. S. Experimental values of (a) current, (b) voltage and (c) conductance obtained Witih
undepleted Ag-grapbite brush.

contact surface softens, liquifies and deposits on the switch ring surface [4].
Metal "depletion" leads to several undesirable conditions, niamely increased
contact resistance, unpredictable and variable brush performance and short-
ing across the insulation between adjacent rotor conductors.

Figure 4 shows the resultant waveforms for a depleted Ag-'graphite
brush (the saine brush as in Fig. 3) after about 45 ri of operation at about
40 A load current. In general, we found the severity of deplation (i.e. deple-
tion. width) inureased roughly in proportion to current. Loss of metal at thle
trailiag edge of a visibly discolored Ag-graphite brushi surface was verified
through -wanning elecstron inicroscopy (SEM) photowiprrograplis and X-ray
analysis. hrceitca honi ii.~~)efctvl ~mrlurn

Numerical solutions of eqn. (1) indicate that a non-linear conductance
turn-off in a rotor circuit leaving the brush zone (FVig. 5(a)). The voltages

* involved, however, exceed the softening-nielting limitations (Firg, 5(b)), and
so contouring of the brush moidutawze through tie use of varying nietal
conitet of the brush),or circumiferenitialb bni shau ig, is not a satisfactory
solution.

These observations and calculations, together with reocent fiber brush
experiments, led to the coneept of controlled brush conductance whereinS-
the desired characteristics are achievcd by grouping insulated imetal fibera
in circumferential segmnents that ate connected to series resistors as shown
in Pig. 6 [ 53. Insulation on the fibers constraing current flow to the radial
direction, L~e. up through the fibers, thereby. limiitiqi current -at tiie. contact

..
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Fig. 4. Experimental values of (a) cureent, (b) voltage and (c) conductance obtained with
depleted Ag- gxaphite brush.
Fig. 5. Calculated values of (a) current and (b) voltage using non-linear (c) conductance.

surface through self-resistance of each fiber. This in turn limnits power
density at the contact interface, and fiber resistance rather than contact
resistance becomes a major factor in determining the overall brush conduc-
tance. Series resistors provide controlled conductance during a switching
interval; the desired conductance waveform (Fig. 6(c)) can be closely ap-
proximated by choosing appropriate values of resistance that not only force
current chmiges, but also absorb switching energy in a region physically
removed from the sliding interface. This, together with the energy dissipatd
by individual fibers as cachi segnient breaks contact, tends to limit contact
potentials and to waintain a cool interface. Due to the high intrinsic con-I
ductanice of parallel fibers, overall brush conductance, including sagnient
resistors, is comparable with that of inetal-graphite inonolithics.

I S. 1. Expetimental insulated fiber brush
A brush was constructed from 1polymer-insulated copper wires (0.127

mm i dituiieter) grouped into four segments of abowut 700 wires per segluentj
tind soldered together as depicted in Fig. 6. Lengths of Nichronte wire were
added in series with each of the four segments to yield the desired condue-
tance characteristics. The test waveforms of Fig. 7 were obtained usinlg
values of 0 tnV~, 3 mf, 0 6rS2 aid 25 intl for series rsstrs R, - R
respectively. Note the current miagitude and waveform: in contrast to the
Ag-graphite brush performance discussed previously, the insulated fiber
b uh switches nearly 300) A at a relatively uniforni rate. rince thn voltage
weasured here includes a potantial drop across the segment reaistoxs and
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Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of four-segment insulated metal fiber brush.
Fig. 7. Experimental values (a) current, (b) voltage aid (c) conductance obtained with
segmented fiber brush.

brush fibers, it is not indicative of true "contact" voltage mid therefore does
not lead to softening or damage near the fiber tips. it is not surprising, then,
that these waveforms were stable and the brushes exhibited no noticeable
wetr after test runs of 4 -8 h in a humnidified CO2 attosphere. Furthermore,
the switching surface remtained clean and smooth with nio obvious damage
even after many such tests. (Separate wear tests on a slotted copper slip ring
(using a~ steady current with no swvitchiing) indicated wear rates of 8.5 m
h- I at 310 A C111 2 and a sliding speed of 51 in s- 1. The current density is

base on e ovral cross-sevional area of a brush. For switchig tests ti

t was 3.34 Crn2; for Slip ring teSts this was 5.0 CWA)

4. Conclusions

Insulated fiber brushes provide wi effective means for controlling con-
ductance between sliding eletrieal contacts. Conductance variations, it) turn,
actively control current during the switching interval that occurs as each
rotor circuit breaks contact with the brush zone. Individual fibers and seg.
nient resistors, rather than contact reststanee, absorb leakage inductance
enorgy. Application of these brushes to conventional machines looks prohi-
ising, but further investigations of wear and perfowiumc in various I=ahine
atnioqphem are necessary.
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Nomenclature

A RoAts1L
e generated e.m.f.

YIb  rotor current
Ibt switching current
10  nominal current prior to switching
I' Ibt/1 0
I leakage inductance
m mutual inductance
R b  nominal brush resistance
Rbt bt2 variable resistance of trailing edge brushes
R0  2Rb, nominal steady state brush resistance per rotor winding~Rt Abt, + Rbt

+ bt2!R' RtIR 0

to tIAt$
Ats  switching time interval
u speed of switch ring surface
VL load voltage

V rR'
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HIGH CURRENT LIQUID METAL COLLECTORS*

R. A. MARSHALL, B. D. HATCH and R. C. KUMPITSCH

General Electric Co., Schenectady, NY 12301 (U.S.A.)

(Received November 5, 1981)

Summary

Acyclic machines require the transfer of very high d.c. currents from
stationary to rotating contacts at low (5 - 300 V) voltages. A development
program was undertaken to study new collector concepts for high current
collector applications.

A new "narrow-gap" liquid metal collector was developed, analyzed
and tested in the laboratory. Several test series were completed that demon-
strated a collector design capable of operating at more than 30.9 MA m- 2 at
rotor velocities from 0 to 28 m s- 1 for acyclic motor applications. A two-
collector test fixture was operated for over 9000 h without any significant
change in current collector characteristics. A narrow-gap collector design was
also tested at speeds up to 100 in s-1 for acyclic generator applications.

An analytical model of the collector concept was developed to allow
predictions of collector performance for various machine designs.

1. Introduction

Devoelopment- in the last decade have highlighted the ne-d for advanced
...electrical machines that are mor effiientd have higher power densities.

As one major element in accomplishing these objectives, there has been
considerable effort applied to the development of high current brushes for
electrical iuavhines [1 - 71. During this recent period, there has also been

*considerable development effort in liquid metal current collectors for
'i application in acyclic machines. In this paper we address our work in liquid

metal current collectors for acyclic machines or for machines with slip rings
requiring very high current transfer capabilities. Historically, the developmentk of acyclic machines has been limited primarily by the lack of suitable current
collectors. In the late 1960s, the U.S. government initiated technology
programs that were focused on improving the perfomance of liquid metal
current collectors 8 -1!. Durbig these research mid development prograws,

OPApp.en ted at the Advanoed Cwrvat Coleaioo Coafewasce, Chzcago, I",
U.SA., Sept4ep 23 - 26. 1981.
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1liquid metal current collectors studies were generally confined to the "tongue
and groove" collector design with separation between the stationary and
moving elements of approximately 0.050 in (1.27 mm). In acyclic motor
applications, it is found that at lower speeds the electromagnetic expulsion
forces in such tongue and groove collectors exceed the centrifugal forces on
the liquid metal and, as a result, the liquid metal is expelled from the collector
site and the contact will interrupt or become intermittent. The "narrow-gap"
current collector concept [121 has overcome the contact interruption
problems because the electromagnetic and mechanical centrifugal effects
always dominate and the viscous restrictions on expulsion in the narrow gap
are able to permit replenishment of the liquid by actions of the other forces
on the liquid metal present during machine operation.

2. Collector evaluation equipment

In order to evaluate properly the liquid metal current collector in
machine-like conditions, it was necessary to build a special test rig that is
capable of operating at motor speeds, carrying high d.c. currents, in the
presence of strong magnetic fields. In this program it was decided to model
superconductive motor conditions as closely as possible in a collector test
rig. The equipment shown in Fig. 1 shows a cross section of the test rig and a
photograph of the equipment during operation as shown in Fig. 2. This
collector test rig, which is composed of two collectors shorted together at
the rotor, is capable of operating at collector surface speeds up to 28 m s-
A bank of large lead-acid storage batteries is capable of providing 60000 A
through tha test rig. A superconducting field coil is provided that produced
up to 0.9 T at the current collector locations, which is about as high a
magnetic field as would be present in collector sites in a motor. The collector
test rig is water cooled through coppe' ehannels on the stationary portion of
the collector. The rotor collector tips with an area of about 3.4 in2 (22 C11 2 )
are conductively cooled through the liquid metal and through the shaft,

Batteries were connected in parallel to the test rig and current was
applied in nominal 6000 A increments, which was the current capacity of

{i each battery under these load conditions.
The narrow-gap liquid metal current collector concept uses a compliant

mmember as the stationary portion of the collector, For these experiments, a
plated copper braid material was used as the compli-wit member, which was
assembled to a position where it just contacted the rotor surface, A cross
section of the narrow-gap current collector is show.' in Fig. 3(a). For corn-

axaison purposes, this is shown next to the more conventional "wide-gap"'
collector in Fig. 3(b). The test fixture used for these collector evaluations '
had a rotor diameter of 12 ii (0.3 m). The current path through the equip-

ment is shown in Fig. 1.
In previous work, various conductive liquids have been evaluated for

current collector applications such as gallium, mercury and NaK (Na-K
eutectia).

do .
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r.Fig. 1. Crto& Section of collector tit rig.

"t"

. NaN has- very desirable properties for use in liquid metal collectors as it
has relatively low doity, it is liquid at room temperature, it has good heat
traung'?r and low electrical resistance, and it has relatively low cit. As
compared with mercury (toxic and high density), gallium (high cost and
materials compatibility), and otler low meltiog point alloys (usually high
density), NaK with its materials properties and compatibility was selected as
the liquid metal to be usd for evaluating the narrow-gap collector concept.
Various test series were perfonmed; however, most of the evaluations were
bas.ed on operation of the collector under motor-like conditions. These test
series involved operation of the collector at spfeeds up to 42 an s- and slow
or quick reduction in the sped so that the collector came to a stop md then
reversed direction. These conditions would be. common in variable speed
motor applications, particularly for ship propulsion tpplications. It had been
observed tMat the low sled high current regime and the reversing regime are

4. .the most difficult operating conditions in which to maintai good contact
between rotatig and stationary collector surfaces.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Photograph of collector test rig superconducting magnet which provides magnetic
fields at collector sites.

Fig. 3. (a) Narrow-gap collector; (b) wide-gap collector.

3. Test results

After the addition of liquid metal to the test rig, data were taken to
measure many parameters. The most important were the viscous drag and
the collector drop (voltage drop across the test rig terminals).

Initially, the test rig was operated to achieve braid "wear-in". Figure 4
. shows the torque change during the braid wear-in period. Once the collector

has been operated sufficiently long (about 50 h) so that the braid is worn to
the narrow-gap condition, no further wear occurs. No corrosion or erosion
effects were noted on either the braid or the rotor surface after extended
operation for 9200 h.

The drag effects of liquid metal on the rotor tips were verified by
measuring the torque and viscous drag when the amount of NaK in each
collector site was varied, This collector concept has low mechanical losses as
the NaK is in laminar flow adjacent to the rotor when the NaK is at the
proper level.

The test rig was next evauated under various current-carrying conditions
but in the absence of magneic field. From the previous experience with
wide-gap collectors and analysis, it was expected that the collector c. uld be
partially or fully voided given sufficient current and no magnetic field. These
predictions were confirmed with tests showing partial voiding taking place at

,., .'......-, :1~ -
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Fig. 4. Narrow-gap collector torque during braid wear-in period (1 0 A; 0 T).
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Fig. 7. Narrow-gap collector performance across two collectors in series with a 0.8 T
magnetic field at the colleator sites.

curren'Ls from 0 to 60000 A. Representative data are shown in Figs. 6 and 7
of the performance at 0,1 T and at 0.8 T respectively. The flat lines of data
at each current level indicate uniform contact area throughout the entire
speed range. These figures were prepared from strip-chart records.

Following this performance testing, the test rig was operated for 9200 h
without current or magnetic field. Periodic performance tests were madeI during the 9200 h run to verify collector performance under various current
and magnetic field conditions. No significant chmges were noted during this

" period of operation. Following the 9200 h run, the collector test rig was
drained of NaK liquid metal and was disassembled in a nitrogen glove box to
examine visually for NaK migration, NaK wetting dr other unusual conditions
with the NaK material. It should be noted that, at 5400 h iW the 9200 h run,
an NaK composition adjustment was made by the withdrawal of some NaK

. ,', . ; .' -. '"' .. "! k
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from the machine and the addition of Na-56wt.%K to correct for the pre-
ferential oxidation of the Na-78wt.%K. This adjustment, which required no
disassembly and was performed in a few minutes, was fully successful, and a
simple test was derived to monitor the NaK composition for future applica-
tions. This replenishment concept should be capable of extending the life of
the collector to twenty or thirty thousands of hours.

4. Discussion

In 1977, the narrow-gap liquid metal collector concept was developed
and demonstrated in the laboratory, first in static test fixtures and later in
rotating test fixtures. Earlier work on wide-gap collectors [9, 10] established
analytical techniques for liquid metal collectors which needed to be modified
to apply to narrow-gap concepts. Much of the initial experimental work on
narrow-gap collectors was completed before the new collector models were
established. For example, in a variable-gap static test fixture it was established
that a "narrow-gap" collector was one with a gap of about 0.010 - 0.015 in
(0.25 - 0.38 mm) or less between the contacts. Our preliminary analysis
indicates that a "narrow-gap" should be constrained to 0.009 in (0.22 mm)
or less.

The major technical problem with liquid metal collectors in rotating
machines is that of maintaining low resistance contacts at locked rotor or
low speed operation (below the speeds where the rotor drag or electro-
magnetic forces on the NaK fluid distributes it around the circumference of
the rotor-stator gap). In acyclic machines when current flows through most

tliquid metal collectors, the NaK fluid will be expelled from the gap in the
collector by the reaction force of the magnetic field crossed with the current.
A classical electromagnetic pump propels NaK in the same fashion, except
that, for the acyclic motor, the NaK must stay in the gap and not be expelled.
With the narrow-gap collector, the NaK wets both surfaces, and the NaK will
tend to stay in the gap because of circumferential pumping forces and
capillary attraction.

In ref. 10, Appendix 2, there is a good description of the various forces
exerted on the NaK liquid metal in a current collector in acyclic machines
and the kinds of problems associated with NaK liquid metal confinement. It
is apparent from our new data from narrow-gap collectors that the NaK
confinement problems are minimal and that a batch fill collector can be
designed and operated with confidence at motor and generator speeds. A
400 h.p. acyclic motor and acyclic generator have been designed to use
batch-filled narrowgap collectors at the David W. Taylor Naval Research and
Development Center at Annapolis, MD (131. Both machines have operated
at rated load conditions for extended periods without any current collector
arcs or faults, and without my signs of NaK liquid metal expulsion. The
losses in the collectors are very low, confirming good contact and lamhar
flow in the narrow gap.
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The narrow-gap collector design has been demonstrated without arcing
or NaK voiding at current densities of up to 20000 A in 2 (3100 A cm 2 ) on
a continuous operation basis. This is a very high current density for a slip
ring or collector, particularly when measured against solid brushes, whether
carbon or metal-graphite, that operate in the range 50 - 1000 A in - 2 (8-
155 A cm-2). The operating electrical and mechanical losses of the narrow-
gap collector in a well-designed acyclic machine will be low and, as it is a
"non-contacting" collector, there should not be any wear-out phenomena
other than infrequent NaK quality maintenance.

5. Summarizing remarks and conclusions

The narrow-gap collector has been developed for operation in high
current slip-ring-type applications, such as in acyclic motors and generators.
It has demonstrated features that are summarized as follows: (1) very high
current density; (2) long life (no wear); (3) simple geometry; (4) it adjusts to ti
machine tolerances; (5) low loss; (6) it operates in external magnetic fields.

The narrow-gap collector concept has overcome the known limitations
of the previously used wide-gap collector designs for both low speed and
high speed applications, The success of the narrow-gap concept should allow
new studies in current transfer at power densities far above those utilized in
electrical machines today.
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Summar

Experiments conducted to measure the effectiveness of liquid solder as
a replacement for liquid Na-K in homopolar machinery are described. Initial
tests are reported together with details of the current collector used in a J
model test rig having a twin rotor-stator configuration 10.16 cm in diameter.
Promising test results using a eutectic alloy containing 47 wt.% Bi, 18 wt.%A
Pb, 12 wt.% Sn and 21 wt.% In are discussed.

1. latroduction

The experimental approach mid testing to measure the effectiveness of
liquid solder as a replacement for Na-K in hoinopolar machinery with liquid
Metal collectors are desciibed. The results of an initial pe rformonce test,
halted after 2016 h of testing because of a bearing failure in a supporting
equipment system, are discussed together with the result-, of a follow-onl test
lating 500 hi.j

2. Experiulents and tests

Several approaches were initially considered in planning an experiment
that would demonstrate the usefulness of liquid solder as a current collector
inedium. One ivolved an elaborate series of experimnts to measure theI range of physicochemical properties wider varying conditions that could be
encountered in full-scale machine operation. Others involved atudying the
effects that various shaped rotor-tator configurations may have on solder
performance. The approach taken, and reported herein, was to design a
miodel test rig having Na-iC-proven, design, features, to inser liquid solder in

Vaper presiented sit the Advanced Cunweut Collectio Coiuce. Chicago,MiL

U.S.A.. September 23 - 25, 1981..
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the test rig and to collect performance data by operating the test rig for
several thousand hours. This direct and somewhat simple approach was taken
on the premise that if the liquid solder "worked" under typical operational
conditions then it could simply replace Na-K in existing machines with little
or no modification of those machines. Studies on solder properties and
machine desigp parameters have not been discarded but the potential
productivity of the experimental approach was deemed to be most effective.

A half-section view of the model test rig designed and fabricated for the
liquid solder experiment is shown in Fig. 1. This model has dual disk-type
rotors connected by a common shaft; each rotor measures 11.1 cm in diam-
eter and has a tip width of 0.873 cm. The rotor-stator-current collector
configuration is shown in Fig. 2. The multilam strip which is shown between
the stator and the braid holder is used to ensure an optimum electrical con-
tact between the test rig components. A detailed description of the contact
properties of this material is given in ref. 1. The braid shown in Fig. 2 is a
product common in the electronics field and is woven tinned copper strands
of wire. The braid porosity aids not only in keeping the liquid metal in the
stator groove but also in maintaining a film of liquid metal between the braid
and the rotor surface. It is an important key to good electrical contact be-
tween stator and rotor. It is the collective voltage drop across this con-
figuration, shown in Fig. 2 (i.e. stator to multilam, multilam to braid holder,
braid holder to solder and solder to rotor), that was measured in this experi-
mental testing. A sketch of the experimental set-up, test rig and supporting
equipment is given in Fig. 3.

... ": "' '! , .
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: . Liquid solder alloy 136 manufactured by the Posses Company was usedt.
' It has a molting point of 57.8 tC (130 VF) and consists of 47 wt.% Bi, l8wt.%

•'I: Pb, 21 wt.% In and 12 wt.% Sn. Prior to assembhing the test .rig, the braid
assemblies wore oven heated to 65 °C and the braid was tinned with the 136 ..

!? solder. After the braid assemblies had cooled to room temperature they were :
• i :placed in the stator halves which had been assembled with bonn.N rubber
•., - O0ring seals, The stator halves and the rotor were then oven heatedi to 65 tC..
. .and quickly assmbled by carefully pressing the stator halves together.
, ~~around the rotor. This approach resulted in zero clearance between the rotor ' :

.. ~and the braid. This interface would wear to a minimum clearance during the ,,.

. ~~~initial hours of rig operation, The assembled test rig was th~en allowed to cool....: :

: to room temperature before it was boltedl to the bottom of the test chamber.
....i? : :A h~eating system using circulating fluid was then connected to the rig.
i: .":: i.After these heaving connections were completed, the temperature and
. ::voltage drop xnbnitoring connections .weremade.Finally, the clear Lea-n

:.(::i' .. cover, sealed by, an 0-ring, was faste~ed to the test chamber,. The test chamn.
bet was then evacuated, to a pressure o? .35 uwlig and backfiled with.

! :::ii. !* N2 gasTe purity otthe N was checked andit contahned20Oppm ofO0,
.SOLDER.,.

,.FEED :' -, J. , . '.
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and 6.2 ppm of water vapor (H 2 0). The motor drive for the test rig, a 1.5
h.p. permanent-magnet d.c. motor, was then directly coupled to the rotor.
This was a calibrated motor in the sense that its torque under various loads
had been previously measured in the laboratory as a function of motor vol-
tage and current. Motor voltage and current, therefore, could be used to
monitor indirectly the torque produced.

The following operating parameters were measured during the test:
time of day and date; rotor speed (rev s-1); drive motor voltage and current;
voltage drop across each rotor-stator; current through the collectors; tern-
peratures of the test box atmosphere, the heating-cooling fluid (initial and
final temperatures) and each rotor-stator portion of the test rig. All of these
parameters were recorded using a digital-type recording system.

In operation, liquid solder at 65.6 °C was injected into the bottom of
each collector site so that the tip of each rotor and its braid collector were
immersed in a pool of solder. In each site this volume was previously deter-
mined to be 5 cm3 by experimentation using mineral oil. However, due to
the needs of the plumbing feed system, 30 cm 3 of solder were actually
required. Prior to starting the performance test, the complete, system (the
test rig and all supporting equipment) was operated for several hours to
ensure that all components were functioning properly. Performance testing
was carried out with a test rig shaft rotational speed of 16.7 rev s- I. Since
the diameter of each rotor was 11.1 cm, the tangential velocity of each rotor
tip was calculated to be 5.8 m s-.

Performance testing was halted after 2016 h of test rig operation due to
the catastrophic failure of feed-through bearings in the test box, During the
testing period the test rig was stopped at various times due to lesser failures
in other components of the supporting equipment, i.e. the data recorder,
drive motor controller etc. Because some of the more significant of these
failures may possibly have had an impact upon the test results, they have
been incorporated into the plots of test performance data, In Fig. 4, the
torque of the test rig drive motor is plotted over the duration of the test;
in Fig. 5 the test rig voltage drop is plotted over the same time period. It ctm
be seen that there may be some correlation between these failures and the
chwiges, or nonlinearities, in performance data. There will be a more

detailed discussion about this cortelation in Seetion 4. Throughout this per-
i i:.forivince test all tonnperaturo.s monitored varied so little that no correlation

E could be made with the data already shown; therefore a tempevature data
plot is not given.

When the performance test was halted wid the test rig had reached
room temlerature, all supporting systems were disconnected. The test rig
was removed from the test chamber awd disassembled for visual inspection.
Samples of solder were then taken from the rig and chemically nalyzed.
The analytical results axe given in Table 1 which also compres those results
with the solder prior to its use i the performance test. There.are minor dif-

ferences in the bismuth, iidium and lead contents compared with the known.
alloy. There is however, an app ate 1 wt.% 106 in tin Coateot togethe

.7
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Fig. 4. Test rig torque v&8 time showing failures (A) (16.7 rev s1) 1, motor controls; 2,
nitrogen leak; 3, heater circuit breaker; 4, test chamber seals; 5, heater circuit breaker;
6, testing bearings.
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TABLE 1

Analytical composition of liquid solder test 1 specimens

Sample Bi (wt.%) In (wt.%) Pb (wt.%) Sn (wt.%) Cu (wt.%)

Known alloy 136 49.0 21.0 18.0 12.0 0
Bottom of driven end 49.0 21.7 17.8 10.4 0.75
Top of driven end 50.0 21.4 17.9 10.7 0.17
Bottom of drive end 49.0 22,5 17.3 10.5 0.38
Top of drive end 52.0 20.0 17.7 10.3 0.32

!A

because the test samples were found to be not homogeneous in nature; the
implication of this is also not clear at this time.

4. Discussion of failures

The test results presented in the form of simple plots of measurable
data recorded over the life Gf the performance test tend to indicate that the
test was successful in that solder satisfactorily performed as a current collec-
tor for a 2000 h period of time, However, during the test several failures oc-
curred, These failures are test rig oriented, not current collector oriented.
The failures, although not indicative of possible failures in full-scale

.- machines, are discussed as an aid to better understanding of the complexity
of the performance tests, Some of the failures were noted in the torque and
voltage drop data presented in Figs. 4 mid 5, as they tended to explain some 4
of the non.linearities in that data. Because of this indication of a potential
inpact of failures on the performance test, all failures noted in the test log 4

were then examined using probability statistics criteria as a means of assess- 4

ment. This examination was undertakern to understand better the relative
{ frequency with which the failures occurred md to estimate the probability

of failures that might occur during follow-on tests,
Using this approach a failure was considered to have occurred any time j

the test was halted for any reason whatsoever. The resulting lengthy list of
failures was then narowed down to six relevant frAlures usig the following
refied criteria.

(1) The criterion of relevance was that the failure did, or would, have a
Sdirect impact utpon the test, e.g. loss of nitrogen cover gas.

(2).The criterion of non-relevance was that the failure did not directly
impact the test, e.g. inoperability of the daLa recorder.

Test stuppages due t such events as holidays, admiaistrative delays,
waiting for ordered parts or power outages were not addressed as failures
even though, in the strict sense of the word, they impacted the test. As a
matter of record, the collective dowa-ti ie in this spcial category amounted,
to approximatel 516 h.

t"K:': 9'A
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As a result of this failure examination the following six failures were
identified as being relevant: (1) motor controller; (2) nitrogen leak; (3) heater
circuit breaker; (4) test chamber seals; (5) heater circuit breaker; (6) test rig
bearings. These failures (which occurred in the same sequence as listed,
i.e. 1, ... , 6) were plotted on special Weibull probability graph paper
in Fig. 6 where the failures are shown to "fit" a straight line plot. This
Weibull approach was taken because it is a proven method of interpreting
failure rates and the probabilities of their distribution over time. The slope
of the straight line plot is much less than 1.0 which means that the failure
rate is decreasing with time. The plot also shows that the failures are ran-
domly distributed regarding age of failures since age did not determine the
sequence of the failures. The characteristic life of the test is determined to
be 250 h; it is the time at which the failure probability is 63%. The median
life is 110 h; it is the time at which the failure probability is 50%. The mean
life is 652 h; it is the same as the mean time between failures used in reli-
ability analyses. Since most of the failures occurred prior to this time it indi-
cates that time prior to 650 h can be thought of as a "burn-in" time after
which the reliability of the performance test will increase because of a de-
creasing failure rate. For example, let us determine the probability of a
failure occurring during a 1000 h period beginning at 1000 h in the test life.
From the plot the probability of failure at 2000 h1 is 92%, at 1000 h it is
83%, i.e. P20o -Pl00 = 92% - 83% = 9%, which is the probability of a
failure occurring in this case (the reliability here is 91%). In this example, and
in any others the reader may make on his own, it must be assumed that the
time interval follows a failure which was properly corrected.
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If this plot of decreasing failure rate is applied to follow-on tests it is
especially important that any and all failures receive the following attentions
because inadequate handling of failures will invalidate this failure rate predic-
tion: good repair procedures; a complete past repair checkout; a check to
ensure repairs have not caused other problems.

5. Second performance test

Prior to starting this test, the key test rig components (i.e. braid, braid
holders and rotors) were cleaned by heating in an oven, brushing and/or
wiping the melted solder 136 from each piece. As a result, these components
had tinned copper surfaces. The braid, however, being difficult to tin by this
method, was tinned with fresh solder 136. New test rig bearings which had
been examined for freedom and ease of movement were then assembled in
the rig. All supporting systems were checked, including a recalibration of the
torque of the drive system, and all were connected in place. This perfor-
mance test was started at 16.7 rev s- ; all test parameters recorded were the
same as those in the initial performance test, i.e. temperatures, voltage drops
etc. At 5 h into this test it was noticed that the interior of the test rig box
and all components therein (cables and test rig) were becoming coated with
what appeared to be a black sooty deposit. The box was flushed with nitro-
gen gas and over-night this sooty gtowth appeared to stop; there were no
changes in monitored data during this period. After 276 h into the test the
monitored data showed little or no variation in value. At this point in the
test it was decided to operate the test rig at 41.7 rev s-, and thereby to
produce a tip sped of 15 in s.

A plot of test rig torque t'ersus tinme at this nw s.ped is given in Fig, 7.

This plot illustrates the rather eratic behavior of this second test. The torque
gradually dceasead to zero during the first 180 i of 41.7 rev s' operation.
During that period of time the teit rig had a bmi visually monitor d, and
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the formation of a pool of solder on the floor of the test chamber was
noticed at 100 h. This pool was located in the vicinity of the test rig bearings
and had evidently migrated out of the collector and past the seals. At the
time of zero torque, the solder pool was considerably larger in size than
when first noticed, and droplets of solder were observed around the bearing
on the driven end of the test rig. The voltage drop across the test rig had, at
this time, increased from 50 mV to 7.0 V, indicating an open-circuit collec-
tor. The test was then interrupted in that all power was disconnected and the
rig motion stopped; the heating system was not disconnected. A supply of
fresh solder 136 was then added to the test rig and the test was started again.
As shown in Fig. 7, the starting torque was 17 N m and it gradually de-
creased again, becoming erratic as it approached zero at approximately 450
h, when the test was finally discontinued.

On removing the cover of the test chamber it was discovered that a
slight leak had occurred in the heating system, and therefore the interior of
the chamber and all of its components were found to be coated with a black
oily substance. The test rig was again disassembled and solder samples taken
fro various areas of the rotors and stators and from the pool of solder on
the test chamber floor. These samples, together with a sample of the oily
black soot, were analyzed. The analyses are given in Table 2. Table 2 shows a
comparison between not only test sample deviations from the known solder
but also variations between test samples. While not ignoring these latter
variations, it is believed that an examination of deviations from the known
solder content are more significant in this experimental work. On that basis,
all test samples show definite losses in bismuth and tin. The lead content of
samples varied, i.e. most samples lost lead while one sample showed an in-
crease in lead content. The bismuth and lead losses are reflected in the quali-
tative results obtained from analyses of the black deposits from within the
chamber. The gain in lead content found in one sample is unexplainable as is
the higher content of indium in all test samples. The consistent losses in tin
are also unexplainable.

Because of this ejection of solder from the rig, the clearance between
each rotor and its respective GE braid stator was measured. Each clearance

TABLE 2

Analytical composition of liqu ' solder test 2 specimens

Samples Bi (wt.%) In (wt.%) Pb (wt.%) Sn (wt.%) Cu (wt.%)

Known alloy 136 51.67 17.92 18.25 12.06 0.01
Top of driven end 50.95 18.52 17.89 9.39 3.10
Top of drive end 48.27 18.71 18.68 10.00 4.21
External area of driven 50.42 18.15 17.58 11.35 2.35

end bearing
Black sooty deposits Qualitative analyses iudicated the presence of Pb, BI and

CU
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was 0.25 cm on average. This large clearance is a result of rotor and braid
wear or erosion and possible deflection of the soft braid material by the
hydrodynamic pressure of the heavy metal.

6. Conclusions

Based on the results of the first performance test, solder is a promising
replacement for Na-K in advanced electrical machinery. It is not clear why
the black soot formed inside the test box during the second test. Following
the first performance test, the rotor tips were visually inspected and found
to show negligible wear patterns. As a result of tY-is inspection, and because
those solder test samples showed what were consid-ired to be only minor
copper additions, the rotor--stator clearances of the test rig were not mea-
sured until the end of the second test, run at 15 m s-1, when the rotors
exhibited pronounced wear patterns and test sample analyses showed heavy
deposits of copper in the solder. All data, both clearance and chemical, indi-
cated that the rotors became eroded in the second test. The stability of the
rotor-stator interface deteriorated to the point of no return and the solder
was literally thrown from its groove-shaped passage. The failures in the
second test were, in a way, predicted by the failure analyses which showed a
high failure rate occurring before 650 h. The presence of copper in the test
samples is attributed primarily to wear of the rotor tips. The resulting "free"
copper is fully soluble in bismuth and lead but not when combined with
indium and tin. Therefore, the addition of this copper to the solder 136
probably results in the formation of dross-like compounds with indium and
tin. These waste products could be abrasive in nature; if so, they could cause
a cascading wear effect on the rotor tips such as was seen after the second
test. Test sample analyses from both performance tests show a common loss
of tin and an increase in indium and copper. The significance, if any, of this
has not been determined. Since the black deposits noticed in the second test

were found to contain lead, it is therefore presumed that the lead combined
with the nitrogen gas to form lead nitride which is black in appearance. All
these conjectures about the solder only confirm the need for further study
of the physicochemical properties of these materials over a broad range of
parameters, The role of rotor speed in these tests is not totally understood
with regard to its relation to the hydrodynamic forces which lead to deple-
tion of the liquid solder in the collector sites. The question of clearances that 5
may be required for solder operation has not been addressed prior to, or
during, this test, During pre-test assembly of the test rig the braid was pried
upward from the braid holder to ensure that when the rotor is positioned in
the rig and the rig is assembled, the clearance is zero. It is then assumed that
during the early hours of rig operation this configuration will "wear" to a
working clearance. However, the braid is rather limp since it became an-
nealed due to the welding required to fasten it to the braid holder. Because
of this it may be susceptible to rotational and hydrodynamic forces, which

Ir
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increased when shaft speeds changed from 16.7 to 41.7 rev s- , resulting in
large rotor-stator braid clearances. The Center is continuing its rpsearch in
this area and answers to these problems should be forthcoming in the near
future.
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Summary

The low inertia of individual fibers in all-metal fiber brushes makes
them attractive as current collectors for very high speed slip rings. A set of
these brushes was designed and used for rim collectors on a pulse-discharging
homopolar generator flywheel. The fiber diameter and length were selected
by considering the mechanical stress on individual fibers resulting from inter-
ference between the brush and the speed-dependent wheel diameter and
from electromagnetic forces. At a slip ring speed of 380 m s-1 and a machine
current of 40 kA the brushes operated for 19 pulses without adjustment or
refurbishing. At 470 m s-I and a machine current of 60 kA a single pulse
resulted in surface fusion of about 30% of the brush face. This merging of
the fiber tips increases brush stiffness and may eventually limit the practical
brush operating life.

1. Introduction

Pulse generators for applications requiring a very large energy are more
compact and economical when they exploit the high energy density asso-
ciated with inertial and inductive energy storage [ 1]. In a pulse generator
inductor is energized by a self-excited homopolar generator from energy

stored in the iner,"ia ef its rotors. This generator uses a pair of contrarotating
oBe-Cu flywheels with sliding cur-rent collectors at rim and axle. The need for

high speed rim collectors carrying single unidirectional current pulses
provides the motivation for this work.

Because of the relatively rapid energy dissipation (with a characteristic
e-fold time of L/2R) of an inductor, efficient trvnsfer of energy from the
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inertial system to the storage inductor requireg that the homopolar generator
has enough power to energize the inductor within a time which is of the
order of this characteristic time (0.75 s for the NRL inductor). The power
output of the homopolar generator is proportional to voltage and this, in
turn, is proportional to the rim speed. Thus the flywheels should be operated
with the highest possible rim speed. Ultimately, this speed is limited by the
strength of the wheel material subjected to speed-dependent internal stresses.
At present, the maximum speed is much lower than this and is determined
by the need to operate sliding current collectors on its periphery.

Solid metal-graphite brushes are customarily designed for operation at
sliding speeds much less than 300 m s- 1 [3, 4]. This speed limitation is due
to their mass and rigidity, which prevent them from being accelerated
quickly enough to follow slight irregularities in the moving rotor surface. An
alternative to the solid brush is one composed of many low mass fibers, each
of which can better follow the wheel irregularities. In fact, brushes made
from very fine metalized graphite fibers were used on the NRL pulse gener-
ator at rubbing speeds of 360 m s- 1 [5].

The successful steady state operation of all-metal fiber brushes where
sparking and high wear rate were eliminated by proper atmospheric control
[6] suggested a possibility of high speed pulsed application of such brushes.
This paper relates the functional requirements of the rim brushes and in it a
design approach applicable to large diameter fibers is presented. Descriptions
are given of the construction of some experimental brushes and their opera-
tion at sliding speeds of 320 - 470 m s and at pulse currents of 30 - 60 kA.

2. Brush design

The inertial pulse generator presents a very severe environment for the
peripheral brushes. The pneumatically actuated brush contacts the rapidly
spinning rotor and completes the electrical circuit to initiate the discharge
cycle. The brush holder is advanced to an adjustable stop, and the brush
must then follow the significant radial contraction of the rotor as its speed is
reduced during the discharge. As the rotor moves away from the brush, the
current and the resulting magnetic force on the brush are rapidly increasing.
A trailing fiber brush utilizes a component of the magnetic loading to
increase the contact force with increased current flow. The ultimate speed
objective is greater than 500 m s- I with a corresponding radial rotor growth
of almost I mm. A lowered ambient pressure, for reduction in the windage
power loss, restricts the selection of a favorable atmosphere in the machine.
The high magnetic field and its pulse nature tend to produce slip ring voltage

,:/: gradients which induce circulating currents in the brush. The rotor slip ring
' surface is slightly coned to reduce this effect.

,arlier fiber brushes for this appliction used smal diameter (, 0 m)

carbon libers and, because they were extremely flexible, it was necesss!ry to
provide mechanical constraint of the fibers through dense packing and by
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Fig. 1. Multibundle copper fiber brush (fiber diamete., 125 JAM).

use of a peripheral support shield. This resulted in a more rigid brush than
desired, and one that was difficult to model analytically. The copper fiber
brush shown in Fig. 1 was an extension of recent developments in metal
fiber brush research, in which a very high steady current capacity was exper-
imentally demonstrated under a controlled atmosphere of humidified inert
gases [6, 7]. The brush is composed of 24 bundles, each of which contains
168 hard-drawn copper fibers 125 p m in diameter and about 19 mm long,
which are joined at their base with soft solder. The bundles have an approxi-
mate 30' trailing angle from a normal to the slip ring surface. The copper
base into which the bundles are inserted fits the brush holder as a direct
replacement of the earlier carbon fiber brush.

t lT he selected fiber length and diameter are based on the objective that
each fiber carry its share of the magnetic force as well as the applied contact
force. The fiber interaction is thus minimized and a reasonable mechanical
analysis may be performed. The mechanical model of an individual fiber is
shown in Fig. 2. The fiber axis is positioned at a trailing angle 0 from the
normal to the slip ring surface to increase the brush flexibility mid to -
produce a controlled increase in the normal contact force with increased
current flow. Contact force control is important to minimize the frictional
power loss while also limiting the electrical contact loss by reducing contact
resistance when a higher current is being carried.

The fiber is considered to be a simple ctntilever beam with a uniformly
distributed magnetic force w, normal to the fiber axis, due to the interaction
of the eldetrical current and the axial magnetic field. A small deflection is

*4
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assumed. The contact force N, normal to the slip ring surface, is the sum of
two components. These are the force due to imposed interference 6 between
the brush and the wheel surface and the force due to the magnetic loading. A
frictional iorce uN results, in the direction of slip ring surface motion. The
force normal to the fiber axis is found to be

BAE1 Lw\
+=1 (1) ,

,V=  3 CO +}!

\LcosO0 8/

where E is the elastic modulus, I the area moment of inertia, 6 the wheel-
brush interference, L the fiber length and w the magnetic force per unit
length. The contact force normal to the slip ring surface is

N- (2)
cos 0 + M sin 0

where p is the friction coefficient.
The magnitude and location of the maximum fiber bending stress

depend on the relative importance of the magnetic and the interference pre-
load components. When the brush is first applied to the wheel, the interfer-
ence is maximum and the magnetic force is zero. At this time, the peak
bending stress, which occurs at the end of the fiber which is built into the
brush base, is

3M6d o - (3)
2L 2 cos (3)

where d is the diameter of the circular fiber cross section and 6 is the initial
maximum interference.

When, during the discharge pulse, the magnetic force becomes large
(W/w < L), the maximum bending stras along the fiber length is

16 W2  (4o = ---- (4)
ndaw

{ ~ul wagW Sri 3 pk
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2. Single-fiber mechanical model. .
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If the preload effect is negligible in comparison with that of the magnetic
load, eqn. (4) is reduced to

91= -- (5)
. 41rd' i

and the point of maximum bending stress occurs at a distance 3L/8 from the
sliding end of the fiber. The magnetic force per unit of fiber length depends
on the axial magnetic flux density at the flywheel rim. This flux density
(T) is B = 3.82 X 10-I. If this machine current I (A) is collected equally by
all the n Bibers in contact with a single flywheel, the magnetic force w
(N m- 1 ) per unit length on each fiber is

3.82 X 10-5I2W= (6)
n

The maximum interference is determined primarily by the rotor growth
which is fixed by its initial speed, and thus the energy storage level. For a
given diameter of the copper fiber, and for a selected contact angle, eqn. (3)
shows that the initial bending stress is dependent on the fiber length alone.
Similarly, once the number of fibers, and therefore the current per fiber, is
established, the stress at maximum current, from eqn. (4) or (5), is also a
function of length. Figure 3 illustrates this variation in the maximum fiber
stress with length at these two points in the cycle. Curves of this type permit
the selection of an optimum fiber length for each energy level, although con-
sideration should be given to the fiber length reduction due to wear.

For the experiments described below, three types of copper fiber
brushes were used. Preliminary tests used braided conductors with significant
mechanical interaction of the fibers. This brush was very inexpensive and
simple to fabricate but did not lend itself to mechanical analysis and was
found to be excessively stiff. The second brush utilized the same coductor
braid but the length extending from the holder was combed out to permit
parallel motion of the fibers with reduced interaction (Fig. 4). The third
brush configuration was that shown in Fig. 1, in which the fibers were con-
siderably more independent arid conformed well to the mechanical model
described above.

3. Preliminary tests

.Prior to completion of the analysis which led to the design shown in
Fig. 1, a preliminary trial was made of metal fiber brushes in the homopolar
generator. The brushes for the trial were fashioned from flat braided con-
ductor woven with 384 tinned-copper wires 150 jim in diameter. To make
each brush, several short lengths of the braid were cut from the roll, placed
parallel mid inserted in the holder as shown in Fig. 4. The holders were}: =attached to the existing pneumatic actuators and current shunts and were
designed to clamp the braid pieces together and to hold them at a 30 trailing
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Fig. 4. Clamping holder for assembly of brushes from braid conductor. The brush shown
has strightened ILO Pm diameter fibers as used in recent tests.

angle from a normal to the contact surface. Each of the resulting brushes
ontained 4224 wires spread over a 17 1m sqJecnataraadetne

13 min from the clamp. After assembly, the 18 brushes used with each fly-
wheel were sanded with 150 grit garniet paper so that the contact area
conformed to the angle and curvature of the wheel rim.

In the light of subsequent analysis. these woven braid brushes are seeni
to be too stiff to follow the growth and shrinkage of the flywheel radius
during high speed shots. This was of little concern for the prelirdinary trial
at 10 600 revulin- where the radius variation was only 180 pm, between
initial and final speeds. These brushes were operated with an atmosphere of
low pressure (2 -3 klII) humidified nitrogen. Many shots were made at this
low speed, where the sliding velocity was 320 mn s with no noticeable
brush deterioration. When the flywheel speed was increased to 12 000 rev
wint' (contact speed, 360 in s- ; machine current, 34. kA), these brushes
deteriorated to a point where contact was unsatisfactory after eight shots,
1Froin inspection of the brushes it appeared that the contact surface had
mielted aid welded the tips of the wires together. As a result, the brushes
actc-l more like solid brushes, which are unable to maitain contituou

4 contact with suface irtegilatities.
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4. High current tests

At higher currents, satisfactory brush performance is limited by the
ability of each fiber to withstand the magnetic force. To explore the brush
operation in this regime the current per brush was increased by installing
only half of the normal complement of brushes for each flywheel. For the
left flywheel 18 brushes like that shown in Fig. 4 were used. These were
made from braided conductor inserted in the clamping holders and were
combed so that the individual fibers were straightened and parallel to con-
form more nearly to the geometry assumed in the analytical model. Each
brush contained 4224 wires with a diameter of 150 pim and length of 4
13 mm.

The 18 brushes used with the right flywheel were constructed from
hard-drawn copper wires inserted in copper blocks as shown in Fig. 1. Each
of these brushes contained 4032 wires with a diameter of 125 pm and
approximate length of 19 mm. The fibers in both sets of brushes were set at
a 30* trailing angle and sanded to conform to the angle and curvature of the

p wheel rim.
With these brushes the machine was operated for one shot at 12000 rev

min - 1 (contact speed, 360 m s-1; machine current, 34 kA) and for two shots
at 13 300 rev min - 1 (contact speed, 400 m s-1; machine current, 45 kA). At
the end of the sequence, many wires in the right wheel brushes were bent
toward the leading edge in a direction opposite to their normal trailing posi-
tion as shown in Fig. 5. The stiffer brushes used for the left wheel were not
as badly bent.

5. Tests with full brush coverage

Recent operation of the homopolar generator was performed with full
sets of 34 rim brushes on each flywheel. The brushes were made of the

Yt :combed-braid conductor but a lower fiber packing factor was used toprovide increaJed flexibility. Each brsh contained 3840 of the stiffer

(150 pin idimeter) wires. The brushes were examined and photographed
after a sequence of 19 shots. All but two of these shots were made at 12600
rev rain-" (rim speed, 380 m s'-1; machine current, 40 kA). Two shots hi the
midst of the sequence were made at 14000 rev min- (rim speed, 420 in s-;.
machine current, 50 kA). No adjustnents were made to the brushes between
shots. After the sequence the brushes were refurbished by a light sanding
with 150 grit garnet paper attached to the flywheel. This removed the accu-
mulated wear debris and returned the brush surfaces to their original condi-
tion.

Figure 6 shows the appearance of contact surfaces of typical brushes
after this sequence of 19 shots. In these photomuicrographs, copper particles
worn from the wire tips are seen still adhering to them, predominantly near
the trailing edge of each wire. Viewed as a whole, the bouhes Seem to have
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Fig. 5. Pair of brushes after high current test, showing the nature of fiber yielding due to
the magnetic force. All fibers were initially inclined as those on far right.

Fig. 6. Photumtcrographs of copper xiber brash contact uface (the diection of slip iing
• .1 ii ;' '  motion is dow~nward, fiber diamneter, 150,/pm):(a) (b) bxuahas vion. by a ",euenco of

,! i , .19 idhot; () buh efubld d by sandin.
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relatively cleaner leading edges with more material build-up near their
trailing edges. This suggests that some of the adhering copper particles are
transported from neighboring wires. Figure 6(b) shows the worst worn brush
of the set. In the photograph, several places are seen where the build-up of
copper covers the tips of four or five adjacent wires.

The highest speed shots were made at 15600 rev min - ' (rim speed,
470 m s-; current, 60 kA). The brushes were inspected and refurbished
after each such shot. The observed wear was similar to that described above
but the area in which wear debris bridged adjacent fibers usually extended
over a third of the axial width of the brush.

6. Discussion

The deformed fiber shape, for the brushes shown in Fig. 5, appears to
be consistent with a magnetic-force-induced failure. In this case, the maxi-
mum bending stress occurs at a point 3/8 of the fiber length from the slip
ring end. However, the failure occurred at a somewhat lower current than
expected. If it is assumed that all the wires in all 18 brushes carry equal
current then, from eqn. (5), the calculated maximum stress for the 125 fm
fiber is 140 MPa at 45 kA. For the shorter 150 m fiber brush it is only
30 MPa. The yield strength for drawn copper wire is expected to be aboutI260 MPa, although the elastic limit would be less than this value. A tran-
sient thermal analysis has not yet been made to determine the fiber temper-
ature rise due to frictional and electical heating at the interface. Although
the operating time is very brief, it is possible that some reduction in the
copper fiber strength may result from annealing if a high temperature is
attained.

A possible cause of this reduced capacity is the fsiuce to collect current
uniformly in all fibers. Figure 5 shows some unbent wires near the trailing
edge of the brushes, which presumably did not participate in carrying the
current. It is possible that those wires were simply afA making contact
because of misalignment at initial assembly. There are several possible addi-
tional causes for non-uniform fiber currents within a brush. First, there are
slight irregularities in the wheel rim surface. If some fiborn do not maintain
contact as they move past the irregularities the remaining fibers are forced to
carry more than their share of the current.

Unequal sharing of current may result from a decrease in the e', 'tact
resistance with increased current. This is analogou to the sectvu actin
observed with graphite brushes where unequal current sharing is due to the

S.....negative temperature coefficient of resisun.ce for that material. For a
trailing-angle metal fiber brush, a reduction in contaet resistance with
increased current may occur because of the increased contact force resulting
from the rdagnetic loading. The importmice of this effect de!ends On the
sensitivity of the coniact resistance to force and the n"gitti' e of that sis-
tance in relation to the shunt resistance and other wrie sM x tance values.
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Finally, variations in current density within the brush may result directly
from circulating currents induced by small slip ring voltage gradients.
Although not believed to be significant, they cannot be ruled out without
further measurements.

Increasing the number of brushes increases the machine current at
which the same degree of magnetic failure will occur. It was noted earlier, in
eqn. (6), that the magnetic force per unit length on a fiber was proportional
to current squared and inversely proportional to the number of fibers. Thus,
if the brush complement is increased from 18 brushes with 4224 wires to 34
brushes with 3840 wires, it is predicted that the machine current required to
produce this magnetic force will be increased from 45 to 60 kA.

As evidenced by Fig. 6, wear debris appears to be quite adherent to the
fibers at the sliding interface. This may be due to the lack of an oxidizing
atmosphere and the resulting high surface activity of the particles. It is spec-
ulated that, if it is allowed to continue, this cumulative build-up may reduce
the capability of the individual fibers to follow independently the slip ring
surface and could eventually destroy the usefulness of the brush as a high
speed current collector.

7. Conclusions

With full complements of 34 of the stiffer copper fiber (150 pm in
diameter) brushes for each flywheel, the pulse generator has been operated
with a 60 kA output and a rubbing speed of 470 m s- I without catastrophic
magnetic failure. Satisfactory operation of these brushes depends on the
maintenance of fiber flexibility. Within the permissible range of operating
current, whose upper limit is determined by the strength of the material to
withstand the magnetic force, brush lifetime is determined by the build-up 4
of copper wear particles. The friction responsible for this wear is believed to
be predominantly due to the magnetic force reaction load on the fiber tips.
As a result, lifetime may be hundreds of shots at very low currents, falling to* j about twenty shots at 40 to 50 kA, and finally to one or two shots at 60 kA.
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SOLID BRUSH SYSTEM EVALUATION FOR PULSED HIGH CURRENT
4, APPLICATIONS*

0. S. TAYLOR and W. F. HANNAN

Electrotechnology Department, Westinghouse Research and Development Center, Pitts-
burgh, PA 15235 (U.S.A.)

(Received November 5, 1981)

Summary

In this paper a solid brush current collection system used in a 15 MJ,
1.5 MA, homopolar pulse generator is described. A theoretical and experi-
mental evaluation of the brush performance is made based on current, sliding
velocity and pulse time. The evaluation utilizes the brush-to-rotor interface
temperature as an indication of the solid brush system performance.

1. Introduction

't A solid brush system was designed for a homopolar pulse generator
machine to be used in an electromagnetic launcher test facility [1]. The
pulse generator requires a current collection system capable of operating at
extreme current and speed conditions for short periods of time. Most pulse
generators use solid brushes of high metal metal-graphite composition to
meet these severe needs (2]. The problem in solid brush current collection I
design for the pulse current applications is to establish limits for current

density and slidiajg velocity at a given current pulse time. The design limits
used in this particular configuration are 12 000 A in - 2 (18.6 MA m - 2 ) peak
current density and 236 m s- sliding velocity at a current pulse time of 200 ms.
These limits were established as a result of an extrapolation of previous work
[3] at 11 000 A in- 2 current density, 277 m s' sliding velocity and 70 ms
pulse time.

To substantiate these designs, and to evaluate new applications under
alternative design conditions, a predictive contact performance model was
needed, A thermal model of the brush system was developed since the
contact temperature is an indication of the brush performance. The thermal
model was used to predict the transient temperature of the sliding contact

*Paper presented at the~ Advanced Current Collection Conference, Caaicago, IL,
' ' U.S.A., September 23 - 25,,1981.
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between the brush and the rotor. The performance predictions were evalu-
ated by comparison with data recorded in laboratory experiments on proto-
typic hardware.

2. Solid brush system design

The design parameters of the pulse generator are listed in Table 1. The
rotor tip velocity is limited by the capabilities of the solid brush system. The
collector magnetic flux density values shown are the result of a great deal of
design effort to minimize these values. The magnetic field components
coupled with the high brush currents result in brush forces that must be kept
to acceptable values for reasonable mechanical loads applied to the brush.
The radial magnetic field is particularly important due to the resulting A,
voltage generated across the collector region when the rotor is turning. This
voltage produces circulating currents in the brush system.

The current collection system specifications are shown in Table 2. This
brush system is modular for ease of assembly and maintenance. A part
module used in laboratory testing is shown in Fig. 1. This brush module has
three rows of eleven brushes per row, whereas a full module for the homo-
polar pulse generator has six rows of ten brushes per row. The full brush
module also has two pneumatic loading pistons instead of one as shown for
the part module in Fig. 1. Otherwise the crit~cal geometries of the full
module and the test part module brush systems are identical.

Inside the brush holder module, the brushes are held by a metal bracket
from which each brush is independently sprung. This metal bracket is rigidly
attached to the piston in the pneumatic cylinder, The brushes are arranged
in an egg-crate fashion and current is transferred from the brushes to the
holder through silver-plated Be-Cu finger contacts. A row of six finger 4
contacts is located along each 0.5 in side of the brush. The fingers are nestled
inside the holder and cantact the brushes as close to the rotor as possible to
minimize the brush current paw.

TABLE 1
ulso generator parameters

Rotor diameter 26. An(,4m
Rotol tip speed 44000 fti na (256 ) i
Collevtor magnetic fluz density

Radial 0.02 T
, ,Axi al 0.11 T

Circumfeorentlial 0.92 T
Number of pulses 000
Current poike thme 200 Ms

• .-. Sq
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TABLE 2

Current collection system specifications

Brush current density 12 000 A in-2 (19 MA M-2 )
Brush size 0.12 in thick x 0.5 in wide x 1. 75 in long

(3.2 mm x 12.7 mm x 44.5 mm)
Brushes per module 60 (33 per part module for test program)
Brush actuation Pneumatic load-spring return
Brush pressure 20 lbf in-2 (138 kPa)
Brush atmosphere Water humidified helium
Brush material Cu-graphite
Rotor material Copper-plated aluminum

................................ ..... ......

IR

-3,

3.4 Tet pprau

A lalboratory test facility was construckAe to test the current collection
argeiuent, h brush hodnwere mtounted iatest 1ig where cur~rent
and speed were supplied eternally. A variable-speed drive motor wtus used to
drive the tust rotor by a flat belt arrmigaei-eit to the desired slidinig speeds.
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The current was supplied by a homopolar generator rated at 6 V and 20 000
A that was driven by a variable-speed drive motor.

t The eiectrical circuit was made up of four main components which
were the test brush system, the homopolar generator, a fuse and a coil.
Prior to each test, the electrical circuit was complete except for the brushes
which were retracted from the rotor. When the brush system was actuated,
the brushes contacted the test rotor and current began to flow from the

* homopolar generator. The homopolar generator acted as a constant voltage
source due to the large rotating mnertia of the drive train. A 30 MH coil was
designed r.d built for the circuit to give the proper current-time profile.
The fuse was included in the circuit to limit the flow of current to the
desired time.

The brushes were actuated by pneumatic piston-cylinder assemblies
that were mounted atop the brush holders. The cylinders were connected to
a manifold, valve and accumulator arrangement. For operation, the accu-
mulator was filled to the proper pressure with the test gas. Then the valve
(solenoid) that connected the accumulator to the manifold was opened, emd
the manifold and cylinders became pressurized, resulting in the design brush A

contact pressure.

4. Theory

The temperature at the brush-rotor interface is dependent on the heat
generated at the interface, the heat conducted away from the interface and
the heat transformed hbto internal energy. Consider the heat generated
uniformly over the brush interface. The real contact between the brush and
the rotor moves from front to back on the brush face approximately 20
times during the 200 ms pulse time due to rotor eccentricity effects I4Q
thereby distributing the heat uniformly.

The heat balance between the brush and the rotor is
qui

q QT1)

where qu (W) is the heat rate into the brtush, qR (W) is the heat rate into 110
rotor and QT (W) is the generated heat rate at the interface.,i Subscripts B and R will be used to design-ate the brush and rotor

I ~ ~respbetively, Araoming equal bWish and row-or temperatur es at the interface, -...

the ,ratio of brush to rotor beat is I$)kwk aft roI

q~ _ ~X~ 5 (2)

whore K (W m- C- A) is the thernial conductivity, A (w2) is the area and
-( s ) is the theimal diffusivity.

For a unifotinly distributed heat rate generated at a plame in a semi.
iniato body, the tampetattue at the plane is J51

. '.-*""
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1 ~ q(t) dt
T (3)

AC(7ra) 1 /22 (,r -t)
1/2

where 2T (C0) is the temperature at the interface, p (kg m3-) is the density,
C (J kg 1'C 01) is the specific heat, q (t) (W) is the heat rate, t (s) is the time
(variable) andr7 (s) is the time limit.

Equation (3) can be rewritten with the proper subscripts and combined
with eqns. (1) and (2) to yield

T= BCBA (a)12 I1 + A~~~~i2f- Tt t(4)
[BBrBABKB kaR T))/

0

t The temperature at the interface is a constant, dependent on material
properties and geometry, times an integral containing the total heat rate as a
function of time.

The total heat rate at the interface is made up of two components:

QT =QL +QrF (5)
where Q1, =2 PR, (W) is the contact current loss and QF (W) is the contact
frictional loss.

The contact current loss is

QL =I2Rc (6)
where R, (12) is the total contact resistance, I (A) is the contact current,
R, r,, IN, r,, (,Q) is the contact resistance per brush and N is the number of

Truhecnatcre.i ae po w opnns
bruhecnatcreti.ae po w opnns

+ (7)
where IL (A) is the load current and I,, (A) is the circulating current.

The load current is determined by the overall system and is given as an
input to the current collection system design. The circulating current,

V resulting from briishes located in a radia magnetic field, must be calculated.
Tecirculating current i

NII

where B. ('is the uniform radial magnetic field in the collector region, I
end bishe, xa lengt) is the collnto resiitn of rush ceth-e ret cerl ofro
(in) irshes ara (Un)t o the unt esce gofn rush, etlie retceerliof
the brush to the holder, and V (i- a-') is the rotor sliding velocity.

te.maximum cantact temperature. The circulating current bel I* aximnum
atLne end of the colleotor. F~or our calculation purpose, tho chnrlating

curret is u~sumed unidom aurms the collector at its nwximum valuo. The

I..V'

Ti'..
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avexage brush temperatures will occur in the center brush row and can be
found by setting I, = 0. The maximum temperature will be in the end brush
row and can be found by calculating I, and including it in the analysis.

The value of the rotor sliding velocity V is similar to the load current
k IL, since both are determined by the overall system and are given as input tothe current collection system design.

The contact frictional loss is

QF = .uPBABV (9)

where y. is the brush-to-rotor friction coefficient and PB (N M -f) is the brush
pressure.

The integral in eqn. (4) can now be evaluated over the time period of
interest for any rotor sliding velocity and load current as functions of time.
The above equations were programmed on a computer and a numerical inte-
gration was employed for the various current and velocity profiles.

5. Test results

Thermocouples were embedded in several brushes at distances of 0.06
in (1.5 mm) and 0.25 in (6.4 mm) from the rotor surface. The brush test
system was then operated and the temperatures recorded. The predicted
temperatures were compared with the measured values to determine the

* accuracy of the program. The instrumentation was unable to measure ten-
peratures during a current test, so that tests to compare the predicted with *1

the measured temperature values could only be made with contact frictional
heat as input.

The results of the tests are shown in Fig. 2. The variable conditions of
the tests were as follows: number of brushes used, 33 and 66; brush pressure,20 and 30 lbf in- I (138 and 207 kPa); sliding velocities, 113 and 225 in s- .

The actual data plots shown in Fig. 2 are representative of the numerous
tests performed at the conditions listed and were chosen due to close agree-
ment with the average results. The data for each of the conditions shown in
Fig. 2 were averaged at time intervals of 1 and 3 s. The spread of the data is
indicated as a vertical line, the average is a point on the line and the number
of tests is indicated below thi line. A computer prediction based on a coef-
ficient of friction of 0.3 is also plotted on the graphs.

Typical test results at operating conditions of current and sliding veloc-~~~ity are sh~own in Fig. 3. The results in Fig. 3(a) represent the standard design ' i:i

operating conditions listed in Tables I and 2. The current reached in this test
was 25 000 A which represents the brush design cuirent density of 12 000 A
n" (18.6 MA ml2}. The current pulse time was approximately 200 ms and
the sliding velocity was 225 m s- these values duplicate the design condi-
tions. The voltage drop was measured from the positive-polarity brush holder
to. the negative-polarity brush holder and included both of the brush4orotor

1- -'j ii
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Fig. 3. Test results at design operating conditions.

voltage drops as well as voltage drops within each holder. Current level was
measured by voltage measurement using a calibrated length of bus bar. The
results in Fig. 3(b) represent the brushi resistance obtained through dividing
the voltage in Fig. 3(a) by the corresponding current. The total resistance at
the end of the pulse was approximately 8 X 10-4 a. This translates into a
half-module resistance of 40 1M, and a resistance per brush of approximately
1 mai, which agrees with previous tests at shorter pulse times [31.

The maximum sliding velocity attained was 225 in s- 1, which is limited
by the test rig. The maximum current level, representing a brush current
density of 14 400 A in-' (22.3 MA m- 1), was 30 000 A, which is limited by
the circuit resistance and the voltage capability of the current source. Thex
naximum pulse time was 500 ins, which is limited by the finger contacts due
to a temperature rise in the fingers that would cause the material strength to
fade if allowed to rise higher. Based on an 121 evaluation, these maximum
conditions represent a brush current density of 23 000 A in- 2 at a pulse time

6. Discusmion

For the data shown iii Fig. 2, the closeet correlations between actual
data and computer predictions were in Figs. 2(b) and 2(f). The co mmon ~
parameters were 225 rn s~ sliding velocity and 33 brushes. In contrast, the
wOrst correlations were in fgs. 2(c) and 2(d) where the common paranteters
were a brush pr mssure of 20 lbf in and 66 brushes. It appeals that the number
of brushes has an effect on the correlation. According to the mode 0 the effect
of the nwither of brushes at or near these conditions is essentially the same
as that of inc~reasing the heat input by means such as increasing the brush

pr~ueor speed.. The b~rushes were concentratei in one location on the(

4'
4W~
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rotor periphery. It might at first be thought that the trailing brush should be
significantly hotter than the leading brush and that more brushes would
accentuate this effect. Calculations show that the trailing brush is hotter, but
the difference is insignificant relative to the total temperature rise. Several
brushes located in the same track were instrumented with thermocouples,
and no significant differences were found in the recorded temperatures; this J
agrees with the model.

It is believed that the results of Figs. 2(e) and 2(f), where the brush
contact pressure was 30 lbf in 2, were the most realistic results. The con-
fidence in the results of Figs. 2(e) and 2(f) is due primarily to the ability of
the brush to follow the rotor. At the higher brush loads, the effects due to
brush side friction or pneumatic cylinder friction are less significant. In
addition, the manifold pressure varied from test to test by as much as 2 lbf

F in-. A larger number of tests in addition to higher test pressure would help
p: reduce these effects.

Other tests revealed that the minimum allowable brush pressure for
non-arcing operation was 16 lbf in-. The incentive for operation at the
lower brush pressures was lower wear and less frictional heat input. The wear

t was not significant for the laboratory tests. However, when operating condi-
tVons are pushed to higher values, the wear could become significant.

The value of the friction coefficient used for the computer predictions
ji. in Fig. 2 was based on an average of all of the data taken. This average value

of the friction coefficient was 0.3 which seems reasonable for high metal
metal-graphite brushes. The shapes of the curves of actual data in Fig. 2 are
different from the shapes of the computer predictions. If a variable coeffi-
cient of friction is assumed, the curve shapes agree more closely, To decide

00 'how the variable coefficient of friction should be explained, we would have
to determine the fundamental cause of the variation. That is, does the
coefficient change due to temperature rise which would change the surface
properties, or change due to strain rate effects tied directly to velocity. In
any case, this -is certainly an area worth pursuing in future investigations that
deal with pulse applications at high power densities.

The graphs shown in Fig. 4 represent the condition for a full-scale 15
MJ, 1.5 MA, homopolar pulse generator [11. Figure 4(a) shows the machine
current and rotor velocity as a function of time. Figure 4(b) shows the
predicted brush-to-rotor interface temperature rise with and without the
radial magnetic field. The appropriate input data for the computer predic
tion are found in Table 3. The maximum temperature rise occurs near the
end of the cunrnt pulse. This maximum predicted temperature rise is 229 *F
at zero radial magnetic field and 270 F at the design 0.02 T radial magnetic
fieid. The magnetic field effects are more clearly shown in Table 4. One can
see that the circulating currents due to magnetic fields can cause significant
temperature rises.

No quantitative data were taken for the wear of the brushes during the
pulse current test program. However, no significant wear was observed by
eye during the pogram. The temperature rie predicted for the laboxatory

. -+
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current pulse test condition Shown in Fig 3 is 42 1. This is low in com- ~ - 1
parison with the predicted values for the full-scale application. 'This also
points out that seemingly adequate laboratory tests at design input
.conditions do not necessarily Indicate the true performance. However, we do
not anticipate an unacceptable wear rate at the full-scale conditions even
though the interface temperature ii higher. Laboratory teats on continuously
operating brushes showatcceptable wear rates at brush bulk temperatures in
this range. The importance of the evaluation is to determine whether the
expected temperature rise is near reasonable limits. Since the maximnum.
predicted temperature rise is close to aweptable steady stabt limits, the wear
fatetwill be simiar to that pedted by the nteady state limt A the same

temperature rise.
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TABLE 3

Computer input data for predictions found in Fig. 4

PB = 374 lb ft7- (6000 kg m-3 ), brush density
CB= 0.096 B.t~u. 1b'1 *F (397 J k1 OC1 ), brush specific heat
aB=2.77 ft2 h-(7.1 X 1O-5 M2 sil), brush diffusivity

AB = 112.5 in2 (0.073 in2 ), total brush area
KB = 98,3 B.t.u. h-1 ft-1 -F- 1 (170 W m 1 *C-1 ), brush thermal conductivity

aR = 1.6 ft2 h-1 (4.1 X 10-5 m2 S-1), rotor diffusivity
AR =327 in2 (0.21 Mn2 ), rotor area swept by brushes

KR =60 BAt.u. h - ft- ~ (104 W m-1 *C-1) rotor thermal conductivity

r= 1.0 x 10-3 92, contact resistance per brush
r,=3.0 X 10-4 92, shunt resistance per brush

N = 1800, number of brushes per machine end
n = ,nme fbrush rows per machine end
4y 0.3, brush-to-rotor coefficient of friction

Pe 20 lbf in 2 (138 kPa), brush pressure
Br =0.02 T, collector region radial magnetic flux
1 3.75 in (95 mm), axial length of collector region from center line to center line of end

brushes

TABLE 4

Brush-to-rotor maximum interface temperature

Radial miagnetic field B, (T) Tetmperature rise A~T (7F (*C))

0 229 (127)
0.01 248 (188)
0.05 847 (193)
0.10 5165(286)

0.50 4150(2306)

The pulse times investigated were up to Ii s. Predictions using pulse
times above this value are que.stionable due to the thermal model limitations.
The model assumes an infinite brush length rather than a finite length. For
short periods of timne (approximately 3 - 5 s for typical brush mat-erials Mid
geometries), the interface temperature predicted by the finite length niodo-l
is virtually identical to the infinite length model. At higher pulse times, the
tempeirature rise is gre~ater than the present model predicts.

The thermal model outlined is a Convenient method for analyzing~ solid
br shystena for homopolgr pulse generators. The aalysis allows one to

A A
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establish realistic values for the relationship between current, sliding velocity
and pulse time. The circulating currents induced in the solid brush systems
in high power density pulse generators can cause a significant temperature
rise at the brush-to-rotor interface.

An additional benefit from this test program was the verification of
the ability of the current collection system to serve as a make switch to
initiate the discharge of the homopolar generator.
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Summary

The phenomena which control contact between solids are un'4,erstood
in terms of the interaction of microscopic surface asperities. At low sliding
speeds these asperities interact in a quasi-steady manner and the interaction
is primarily mechanical. At very high sliding velocities the asperities impact
-and inertial forces dominate the interaction. Asperity impact can be prevented
by tle development of a fluid interlayer. The few observations which have
been made on sliding at hypervelocities indicate that asperity impact does
occur and that transition to a fluid interlayer can occur at velocities below
which impact phenomena dominate or at velocities above the impact thresh-
old. The transition velocity depends primarily on material properties.

1. Introduction

There is a growing interest in sliding and contact phenomena at ex-
tiemely high velocities. Sliding at several kilometers per second is encountered
in conventional guns, elmecguns mid rocket sleds. The behavior of contacts
at these velocities is particularly important ins electric guns (1, 2), while
frictional losses aid catastrophic wea meahanismi are of continuing concerti
in gans [ 31 and rot-ketsleds [4)1.

Hypervelocity is comamonly used to denote the regime of velocity in
which tho pre~dominant forc~es of interaction arm inertial. The velocity at
which inertial stresses dominate depends on the material uider investigation
mid the mechanismn by which interac'on occurs. For tost solids, velocities
hexeso I kin 9" usually produce imtportant siiocuk and inertial loading

effects. Contact phienomniza can occur during sliding at hypervelocity which

of these phenomena on contact behavior.

doanot occur d a t e veloiis unthi paper we e enuine hi fcagof IL,

2325, 1981.
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2. Low and high speed sliding

Contact phenomena at low (less than 30 m s1) and high (less than
300 m s- 1 ) speeds have been studied extensively. Contact at these velocities
is understood in terms of the interference of microscopic surface asperities
[5]. When two solids are brought together, actual physical contact occurs at

I only a small number of discrete contact points. The normal load between the
two solids is borne by these discrete areas. The number and size of the
contact points increase with increasing applied load.

Adhesion between two bodies in contact occurs at the contact spots.
.! The bodies become "welded" together at the contact spots. Tangential

motion of one body with respect to the other must deform or shear material
in the contact spot. A frictional force arises because of the ability of the
contact spots to resist this deformation. Wear results from material fracture
due to excessive straining in the contact spot region.

The effects of increasing sliding velocity on these basic contact phe-
nomena have been extensively studied by Bowden and coworkers [6, 7].
The same basic contact phenomena occur at high velocities. The normal load
is carried by interfering asperities and the frictione] force arises from
shearing of the resulting contact spots. During contact spot shearing, energy
is dissipated in the deformation zone. At low speeds this dissipated energy is
removed from the deformation zone by thermal conduction into the substrate
(the bulk of the contacting bodies). The material in the deformation zone
therefore remains in themal equilibrium at a temperature close to that of
the substrate. As the sliding velocity inerec-rs, the rate of energy dissipation

tin the deformation zone exceeds the conduction rate out of the deformation
zone. The deforatation zone temperature therefore rises. The rising tempera-
ture results in thermnal softening of the material and reduced resistance to
deformaion, Theefore, as the sliding velocity increases, the frictional force
and coefficient of friction are oWserved to derease veryn markedly. This
effct is illustuted in Fig. 1.

If velocity is further inaeased, the temperature of the entire surface of ')the slider nmaW reach the mielting point. The interface is thek a liqid film

and further Laperity cont:ct is prevented. -The interface will behave as a
hyda'dyitumic bearing. Vi scshearing of the liquid film (isspates energy
which results in intense hng of the sAder surface, Thi heating results in

surface nieiting. Surface ression o.curs, provid.4ng an influx of melted
imaterialfrom the s lider surface which is equa- to the material efflux from
the intewface dufe to id.mwtion andia steady sWtW hydmodyamic interface
is establ h e- This behavior ww- obterved by Bowden and coworkers t6, 71
for a variety of materias md material combinations..j
t.he'The development. of a hyodwynanlc fluid layer obviously depends ot,
the raatoria properties of the s ler, the slid.ng velkcity, tMe n1onral load and
.erhaps the geometry of the slider. Under some circumstances, therefore,
asperity contact wi coz inue to-ocvur to very high velocities.

.l:,'.' VZ g",\, 1.2,...,... •N..., ",.,'--..,. Zri.,t- 
2 *.,4'-........, .s';tZ;!;.;w '
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Fig. 1. The coefficient of friction for copper on steel. (Data from Bowden and Persson
[71 and Pilcher and Wineholt [3].)

3. Hypervelocity contact effects

X If a fluid interface is developed then sliding at hypervelocities will be
primarily characterized by shearing of the fluid interface zone. As the sliding
velocity increases, the velocity gradients in the interface will increase. The
frictional force and the energy deposition in the interface will therefore both

CL increase. Surface recession, slider wear and interface temperature will also
increase. At some velocity it is probable that the temperature of the interface
region becomes so high that the interface material is vaporized, with a
resultant drop in viscosity and frictional force.

If a liquid interface is not established, then asperity contact will con-
tinue to occur at very high velocities. The asperities, however, can no longer
come into contact in a steady or quasi-steady mechanical mode. Asperities
will impact, generating shock stresses. In general the impact of the asperities
will be oblique. The impact stress is then related to the impact velocity, the
angle of impact and the density and shock speed of the materials involved
[8]. The hypervelocity sliding threshold velocity is the velocity at which the
impact-induced stress is equal to the ultimate strength of the material. For a

A symmetrical asperity contact (i.e. both asperities of the same material) the
threshold velocity may be readily calculated. Threshold velocity is shown in
Fig. 2 as a function of impact angle and nateral type. The threshold velocity
is obviou0 very sensitive to materials and to the impact angle. For impact
angles near 90' (normal impacts), the threshold velocity is relatively low. As
the impact angle declines the threshold velocity increases.

Asperity impact will be a discrete, localized and violent event. This
localized rapid release in energy resembles a microscopic explosion and
would be expected to produce a small crater in the surface of the material.

-ac",f h. m a er al
would b expec

C ~ k..~j y ___ ____v
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Fig. 2. The threshold sliding velocity us. impact angle for several materials.

Fig. 3. The process of asperity impact and gouge formation.

The center of mass of this explosion will travel at approximately one-half of
the slider velocity. Due to the relative motion of the slider, a tear-shaped
crater results rather than a simple hemispherical shape, as illustrated in Fig. 3.
Such tear-shaped craters or gouges have boen observed [41.

During the asperity impact event the high stresses developed in the
asperity region support the normal load between tile surfaces while the
tangential components of this stress (due to oblique impact) result in the
frictional force.

The temperature of the entire slider surface at the ioterface wvill be
raised by the asperity impact process. Impacts will occur randoumly over tie
entire surface and the surface temperature may reach the inelting poinlt of
the mnaterial. If the energy dissipation at the interface is adequate, suffiirt
molten material will Onter the interface to establish a liquid layer. Further
asperity contact is prevented (or at least greatly reduced) -and thle frequency
of cratering or gouging would be expected to decline. The interface would
behave as a hydrodynamuic bearing as described previously.

4. Hypervelocity sliding obserations

There are very few quantitative or qualitative observations of sliding
phenomena at hyperelovities. The most complete S et of data is that gener-

k.ated by Bowden and coworkers [0, 71 and extends only to tle threshold of
hypervelocity sliding for most of the materials investigated. The develop-............
ment of a fluid dynamic layer was clearly demonstrated for certain materials
(tin, lead, bismuth) but not for others (copper, steel). There is some evidence

X"~.~* C~A:< __________________________.
'M'I
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of the impact of asperities (gross surface damage); however, the experiments
were not well suited to the observation of this phenomenon.

Graff and Dettloff [4] conducted excellent experiments to investigate
the hypervelocity gouging phenomena observed on rocket sled rails. Their
gouging observations are perhaps the strongest evidence of asperity impact
available. The rocket sled data showed that gouging did not occur below a
threshold velocity of approximately 1600 m s-' on steel rails. Above the
threshold velocity the frequency of gouging appeared to increase with
velocity, as expected. In their laboratory experiments, similar general charac-
teristics for a wide variety of materials were observed. In general they
concluded that a minimum sliding velocity and a minimum normal load were
both required to initiate gouging. The shape of the gouges was exactly as
expected from the process illustrated in Fig. 3.

The electric rail gun at the Australian National University (1] was used
to conduct many experiments on sliding metal contacts at hypervelocities.
These experiments were characterized by high velocities (up to 2.5 km s -1),
high normal loads and high current densities (greater than 100 kA cm- 2 ).
Most of the experiments were conducted with copper sliders on copper tails.

Smooth damage-frse sliding was observed to occur up to a velocity of
about 300 in s- .Above about 300 m C- gouging of the rails was found to
occur. The gouges were randomly located on the surface of the rail. As the
velocity increased, both the size and number of gouges appeared to increase,
up to a velocity of about 900 in s- .Above 900 m s-1, the frequency of
gouging appeared to decline and a sudden transition to arcing at the contact
occurred at about 1100 in s .The contact voltage drop between the slider
and rail was measured and the results are illustrawd in Fig. 4. Contact

CONTAC VOILTA)F1

0 4 , 2 o..4.oi4.0 12 ,

i:, 0

o Z0 Wo0 600 t0oow 100100
VELOCITY (W/jl

Fig. 4. Contact voltage drop for metal armature accelerated in the Austr~alir Natiuawl
" 1 ' : University rail gun.

voltage remained low (typically 0.5 V per side of the armature) with occa-
sional excursions at velocities below 1100 11 s- .At a velocity of 1100 M s
the transition to arcing produced a rapid increase in contact voltage to
several tens of volts. Similar results were obtained for many experiments
with different current densities, different acceleiations and different normal
loads.

The onset of gouging at a velocity of 300 n s- is consistent with the
asperity impact results illustrated in 2. By 300 w s' all but the most
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oblique of impacts (less than 50) will produce stresses at or above the ultimate
strength of copper. M the velocity increases, the energy dissipated in each
collision grows and the gouges tend to become larger. The electrical contact
obtained during the gouging process appears to be very good as illustrated by
the -very low measur-ed contact voltage drop. By 900 m s-I the interface is
apparently becoming filled with fluid material. The development of a fluid
layer decreases asperity impact and decreases gouging. By 1100 mn s7I a fully
developed fluid layer is established. The electrical resistivity of this layer is,
however, very high and it cannot stably support the very high current
densities which were passed through it. As a result, the liquid interlayer was
inimediately vaporizad and ionized by the high current. The resulting inter-
face vapor and rapid surfaie recession prevented any further asperity contact
and no further gouges were observed.

5. Conclusions

The phenomena which occur in hyper~velocity sliding contacts can be
quite different fom those which occur at lower velocities. Quasi-iteady
mechanical contact of asperities cannot occur -,n miost materials above a few
hundred m'A-ers per second. At these velocities the asperities impact. Impact-
generatted stresses ire well in excess of the ultimate strength of the material.
The localized energy release involved in the asperity collision results in the
formation of gouges. Asperity impact can be prevented by the development
of a hydrodynamic fluid interlayer. Shear defornmation in adhering asperities
generates localized intense hewating with associated melting. F'or some materials
this fluid intelayer cain develop at relatively low velocities. F~or other materials
insufficient energy is released in shear cleforation to produce large-sCale
surface welting. In these materials, miperifty inipact will occur and gouges wil
be formed. The asperity impact process may itself be safficiently energetic

to podue aflui inerlyer which will in turn prevent further- aspetity
hupact adresult in sinoothn hydrocy nin sliding.

Much remains to be done to quatifiy the dese~rption of these poces.
Furheawlysis mid inuch better instrumentation of oxpilments are requirod

before the procosses of hypcavelocity contact willI be fully undetstood.
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Summary

Transient and steady state effects of diffusion and transport are
analyzed in a high velocity current collector. The current is assumed to flow
through the stationary conductor into the trailing edge of the collector.

The general two-dimensional magnetic transport equation is solved both
for transient motion with an arbitrarily specified velocity and for constant

i F velocity. The current distribution and the magnetic field in the feeding
conductor and the laminated collector are found analytically for steady
motion and numerically fox transient motion.

At low velocity the diffusion skin effect dominates, allowving the
current to diffuse into the collector. As the velocity increases, the velocity
transport effect becomes dominant and tends to concentrate the current in
the trailing edge of the collector,

1. Inixoduction
The performance of ultrahigh velocity current collectors was considered

by Barber and Marshall I1 iii connection with electromagnetic launcher
experiments. The configuration, shown in Fig. 1, consists of a collector
moving betweten two parallel rails which foimm a continuous circuit for a large

unpublished work by the present authors, were based on the assumption of
quas-stadystate operation mnd approximate mathematical teehniques.

rsaesult, itwas concluded that alaminated collector, consisting of several

*Papr pwwotad at the Advanced Cutmet Collhcoti Conferene, Chicago, 1L,
U.S.&, SapfAmbw 23 -2,1981.

E~lse SaquoWPrloted ini The Nethewands

........ ' ........ ....- p
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Fig. 1, The collector-rail configuration.

stacked leaves (the plane of each leaf being perpendicular to the direction of
motion), would yield better performnance than a solid current collector.

The main criterion of performance here is the uniformity of current
distribution in the collector. Because of the high velocity of the collector
relative to the rails, the current tends to pass through a narrow constriction
at the trailing corner of the rail-collector i.-terface. A primary objective in
collector design is to achieve a more uniform current distribution throughout
the collector and to prevent the high current densities and consequent local :
heating at these corners. A laminated design is considerably wore effective
in this regard than a solid current collector.

In these prior studies it was assumed that the velocity was constatit so
that in an actual accelerating collector the analyses were essentially quasi-

sedThat is, the transient effects were entirely neglected, which is
equivalent to neglecting (fromA a circuit point of view) the inductive effects
in the collector compared with the resistive effects. A priori it is not clear
that this is a valid procedure, and a complete study of the transient effects
has therefore been undertakeni and is reported here.

A numerical solution to the tranisient behavior, and an exact analytical
solution to the steady stUate behavior of the infinitely laminated collector,
is now presented, I the transient analysis, account may be taken of theA
actual velocity-thme variation, of any arbitrary grading in the electrical
conductivity of the leaves and of variation in conductivity with tie due to
heating or to material change.

The transient analysis considers both the time diffusion of current and

magnetic field into the collector and the transport due to velocity. This

~ '0:

t
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diffusion is countered by the velocity transport effect (which alone is
considered in the quasi-steady analysis). When the velocity is low, diffusion
dominates, but as the velocity increases, transport dominates. Consequently,
the magnetic field begins to diffuse into the collector and, as the velocity
increases, the magnetic field may begin to move back out toward the trailing
side as the transport effect begins to dominate. The magnetic field and
current profiles then will be given accurately by the quasi-steady analysis.

It will be 3een that the transient effects are important only at low
velocities and that the exact solution for quasi-steady operation gives quite
an accurate representation of the instantaneous performance.

2. Mathematical formulation

Figure 1 shows the physical arrangement of the rails and the collector.
The configuration is assumed to be two-dimensional so that the total current
(per unit depth into the paper) 10 is related to the magnetic field Bo between
the rails as Bo o o. Io will be, in general, a specified function of time,
We discuss the rail and the laminated collector separately.

2.1. The rail
In the rail, the magnetic transport equation is

aD
aT = ,V 2 B+ V X(V XB)(1

* where % is the magnetic diffusivity given by 1/arPo. In the frame of
reference (attached to the collector) shown in Fig. 1, the velocity V of the
rail is given by V = -u(. We denote the negative z component of B as B. A
Then eqn. (1) becomes

a3 a2B a2B aB
W + 3 - (2)

Now 32B/& 2 may be neglected compared with a2B/ay2. If the skin depth
is of order 6 in the y direction, it will be shown later than 6 . 1 so that
D2B/aX2 is of order B/I 2and a2 B/ay2 is of order B/62 . This assumption is
valid except very close to start-up where aiy error should have little effect
over most of the time of interest.

The term aB/at - uB/ax represents the eulerian derivative in the
frame of reference indicated, which is at rest with respect to the collector.
This is then precisely the time derivative with respect to an observer at
rest on the rail. With respect to a frame of reference attached to the rails,
eqn. (2) is

aao

4 !;j•
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This is a one-dimensional diffusion equation for diffusion into the rail at

any fixed position on the rail. If we assume that u is nearly constant over
the time I/u of traverse of the armature, then 0 and x may be related as

I-X
0 -(4)

Equation (3) may be solved for B(0,y) and transformed using eqn. (4)
into B(x, y) for the region of rail 0 < x < I in the frame of reference of the
armature. For the rail region x < 0 (between the muzzle and the armature)
eqn. (3) is still valid but the transformation from B(0, y) to B(x, y) must be
carried out carefully since relationship (4) is no longer valid. The procedure
is relatively simple and will be discussed later.

The boundary conditions on B are

B Be(t) x 0 on the trailing side of the collector and
on the inside surface of the rails (5),:

B = O X I on the leading side of the collector

At the rail-collector interface y = 0, 0 < x < 1, B is continuous and the
interfacial value is denoted as Bi which will be a function of time as well as
of the x location.

Equation (3) may now be solved as a one-dimensional diffusion
problem with input with time 0 given by Bj. In other words, an observer
riding with the rail beginning at the leading side of the collector will pass
across the collector to the trailing side while seeing Bi as an input along the
surface y - 0. We assume that Bi(x) does not change during this traverse
which occurs in time I/u.

The solution to eqn. (3) may be written in terms of a unit step function
response using Duhamel's theorem as

B(O~y) fB'(0) B t,y)d (6)

where B,, is the response U a unit step input. Since the skin depth 6 is much
less than the rail thickness h (6 4 h), the domain of diffusion in they direc-
tion is effectively infinite. Hence

..i ~Bu(r. Y) = e c 21)fe(7

Of particular interest is the XpjWsion

evaluated in the rail. Tihis exxpreon will be useful for current density
evaluation fwom Amp&'s law J V X II. Since the functional forms are

A
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=fB'(0- T) -B.(T, y) 8

Further,

(!rfc -y f\1 (9)
Y I 2(,qr) 1/2 fl)Y~o (lrlTj,7)1"

so that

aB ) '0 1 )d (10)

Now at the interface between the rail and the collector the tangential
electric field E,, is continuous. From Ohm's law E, J.1o we have

ro ) . 0rail )y =0 akatur
where a is the conductivity of the collector and may be a function of
position x and of time if heating effects are considered. From Ampere's
law,

-~xT (12)

so that

{ Mexy~ta~B'( 7) dT (13)40JY 0 rail1If

We now consider the cole ctor where the above expression will be used to
effect a solution.

22. The collector
The collector consists of a Ntack of infinitesimally thin leaves as shown

U1 Fig. 2. The conductivity may be thought of as anisotropic, with a value
f in the y direction (which may depend on x) and a zero value in the x
I'. diretion silice the leaves are assumed to be insulated from each other,

Hence we maiy use a field theory approvach with an anisotropic conductivity
or a circuit approach with a conductivity v along a leaf. The approaches arm
equivalent and wvill yield thie ssne results.

Let ua consider a circuit approach. R~eferring to Fig. 2, a line integral
way be formed about the circuit ABCDEPA. The ewm.f. around the loop
must equal the voltage L1R drop. Hence

aB an
fE- d -f ='dA f-dA (4

A A a(4

~i 4 ~1 ~' '

. . . . .. . '.. . 11,1 11 1 1 1 I' l11 1 11 1
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Fig. 2. Path of integration for the collector equation.

By Ohm's law J aE the integral becomes

2w J  v 4ax - 2w)Ax - 3B 2w Ax(15)

From the expression for J. in eqn. (12), and from J. (1/p0 )aB/ax, we have

+.

(16)

51; ~~ay YOal T
And fi.afly, using eqn. (13)

ia(1 O 1 1 OR~0 ~(7

the subscript i has been dropped on B'(O - r) since the interfacial value is
the swne as in the collector where B is only a function of x.

it is conveiont to transform the integral back to x from 0. B' becomes
(-1Iu)aBDax mid we introduce the variable x' x + ur. Equation (17)
betoe

i.. {.":i::::i::_ _ 1 (x) -- (1-(x)

0x:uix x ax {(b'-),iIu13 +  at

kx
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It may be noted that B(O -,r) is meant to be evaluated with time as the
independent variable. The value of time would be (I x)/u - T. This is
equivalant to using x' as an independent variable with value x + u'r. In other
words, if an observer riding on the rail begins at the leading side of the
collector, he will travel a distance I - x - uT in time (I - x)/u - T. This
motion places him at position x + ur in the frame of reference of the
collector.

It is convenient to normalize this equation. We define the following
dimensionless variables arid parameters:

X~ =x/

B* BIBO(t 0)

where uO is the conductivity of the armature at x 0, t 0 (initial value for
the trailing leaf);

tot/,40 12 00

1 3o U1 J4/2

where u is a specified function of time. Equation (18) then takes the forml

a 1,3,B* aJJ'(x) dx'* B
+ (19)

with boundary and initial conditions given as

B*(x 0 t) Bo*(,)

ll*(x* 1,* M (0

and a(x*, t*) and a#*t) are to be specified. This equation is to be solved fort O(x*, to), Which is tile 111gnletic field profile ill the collector. Once D* is
found, Ih'. curren fitibution may -to ,,tdivaluated and B"' in the rail may be
determined for 0 < x < 1,

Before~ proceeding to the generail solution of- the above Pquafion, which
Must be inplemented numerically, the quaii-steady casw for which all4
analytical solution may -be found will be discu"-,A

3. QuiMuIsteaAJ stt operation wt ao odcia

If ot is ossumed to be constant and the unsteady term )AVOt is negleeted,
an exaict an~Iytical solution to eqn. (19) may bte effected. %V 110no
obtain an exact solution to this preblen of the uatieaved laminated

-P
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collector, The solution will be a function of only one parameter a, which
depends on the velocity u.

We begin with eqn. (19) with the unsteady term neglected and the
conductivity uniform so that a* = 1:

d2B* XdcB*(xt*) dx'* (20)
a f dx'; (XD X*)

The equation may be simplified by the following transformation. Let

=1 -~(21)

The primes merely indicate dummy variables of integration. Then

d 2B* dB* dv'
dvO 7,7~~t)J (22)

Equation (22) is an integrodifferential equation with. the following
boundary conditions:

u 0 (x*1) B" 0
(23)

This equation is a Volterra integral. equation of the second kind with a
convolittion-type kernel. A solution for B*(X*) way be carried out as

t follows.
By using the convolution theorema we can take the Laplace tranforn

of eqn. (22). The convolution of two functions P, (t) and F2(t) is defiaed as

F1(tM *F(t M~ jF,(t -v)F:,(T) clr (24)

and

A (S) -C £{F1(t)'F 2 () (25)
and here F2 is actually dB*!du'. flence f2(s) is the Laplace trwisfonu of the
derivative. Carrying out tWe operation wid usig thie condition B*(v 0) 0

t we have

where B* is a Mawiou~ of v, so ta

f~s) (27)

The inverse of this transfortued eqanttion is not immediately obtainable.
Itmay be effected, however, by expanding the expression for f(s) in a serie
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of negative powers in s, essentially a Laurent series about s -0. The result
of the expansion is

' , ~f(s) - " A2" .° 2+
f () +(28)

BD*(v =O nOS =+) ,~ 0 3n+2 s{6 (n +1)1}2 (8

where A is ir112 .
Now the inverse transform may be taken term by teim to give

B*(v) A A _A2__3.+_ __A+12_____ )__ (_+l)-l12

B'*(u= 0+) 0 (3n+l)! 7r12 X1X3X5X...X{6(n+1)-1j

(29)

The denominator in the second series is meant to be the product of ir11 2

and all odd integers from unity up to and including the number 6(n + 1) - 1.
Now the constant B '*(v = 0 ) may be evaluatad.B*(v = 1) = B*(x* = 0) = 1

so that eqn. (29) becomes

O A MQ A2n+12(A2 n2a(n+1) -

B "*(v= 0+) = . (3 + )

(30)
Then the final expression for B*(x*) from eqn. (29) is found by transforming
back to the variable x* and using eqn. (30):

B*(x*)

A211(1-,x*)3n+ 1 9 A2n+123( /1)( -X*)3(n+A)- 1

l 0 (3n + 1)! iwe 1 X IX3X5X X((n+1)-1})

This is the expreion for B*(x*) thr ugh the collector. It is interesting
to note that the nonnalizad magnotic induction profile is a function of only a

one paumeter a. Thi profile is shown in Fig. 3. U

3.1. The current distribugion and Joule heating rate in the collector
The cunent flux J, in the collectorinay be found from J = (l/po)WBax

by diffetenLtatig eqn. (31). A normalized current desiaty J,* defined as

D

inay be found simply as

"= -(32)

* j, I. i. 4!, ..,, .. . .:
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Fig. 3. The magnetic field profile through the collector for quasi-steady state operation
with uniform conductivity.

From the expression for B*(x*) we find

- ( A 2n(i- X*)3n A 2n+123n+2(1-X*)x(n+ 1)-s12

n n= 0 (3) / IX3X5X..X{( +1 }

2 =(n 2n ()n + )
n=0(3 + n-O7T' XlX3X5X... X{6(n +1) 1} -A

This profile depends only on a and is shown in Fig. 4. Of course, J,, = 0 in
the armature since it is laminated,

The Joule heat rate density in the armature may be found numerically
by simply forming J 2/a after Jy is calculated.

In terms of J,*, a normalized Joule heat rate density may be defined.
We define it as

jy*2  jy 2 0o0ol 2

oB o B 2  (34)
S 0

2

This normalized Joule heat rate distribution with x* then depends only on
one parameter a and the a*(x*) profile. For the situation being considered
here with constant a (i.e. a* = 1), the normalized Joule heat profile with x*
depends only on a.
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Fig. 4. Normalized current density in the collector for quasi-steady state operation with

uniform collector conductivity.

3.2. The currcnt distribution and Joule heating rate in the rail
It is not practical to find the general field distribution in the rail

adjacent to the collector. The analysis becomes rather unwieldly.
We can, however, calculate the current densities in the rail just at the

rail-collector interface. Jy is continuous across the interface and expression

(S3) is valid just inside the rail aty = 0'. J,, just inside the rail aty = 0' may

be found from eqn. (16) and the above expression for Jy* (eqn. (33)). From
eqn. (16)

(Jx)Y o war (35)

Defining a normalized J as before
Mtol ~(36)

(JX*)Y, = (JO)Y - 0 - (36

- we have

arw d Jy*" ~ ~~~(J,*)Y =- ee d*. *

The term o, w/Ol is a dimensionless conductivity ratio which we denote as C.
Then

(JX*)Y.O =C; c-,,(* (37)
4 ..
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For the problem considered here, a* = 1 so that (Jx*)y =o may be found
immediately by differentiating eqn. (33). We obtain J*/C in the rail at y =0:

(J*)y=o+
C

A~ 2 n(1 x*)n -1 C A 2 n+12 Sn+1(1 -X*)3(n+l)- 5 2

n= 0  (3n-1)! 1/2X1X3X5X X{6(n+1)-5}))
A 2n - 12n (no+...S A2 A A2+123(+) -

n=0(3n + .i1/2X1X3X5X.X {6(n + 1)-::,1) (

which depends only on a.
Again, the Joule heating rate density in the rail along the rail-collector

interface may be obtained by calculating
jx 2 + jY 2

after J* and J,* are found from the above expressions.
A normalized Joule heat rate density JH* may be found in the rail as

follows in terms of the actual Joule heat rate:
'; JH - Jx2 + jY2

(,,0 j. 11+

JH* W raix *2 +Jy*2  J or ) Y (39)

This normalized Joule heat rate density is then a function of two dimension-
less parameters a and C.

4. Transient analysis

The complete transient analysis requires a solution to eqn. (19) with an
arbitrary input of velocity u and magnetic field Bo, with time and of the1* conductivity a with position x and time. That is, the functions Bo*(t*),
a*(x*, t*) and a(t*) must be specified. An analytical solution to this equation
is not feasible and a numerical solution must be implemented. If this solution
were incorporated as part of a simulation code, the Bo*, a* and a functions
would be obtained as part of the complete solutions. From a practical
point of view, the solution is effected by a finite difference technique and
values of B01, 1* and a would be updated at each time step. ',,he normalized
conductivity a* can be, in general, a function of position and time due to

heating effects in the collector and/or conductivity grading.
For simplicity, we assume in what follows that u 1; this means that

the conductivity of the collector is assumed tu be uniform and constant in
time.

II
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Referring to eqn. (19), the integral on the right-hand side has a
singularity at x = x* and involves the derivative BB*Iax*. The derivative
may be removed by integrating by parts, and the singularity removed by
performing an atialytical integration (using the trapezoidal rule) over the
first spatial interval Ax, That is, the function B*(x*) is assumed to be linear
between x* and x* + Ax*. The result of these operations is

aB* B* i a 1 B* dx*'

{(2B*)x - (B*)x+ Ax} + B- d*•a (AX.,

(40)

This equation may be put into finite difference form for numerical integra-
tion (we usej as the time index and i for the spatial index):

At*

(At*)a( (At*)a P Bk ,,

(Ax*) 1 /2  2 (Ax*)112 k1+1 (k - i)

(41)
where P is the number of spatial intervals. This equation can be put into the
following form, which is convenient for programming:

Bi, j * = {X + Aj * - XBj ld* +

aX.(AX*)3/2 p Bh, j*
+ {1--2X-2aX(Ax)3 12}B ,i* + __ i)Bk 2

- (42)
where X At*/(Ax*) 2 . For convergence, X must be kept below a critical
value. For a pure diffusion equation with no integral on the right-hand side,
the classical maximum value of X is 0.5 but here we use X of the order of
0.25 since an exact convergence criterion is not established.

5. Th6 leading side inter-rail potential

The leading end potential (the voltage between the inside of the rails at
the leading end) may be found by calculating the e.m.f. minus the IR drop
around any arbitrary loop of rail-collector-rail. For convenience, we take a
path along the inside of the rails and down the leading leaf of the collector
as shown in Fig. 1. The magnetic flux through this loop is zero in our two-
dimensional approximation and Faraday's law then gives a zero value for
the e.m., around the loop. Explicitly, the potential V is given by

aBB

VA f-it-dA +JVXB.di- fE.dI (43) N
A 0 A

J,

2~~AA
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where the area A is that instantaneously enclosed by the loop. This is the
potential at point B with respect to point A. Since B = 0 in the loop and
B = 0 along the muzzle leaf, the first two terms which represent the induced
e.m.f. are zero. It should be emphasized that the loop could be taken down
the rail further and through any arbitrary leaf of the collector. Then the
e.m.f. would not be zero but the IR drop given by f 'E ' dl would be differ-
ent so that the value of V would be the same. Here, the total electric field E'
in the conductor is the same as that seen by an observer at rest on the
collector or on the rails at the muzzle, since v X B in the armature is normal
to the direction of the local electric field. Hence we have by Ohm's law
J =E' oE

B BJ 2
VBAJ -fE"dlJ =  "Udl=J, (44)

A A a m  era

where am is the instantaneous leading leaf conductivity. Defining a dimension-
less current JT*, we have from J = V X H

Y * 0 )t=0 ax*
and we define a dimensionless terminal potential

VAB0om  aB*VAn*- (2~~ = -x* (46)
(2wBO)t . 0  x

where we have used the potential of point A with respect to point B (i.e.
VAB* = -VBA*) for convenience, since aB*/ax* will generally be a negative
number. In general, a.. may change with time and this must be considered
if the actual voltage V7B* is to be found at any particular time.

Once B*(x*, t*) is found it is a simple matter to differentiate the
function, which must be done numerically, to find VA3*.

6. Discussion of resultq

For steady state operation with uniform conductivity throughout the
collector an exact solution has been effected, The profiles of the normalized
magnetic induction are shown in Fig. 3 and again they are a function of only
one parameter a.

Figure 4 shows the normalized current density J,* in the collector as a
function of a. This curve follows directly from Fig. 3. This current density

is negative because the flow is in the negative y direction, The Joule heat
... N: ,: rate density may be obtained simply by squaring the current density and is

not shown here. Its calculation in the collector and the rail have been
discussed in the text.

Complete solutions including transient effects are illustrated by Figs. 5
41. and 6, which show typical magnetic induction profiles as a function of time.

,'d
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approximately 0.03, the field has reached its greatest diffusion depth. At
that time the velocity is about 190 m s71 and the velocity skin effect
becomes dominant.

Referring to Fig. 6 we see that as the velocity increases, the fields are
forced down on the trailing side, but continue to diffuse at a low level
toward the leading side. Figure 7 shows this onset of the velocity dominance.
Eventually the velocity does begin to reduce the fields even at the leading
side.

Any simulation of the entire system would require a simultaneous
solution of the present finite difference equation and the system equation

0' .8 - 7w*881

IT I 
' t  

' " ' - :
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Fig. 7. Plot of magnetic field vs. position for various values of time. A
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Fig. 8. Plot of dimensionless leading end potential a a function of time.
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for current and velocity. Temperature effects could also be included, and
the consequent conductivity changes could be taken into account.

The leading end voltage for the example case discussed above is shown
in Fig. 8. When the dimensionless time is about 0.8, the voltage reaches a
peak. Then the velocity effects begin to become dominant even at the

f i"I. leading end, forcing even the small fields at the leading side back toward the
trailing side.
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Summary

The friction forces on the contacts of the sliding armature in an electro-
magnetic launcher represent significant energy losses affecting the overall
performance of these systems. Friction produces unwanted heating at the

contact-rail interface which leads to accelerated wear and chemical erosion
of the contacts. Eventually, the armature material at the interface will soften
and melt followed by rapid evaporation due to arcing. To prevent this mode
of failure, the contact force must be gauged accordingly; the compliance
must account for not only changes in barrel width due to rail unevenness but
changes in contact length due to wear. Usually for successful operation at
high current densities (greater than 1 GAM 2 ) armatures with multiple
contacts are employed to circumvent this dilemma.

An extensive experimental program at Westinghouse Research and
Development Center supported by the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency was instituted to define the limitations of high speed high current

contacts for electromagnetically accelerated armatures. One facet of this
work, the determination of friction and contact forces for a simple plate-
type armature, is presented in this paper.

1. Introduction

The friction or drag force on the contacts of a simple armature con-
structed from laminated copper plates is calculated from data obtained

.... "during recent tests conducted at Westinghouse's experimental launcher

*Paper presented at the Advanced Current Collection Conference, Chicago, IL,
U.S.A., September 23 -25, 1981.
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facility (ELF-I). The ELF-I electromagnetic launcher is a single-shot device
consisting of a 36 kJ capacitor bank and pulse conditioning circuitry capable
of producing 120 kA peak currents [1]. This pulse-forming network is
directly coupled to the breech of a short (1 m) linear rail launcher. Peak
magnetic pressure developed in the launch tube is of the order of 10 MPa
which corresponds to a magnetic field of 50 kOe. The peak magnetic
pressure is well below the elastic limit for copper [21 ; therefore non-linear
magnetic diffusion effects that occur at the yield point are insignificant in
this system. In addition, the mechanical structure of a properly designed
projectile armature can be described by elastic beam theory. Hence, closed-
form solutions are attainable for the contact force as a function of the
elastic bending strength and the electromagnetic pressure.

In ELF experiments two types of armatures were tested: (1) the
multifiber brush which consists of bundled copper wires 0.13 mn in di-
ameter (Fig. 1); (2) the trailing leaf chevron (TLC) which is fortned by V-
shaped slotted copper plates (Fig. 2). The multifiber armatures operate at
sliding velocities of 500 m s-1 and peak current densities of 3 G,. m -1
without any significant damage to the rails. Unfortunately the inaltifiber
armature is difficult to analyze mechanically; thus it does not easily yield
vital information concerning friction and wear and their relationship to
the magnetic accelerating force as do other types of armatures. To under-

kstand fully the contact force and compliance requirements for the multifiber
armature, a detailed evaluation of the transient current distribution in the
brush is necessary. The solution to this problem is intractable and is not
pursued. Instead, the less complicated TLC is chosen for the calculation of
friction and contact forces.

The mechanical analysis of the TLC assumes that only elastic deforma-
tions occur during acceleration. A complete set of formulae expressing the

Fig. 1. A multifiber armature attached to a Lexan payload.
Fi.2. A TLC similar to the one used in shot 38.

/!~ 77777i~
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relationship between force and compliance for the TLC (the compliance
being the amount of leaf tip deflection) is derived in Appendix A. Figures
A2 and A3 are graphical representations of the contact force and the maxi-
mum bending moment for one of the finger contacts on a trailing chevron
armature. By comparison of the two figures it can be seen that a cant angle
0 of about 450 is optimum for producing sufficient contact force for arma-
ture currents over a range from 0 to 100 kA and, at the same time, minimiz-
ing bending moments along the leaf. The maximum bending moment is lim-
ited by the yield strength of the material. If this limit is exceeded a plastic
hinge is formed and the leaf collapses. This collapse mode of failure is illus-
trated in the flash X-ray photograph of Fig. 3.

The analysis to follow concerns itself with shot 38. Shot 38 is a typical
launch of a TLC with a capacitor charge of 3600 V (equivalent to about
18.7 kJ). The peak current in this experiment is about 62.5 kA. The arma-
ture leaves consist of a three-layer lamination of copper plates 0.3 mm thick
nested one on top of the other and soldered in the center. The laninated
structure provides a larger number of contact spots at the rail and the neces-
sary strength along the canted portion of the leaf to prevent electroinechan-
ical collapse, The cant angle is 45 and the compliance is 0.08 mm.

2. Experimental diagnostics

41 The accuracy of the data analysis technique used in Section 3 to resolve
contact friction depends on the level of sophistication of the diagnostics
used to measure and record the data. Thus a brief discussion of the exper.
imental diagnostics at the ELF-I facility is appropriate.

tA

Fig 3. Two radiographs showing the condition of the aranture before current i& commu-
tated In the breech and afterwards. The high otromanotle pessur generated by the
current causes the leaves to buckle.
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The accelerfating current is measured by two Regowski coils located
near the bre ech of the barrel. The output dJ/dt of one of the coils is re-
corded directly. The other coil output is integrated and then recorded to
give current directly.

The breech and muzzle voltages are measured by probes attached
directly to the rails. Because of potentially high common mode voltages,
these voltage probes are isolated from recording instrumentation with
standard analog optical couplers.

In-bore velocity is measured indirectly by magnetic flux coils located
along the barrel. The flux coils are oriented to detect the passage of the
armature, thus providing displacement versus time data. Velocities outside
the barrel are estimated by laser "fences" placed down-range from the
muzzle.

Finally, a flash X-ray system allows in-bore photography of the pro-
jectile at three different locations. This system can be triggered by the flux
coil output or the laser fences.

The signals from these transducers. are recorded with digital transient
recorders that are interfaced to a mainframe computer to facilitate data
storage aud Processing. The details of this data acquisition and processing
systemn are found elsewhere ( 3].

3. Calculation of the friction force

The friction force Pt is calculated by using the measured displacement
data and aetcorating curre nt for shot 38. The contact force &~ is determ illed
by the clased-forin solutions in Appendix A and Pic calouhited FfLilially
the coefficient of friction it; deduced bsed on the previous results.

Be fore the friction force can be, determined the projectile acceleration
is4 calculated from displacement versus timo data. The displacement data
(19 points) are fitted witih a sixtiorder polynomial curvo, and are illu,,Arated
in Fig. 4. The velocity and aceeleration profiles, Pirs%. 6 mnd 6 respef'tively,
are calculated by finding the firs'. and second derivatives of the polykomial.
The acceleretion ' irofile is trunicated at both ends sict the geatest un.
certainty in the Polynomial fit occurs -at 01'eso points. From Fig. 5 the
5.282 pr~ojectile of shot 38 attains ain exit vo)ocity of 242 w s- I after travel-
ing 1.0 Ill.

The projec-tile acceleration is related to the electrvoilagnatie accelerat- '
ing- force and the friction force by Newton'Is equaticmi

2 I
where L' is the barrel inductance per unit length mid Mf is the total prqjectile

* mass (arinature and payload mass). The value of L', 481 nfl inC was
ineasured with a calibrated LC1R meter at 400 HZ. Equation (1) was solved

* for P1 using the measured accelerating current (F~ig. 7), L' aid Mfa. The force
of friction is plotted as a function of velocity in F~ig. S. As expected, the
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Fig. 4. Sixth-order polynomial curve fit of the displacement data for shot 38.
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Fig. 5. Velocity-tino history for shot 38.

friction force is a monotonically decreasing function of velocity. The only
.* assumption made in this calculation is that L' is constant. A more detailed

calculation where L' changcs due to the tramsient diffusion of currents iW "
the rails is possible. oce

Now that the force of friction is known the contact forc is resolved
withi. eqn. (A3). After substituting FlFI, for p, eqn. (A3) becomes

31(P - ma sin 0) 3E16 Ft tan 0
8 Cos 0 13 -0 1

.. ... .. "
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Fig. 6. The acceleration profile for shot 38 calculated from i e dispacemient data.
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tha th toal rmaurethickness (about 1.0 imm). For coppe r the diffusiou
.... .... timie corresponding to a skiin depthi of 1.0 mmn is about 500 ps.

Changes in 6 are due eitber to wear of the leaf tips or to variations inI
the width between W~e rails. Both of diese effects require prior kniowledge of
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Fig. 8. Dynamic contact friction force as a function of velocity calculated from eqn. (4).

the contact force; therefore the second assumption is necessary in this first
iteration. Furthermore, the initial leaf tip deflection is chosen so that the
elastic bending term in eqn. (2) is small compared with the distributed
electromagnetic force Pi during most of the launch.

The total contact force and the total friction force at the contacts are
illustrated in Fig. 9 as functions of time. The coefficient of friction is cal-
culated from the data given by these curves and is plotted as a function of
velocity in Fig. 10. The initial values for the coefficient of friction (0.40 -

4;

!~ ""
NOe -NR FORCE

, IS - FRICTI lMCE I.IO O

ii Fig., 9. Total contact force and total -irctiou force at the contacts as functlo.w of time forI :Ii :the armturo in shot 38.
58,
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iRarmture + 2 Vcontact from F,, including temperature effects, will be pre-
sented elsewhere.

4. Conclusions

The technique presented to calculate the dynamic friction force
produced encouraging results. The analysis depends largely on the accuracy
with which the acceleration is determined. A random error of ± 5 ps intro-
duced in the displacement data changes the acceleration profile by as much
as 10%. Direct measurement of the in-bore velocity with a laser interfer-
ometjr would dramatically increase the accuracy of the calculation.

Calculation of the contact force, however, is limited to armatures
composed of simple mechanical structures. Otherwise, for more complicated
designs such as the multifiber armature the analysis becomes exceedingly
difficult.

The friction coefficients calculated for velocities greater than 100 m
s-1 are low probably for two reasons. First, in the calculation of the Lorentz

force L'12/2, L' is assumed to be a constant. Barrel inductance measurements
indicate that L' increases as frequency decreases. Thus the friction forces
calculated toward the end of the current pulse should be adjusted to account
for this effect. Secondly, the contact force calculation does not account for

if changes in contact length due to wear. A more detailed calculation including
both of these effects should be the subject of future work.
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Appendix A

Force-compliance relationships for the trailing leaf chevron armature
Consider the single control beam segment of the trailing leaf chevron

(TLC) armature illustrated in Fig. Al. The beam segment is assumed to be
Ji cantilevered from the end fixed to the launch package payload and simply

supported at the rail. The loadings on the beam segment and the resulting
reaction forces at the supports shown in the free-body diagram are the
following: P, the electromagnetic force per unit length; Fn, the contact or
normal force; ma, the distributed inertial loading on the leaf; FF = 1Fn, the
friction force at the contact-rail interface; Fay and F,., reaction forces at
the cantilevered end; MA, the moment at the cantilevered end.

Considering now the static equilibrium of this free body, we have
the general case of a system of forces in one plane. For such a system there
are three equations of equilibrium:

2;X,=O0 2 Yj=O mi =O (Al)

These equations, however, are insufficient to determine more than three
unknowns; hence the beam segment is statically indeterminate. If the elastic
limit of the leaf material is not exceeded and the deflection of the leaf tips
(compliance 6) is kept small, then the moment curvature equation given by

d2y M(x) (M)

dX2  El (2

where E is Young's modulus and I is the cross-sectional moment of inertia,
is applicable with the appropriate boundary conditions at the supported
ends to solve eqn. (Al) [6].

The boundary conditions in this case are

l-
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Fig. Al. Free-body diagwn for a aigl leaf of a TLC arnmatre.
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y =0 at x =0

dy_
0 OatxO0

y ~atx =I
Cos 0

where the x-y coordinate system has its origin at the cantilevered end with
the x axis aligned parallel to the beam segment. Using these boundary
conditions together with eqns. (Al) and (A2) the reaction forces and mo-
ments of Fig. Al are determined:

31(P -ma sin 0) 3EI5
Fn +
8(cos 0 + p sin 0) (1 +, tan 0)13CosOO(8

Fax, PIcos 0- Fn (A4)

Fay = pFn + mal - WI sin 0 (A5)

1 2 3E16
MA=- (P -ma sinO0) - -- (A6)

8 12 CoO

NI
Fig. A2. Thme-dinieyaionid view of the nonnal or contat fowc a a function of the Mat
aige0and the tot amaure urrent I fortheTLC.
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The normal force given by eqn. (AM) is plotted as a function of the cant
angle 0 and total armature current'in Fig. A2. Also, the maximum bending
moment obtained by differentiating a more general form of eqn. (A6) is
plotted as a function of the cant angle 0 and total armature current in Fig.
A3. The compliance 5 is the same in both calculations.

Fig. A3. Three dinleliional View Of tile nvixhiiwu bending "Iiment on tile Ieaveg of a
TLC armature as a fuaition of cant angle 0 ad total armiature current 1.

At
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Summary

A programme which at the time of writing was beginning to yield pre-
liminary results is described in this paper. The objectives of the programme
and the test plan are outlined. The experimental facilities which have been
purpose designed and constructed are described. A summary of the results
obtained up to the time of writing, albeit at an early stage in the test sched-
ule, is presented.

1. Introduction

The U.K. Ministry of Defence is presently sponsoring a Research Pro-
gramme on superconducting homopolar motors, the largest proportion of
which is being undertaken by International Research and Development Co.
Ltd., Newcastle.upon-Tyne. An important aspect of the programme in early
phases is current collection. The machines require a direct current transfer
system from several pairs of continuous slip rings, the electrical circuit being
a series one such that all slip rings transfer the armature current of the motor.
A high current density system allows motor sizes to be reduced, or more
power to be produced in a given frame size, but also gives the option of
fewer brushes in cases in which the previous advantage is not fully utilized. I
The duty cycle for a proposed application (ship propulsion) is such that
maximum speed and current density apply for less than 5% of the opera-
tional time. The target performance for achievement duiing phase I of the
programme is given in Table 1.

The wear target for brushes is calculated to give convenient brush life
to match major overhaul periods for the vessel. The loss target does not
represent the limit for machine design but is consistent with the efficiency

. '. requirements for the motors.

*Paper p oswnted at the Advanced Curent Coliection CoAferoece. Chicago, IL,
U.S.A., September 23 -25, 1981.
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TABLE 1

Current density (peak) 100 A cm - 2

Brush wear 10- 11 dimensionless units Average values
Slip ring wear 10- 12 dimensionless units over a duty cycle
Losses 0.4 W A- 1  at 100 A em

2. Experimental facilities

Two types of rig are employed, each being purpose designed as part of
the programme. The first type of rig is described as a screening rig and 20
have been constructed. It is an aim of phase I of the programme to achieve
the target conditions on this type of rig. The second type of rig is more rep-
resentative of the conditions in a motor and two such rigs are being con-
structed during phase I, the intention being to fit the favoured materials
from the screening programme for further evaluation in phase II.

A schematic diagram of a screening rig is shown in Fig. 1. The slip ring
is liquid cooled and has separate tracks on which the input and output-
brushes run. The brushgear is supported from the top plate which is located
from bearings on the rotor. The top plate is prevented from rotating by a .

rigidly mounted transducer for frictional torque measurement. The rig is ,

Srush sup)port -- "

Insulating
bruuh .
mounting "

Nkuhar-

.... .......

. ..'--.

bruslig'ar

I. . uh-iip ring wwnng rig.
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Fig. 2. Screening rig test stand.

mounted with its axis vertical and is driven by an induction motor. A range
of motors is available giving slip ring speeds of 40, 20 and 13.3 in s.
14 brushes of each polarity may be fitted; each brush is 2 cm2 in area. Brush
pressure is provided from a range of constant-force springs. The screening
rigs are arranged on two test stands (Fig. 2), each having ten test positions.
They are electrically in series with shorting straps for non-operational loca-
tions. Each test stand has its own d.c. power supply. Each rig has a gas-tight
enclosure,.so

Instrumentation i n the form ofa computer-controlled data logger
sampling any transducer once every 10 s. Mean, high, low and variance parain-
eters are calculated at the same frequency, An hourly record of these
values is stored on disk and the derived parameters reset for calculation overA
the nexct hour. The computer also calculates derived parameters such asi
losses and friction coefficients for display purposes. H ach rig has instrumen-
tation for th-e following parameters: positive voltage drop; negative voltage
drop; frictional torque; brush temperatures (four brushes); coolant inlet tem- 1
perature; coolant temperature rise; enclosure temperature. The common
services are instrumented as follows: total current (rigs in series); total gas
flow (rigs in parallel); gas humidity. Any rig may be selected for connection
to the following instrumentation., brush current sharing (tail voltage drop);
gas composition (gas chromatograph); slip ring surface temperature. Brush

* wear is ineasured weekly (i.e. about every 150 running hours) and slip ring
wear occasionally (iLe. at a ftequency not yet established).

i j k •. -I,4 .
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3. Test programme and results

The first test stand for ten rigs became operational, in March 1981
with testing commencing in April 1981. The second test stand became
operational in September 1981. The initial list for evaluation is given in
Table 2.

TABLE 2

Slip ring materialsa Brush Cover Speeds Brush
gasesb (m s71 ) pressures

Materials Composition (%) (N ci - 2 )

Cu C Pb Sn Ag

Cu-0.7%Cr-0.1%Mg CM 81 8 11 - - N2  13.3 1.9
OFHC 99.95% Cu CM1S 82 12 2 4 - Ar 20 2.3 c

Cu-0.07%Ag CM2 82 18 - - - Air 40c  3.8
PD135 (0.4% Cr; 0.4%Cd) CM3H 75 25 - CO 2

0

Ag plated CM5H 40 60 - - -

Cu-4%Ni DM4A 45 55 - - -
Cu-10%Ni SM3 - 55 - - 45
Cu-Cr-Zr

4 a Slip rings are plain initially, but grooving is included in tie planned programme.
bThe gases are humidified (dew point, 10- 15 C),

.Initial test conditions.

The tests are, at the time of writing, in their early stages and are being
carried out at 25 A cm-2. No conclusions may be drawn because of the
limited test data but rankings determined from the results so far are pre.
sented in Tables 3 and 4.

TABLE 3

Order of merit for slip rings (independent of brush grade)

Friction coefficient Positive voltage drop Negatioe voltage drop

Cu-.0.7%Cr-0.1%% Eulpi 1Equal pi
PD35p ua OFUC OFUC

PD15 Cu-O.07%Ag Cu-0.07%Ag
Cw,0.07%Ag Equal Cu-07%Cr-O.1%Mg Cu-0.7%r-0.1%Mgoptic PD135 PDI356"'

Attention is being given to current sharing between brushes, and rela- :
tionsh!ps between this factor and other conditions are being sought. Table 5
shows a relationship between the current per brush and the wear for the
combination of O1FHC copper and CM grade brush run for over 90 h for the
positive polarity. The table is in descending order of current caried. The
mean current density is again 25 Acm- 2. This combintion shows a wear
rate, for this test, outside the target for the.wear rate.
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TABLE 4

Order of merit for brushes (independent of slip ring type)

Wear Friction coefficient Positive voltage drop Negative voltage drop

rCM1S CM CM1S CM
CM CM2 C CM1S
CM2 CM3H Equal CM2 qa M
CM3H CM1S CM3H CM3H

TABLE 5

Brush Current Wear (mm)
number M%

23 15 0.66
27 14 0.5
19 13 0.66

1 11 0.56
*7 9 0.48

13 9 0.63
17 a -

25 8 0.29
9 0 0.59

15 4 0,22
21 1.5 0.00

31 0 0.00Fjt.Avera~o 7.14 0.30
( 10-" dlime"ifets unite)

TABLE~6

sli ri~f'E~ tS-.%v01U -. %-.1M D3 ",7 F1
50% 3~ 63 .7 7.
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Many combinations do not show trends as marked as this result al-
though brushes showing poor current sharing may also be categorized as
having a high wear rate. This is illustrated by Table 6 in which the current
sharing parameters were recorded over an 8 h period. The wear data are
from a 150 h run.

4. Conclusions

The test programme is not sufficiently far advanced to allow conclu-
sions to be drawn.
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V WEAR-INDUCED PROFILES OF BRUSHES ON ECCENTRIC ROTORS*

P. REICHNER

Westinghouse Research and Development Center, Pittsburgh, PA 15235 (U.S.A.)

(Received November 5, 1981)

Summary

Brushes in electrical machines are worn to a profile that is modified by
rotor eccentricity. As a result, conventional values of applied contact force
produce only fractional contact of the nominal interface area. The local
contact position shifts as the rotor turns, to include the entire brush face
in the wear process. The steady state profile is determined by two require-
ments: that the wear per cycle is equal for all points on the brush face and
that the brush face is tangential to the rotor surface at the point of contact.
These conditions are applied to two examples in 'he calculation of wear-
induced brush profiles.

1. Introduction

In many electrical machines, high current must be tiansferred from
rotating to stationaiy members to complete the electrical circuit. Brushes,
which are blocks of graphite or metal-graphite mixtures, are generally used
to provide this current transfer capability. They are more easily replaced
than the rotor surface on which they slide and, therefore, are designed to
wear at a much faster rate. The performance of the current collection system
depends on many factors including materials, environment, contact pressure
and dynamic stability. Rotor eccentricity, for example, can reduce the brush

effectiveness because of the inertial modification of the contact force and& also by causing a modified brush wear pattern (1]. The eccentricity
produces a radius of curvature of the brush face which is greater than that
of the rotor. This tends to concentrate the current transfer within a reduced
area of the apparent contact face, and this region changes location with
different angular positions of the rotor. The size of the contact zone depends
on the elastic deformation which occurs in the brush and rotor at the
contact point.

*Paper preaented at the Advanced Current Coilection Conference, Chicago, LL.
U.S.A., September 23 - 25, 1981.

.. evier Sequoiajvinted in The Netherlands
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Previous estimates of contact width were based on the assumption of a
circular brush-wear profile [ 2]. However, the true profile is induced, by wear
phenomena and geometric constraints, to produce a uniform progression of
the wear face under steady state conditions. For each rotation, the wear
increment in the direction of the brush feed axis will be the same for every
point. This is accomplished through the adjustment of contact pressure and
time of contact at each point. The analytical technique for determination of
the brush profile will be illustrated for two cases of rotor eccentricity. The
first example is that of an axially applied brush on the face of a disc which
rotates about an axis that is at an angle to the axis of symmetry (Fig. 1).
The second is that of a brush applied to the periphery of a circular rotor
which rotates about an axis which is parallel to, but offset from, the axis of
symmetry. It will be assumed that the brush is constrained to prevent
rotation, that no mechanical instabilities occur and that the rotor wear is -
negligible.

rr

8 Brush.
Path ot Brush
Contact on Rotor 17f

2 .Axa lprn

- II ;

I,1

I 'I-:

~I:

Fig. 1. Axial slp rin~g eco4entiolty modol,

'.xia .,p in

SIn the case of an ideal axial-face tlip ring without geometric ;ecentricity,
the brush face will nominally contact the ring continuously at all radial
positions. However, the varying sliding velocity will induce a contact
pivssure distribution that results in a uniform wear rate over the brush face

With ring angular eccentricity, as show in Fig. 1, the brush eontact
.will be toncentratd and will shift along the brush face from outer to inner -

edge and back as the ring is rotated. At the steady state, the wear rate must
be equal for all points, over an integral number of revolutions, so that the . * .

mode of ccentricity (shown in Fig. 1), in which the geometric axis of the

ring is at an angle to the axis of rotation. The inner and outer extremes of
the brush contact are at radii a and 6 respectively, and tho angle of eccentic-

7.1''l .17,47*"

..-.

:. ,, ' l..':,', ; , - , :' ,I 4'"4 - ' " "Z
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ity is defined by the half-run-out amplitude 5 at the radius b. The following
simplifying assumptions are made for the analysis.

(a) Circumferential line contact occurs between the brush and the slip
ring (for a narrow brush in the tangential direction).

(b) The wear per revolution is the same for each radial position in the
brush.

(c) The wear rate at each position is proportional to the sliding velocity.
(d) The brush face is tangential to the slip ring at the contact location.
The time of contact for a brush element of radial height Ar will vary

with its radial position such that the total sliding distance, and therefore the
wear volume, will have the same value independent of position. At the outer
region, where the sliding velocity is greater, the radially inward shift in the
position of contact will be faster to accomplish this. However, since neither
the brush nor the ring particles have any radial velocity component, there is
no radial sliding and no wear is caused by the radial shift in the contact point.
Only the tangential velocity and sliding distance on the rotor contribute to
the wear process. For a circumferential brush thickness z, the element wear
volume is

W = KFs

zi Ar =KFrAO (1)

where I is the wear depth (at any position) for a half-revolution (because of
symmetry, only a half-revolution need be analyzed), F is the brush contact
force, s is the circumferential sliding distance during the contact period for I
the height Ar and A0 is the angle of slip ring rotation for the period. The
element height Ar has been assumed to be small in comparison with the
radius.

In the limit, as Ar approaches zero, eqn. (1) may be written

dr KF- = T- do (2)
r xl

The solution of eqn. (2), with r - b at 0 0, is

(3)
Symmetry dictates that r - a at 0 = ir, so that eqn. (3) may be used to

determine the half-cycle wear depth:

IrKFj (4)
z ln(alb) .

With this expression, eqn. (3) becomes

r 0: .... ~In = -- I(5

,i ',....which defhes the contact path along the slip ring face for uniform wear
depth.,
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The brush contour may now be found from the requirement that the
brush and ring surfaces are tangential at the point of contact. Only a single
value of the slope (tangent angle) of the ring exists at any given angular
position, and it is defined in terms of the maximum slope 6/b as

dx 5
- cos 0 (6)

dr" b

wh re the negative sign is due to the selection of the coordinate axes in
Fig. 1. 8

If 0, as found from eqn. (5), is used eqn. (6) may be written as

d -co - In(r/b) d

ln(a/b) )\b

or

dX = -cos(A In R) dR (7a)

where

X IT rX = - A -R = -(7b) i

ln(a/b) b (7
The solution of eqn. (7a) was found to be

R{cos(A InR)+A sin(A lnR) ()X = - + +B (8)
1 +A 2

If we select X - 0 at R = 1, the integration constant is found to be

-1+A2 ,:

and with this value, eqn. (8) becomes

X 1- Rcos(A In R) +A sin(A InR)} (9)1 +.A2

Equations (9) and (7b) define the steady state shape of the brush face in

terms of the radial span and the eccentricity magnitude. The profile is seen
to be independent of the material wear coefficient and brush load. Figure 2
shows the relative profiles (exaggerated) for various values of brush radius
ratio.

Y, The moximum value of X is found from eqn. (7a) to occur when
cos(A In R) 0, for which R = (a/b)'. The maximum value then becomes

I -A(a/b)' 1

.+A 2

although an even greater separation will occur at the outer edge of the brush
when the inner edge is in contact with the rotor. This maximum separation is
the sum of the rotor angle effect and the height of the brush inner edge as
determined from eqn. (9). Noting that x X6,

1P~~~~ '77=77-1
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1.0

0.75

0.8

I ab= 0. 5
0.6

0 . a/b= 0. 25

0.2

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

Relative Brush Height, X= xI6

Fig. 2. Brush profiles caused by axial rotor face eccentricity.

g a 1 + a/b-- =I----+ 42  (I
8 b 1 +A

3. Radial eccentricity

As a second example of the computation of wear-induced profiles,
consider a circular slip ring which is rotating about an axis that is displacedI by an amount e from its center of geometric symmetry (Fig. 3). A brush
with negligible inertia is held in continuous contact with the ring with free
radial movement but with constraint to prevent any other motion. Line
contact is again assumed in order to avoid the complication of the pressure
distribution along the area of contact which would result from elastic
deformation of the two components. The angle 0 of the tangent to the
surfaces at the contact point is seen in Fig. 3 to be defined by

sin = (x- e sin0 )/R (12)

where x is the horizontal distance from the brulsh axis to the point of
contact, R is the rotor radius and 0 is the angle of rotation.

The mode of contact between a brush and an eccentric rotor has been
described earlier [21. The contact point sweeps back and forth along the
brush face, completing one full cycle for each rotor revolution. The contact
shifts from the brush center to an edge, or back, in 900 of rotation. The
brush and ring surfaces are tangential at their point of contact. Since there
are two points on the rotor which contact each point on the brush, these
two points must have the same tangent angle 0. It is seen from eqn. (12)
that the tangent angle is symmetrical about the angle 0 900, which must
therefore correspond to contact at the edge of the brush. It can be seen that

R.*

% 
.y .. __Z ...
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/-Brush

W
2

X Surface Tangent

0

0

R

Geometric
Center

Center ofE
Rotation

k Fig. 3. Slip ring with offset center of rotation.

at that point, because of the finite brush thickness, the total sliding distance
for the first quarter-revolution,

is less than one-quarter of the rotor circumference. During the next 90' of
rotation, the sliding distance is greater so that, at 0 =1800, the total sliding
distance is one-half of the rotor circumference.

For the small element Ax of the brush face, the corresponding sliding
distance will be

Since AO will be equal in magnitude, but of opposite sign, for that element
during the first and second contact trvrasof (14)reouiote vrg

volume W during a single pass of the contact point will be
W 'z tX 1 (6

where z is the transverse brush width wid I is the wear depth (reduction in
brush length) per half-cycle. The wear volume may also be expressed in
terms of the general wear expression as

W XN AS (17)
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where K is the wear coefficient, N is the force normal to the sliding surface
and AS is the travel distance of the brush along the slip ring surface while
the contact point is within the element Ax.
andIf F is the contact force applied to the brush along its axial direction,
and with a contact friction coefficient p, the force normal to the contact
surface can be found:

F
N- (18)

cos p -M sin 0

Equations (15)- (18) may be combined to show that

KFR AO

cos 0 -p sin 0
or, as Ax approaches zero,

KFR dO
dx- (19)

Zl (Cos 0 - P sin 0)
Equations (12) and (19) may be used to define the brush face curvature.

It should be noted that the friction force tends to reduce the normal force
on the leading half of the brush and to increase the normal force along the
trailing half. This would require that, for equal wear rate, there would be
some asymmetry and the leading brush half would be in contact with slightly
more than half the full periphery. However, in most cases the tangent angle
is small, and a reasonable approxination to eqn. (19) is

KFR dO
dx = (20)

Integration of eqn. (20) with the specification that x 0 at 0 0 yields

Also, since 0 irt/2 corresponds to contact at the brush edge (at x -w12),
the average wear depth per half-cycle is found from eqn. (21) to be

K=~~r (22)

Substitution of eqn. (22) ito eqn. (21) yields
0 (23)

Noting that for small angles the tangent dy/dx is approximately equal to the
sie, substivtion of eqn. (23) inito eqn. (12) yields

dy X - e sin.(rx/w) (24

dX R

i. .."A..

...... i
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As expressed in eqn. (24), y is the vertical coordinate and would be positive
downward in Fig. 3. Integration of eqn. (24), with y = 0 at x = 0, gives the
analytical expression for the shape of the brush face

2Y= 1 -- t Cos (25)

For small values of dy/dx, the radius of curvature at any point on the brush
face is found by differentiation of eqn. (25) to be approximately

1

d 2 y/dx2

R" = (26) .
1 - (ei/w) cos(rx/w)

It is seen from eqn. (26) that the radius of curvature of the brush matches
that of the rotor at the edges (x w/2), and increases to a maximum value
at the center (x = 0):

RS -(27)

The maximum gap at a brush edge will depend on the location of the contact
point (i.e, the angle of rotation). For the symmetrical case with contact at
the brush center, the approximate equation for the rotor surface relative to
the contact point is, for small values of xIR,

X~2 .
y x (28)

wherey is measured as positive downward in Fig. 3. In this rotor position,
if elastic deformation is not considered, the maximum gap g betwoen the *'
rotor and the edge of the brsh is determined by subtracting eqn. (28) from
eqn. (25) and settlngx w/2:

9 t(29)

With a 90* rotation and contact at the brush edge, the maximum gap
occurs at the opposite edge. This may be found through trMislation of the
rotor coordinates (eqn. (28)) by an amnount e hi the x direction, and by an
amout-t in the y direction which will provide a coincident point with thle
brush at x = w/2. Subtraction of the brush curve (eqn. (25)) from that for
the displaced rotor gives the gap equation for sinall eccentricity:

V W W TAY -X - Co (30)
.."

• 4:1..//
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The maximum gap is then found at x = -w/2 as

We
9= -(31)

R

which is greater by the factor 7r than that for the symmetrical condition.

4. Discussion

The separation of points on the brush face from the rotor will be small
for most practical values of rotor eccentricity. The order of magnitude that
may be expected is illustrated by the following example of a brush running
on the periphery of an eccentric rotor: brush thickness (circumferential),
2.5 cm (1 in); rotor diameter, 25 cm (10 in); radial eccentricity, 25 Mm
(I X 10 - 3 in) (50 pm FIR). For the symmetrical condition of contact at
the brush center-line, as found from eqn. (29), the gap at the brush edges
would be only 1.6 pm (64 pin). When the rotor contacts at a brush edge,
the opposite edge will have a separation from the rotor of about 5.0 Am
(200 jAn), as indicated by eqn. (31).

In the case of a brush which contacts the axial face of a rotor, for small
brush coverage (i.e. for small (b - a)Ib), the values for the maximum gap as
determined from eqns. (10) and (11) will be quite similar to those found
above, for the same dimensional assumptions. (Radial brush width is substi-
tuted for circumferential thickness, axial eccentricity for radial eccentricity
and outer diameter b for rotor diameter.)

Holm and Holm [41 presented a method which defines the brush force
required to close an interface gap. They related the width of the contact
area, as determined from elastic contact theory, to the (symmetrical) gap,
which existed at the edges of the contact region prior to loading. The
common expression for the width h of the contact zone for a cylinder
against a cylindrical socket is [ 5]

i = 66Pt,-R.]tE;'I' (32) :

when expressed in tenns of the radii R1 and R2 of the two surfaces, and with .4

the assumption that Poisson's ratio is 0.3 for each of the contacting materials.
E is the elastic modulus and p the applied contact force per unit length along
the cylinder -axis. The approximation given in eqn. (28) is used to define
each of the two surfaces so that the initial gap is

x2 R, "" 2 (33)" . :. Y2-Y1 z~

S" 'In accordance with eqn. (32), application of the force p results in elimina
tion of the original gap within the positions x =1 zh/2, Therefore, substitution

: '.of the value h12/4 as determined from eqn. (32) for the value x" in eqn. (33)
gives the relationship between applied force and the maximnum gap that it
will close:
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(Y2 -Yl)max = 0.58p(I + 1)
It should be noted that the expression is independent of the radius, for thesmall contact width assumption, and should apply as well to contactbetween surfaces of varying brush radius, as found in eqn. (30).The effect of brush and rotor elasticity on the contact width may nowbe determined for the above example, with the following additional assump-tions for a high metal content Ag-graphite brush on a copper rotor: brushelastic modulus, 17.2 GPa (2.5 X 106 lbf in 2 ); rotor elastic modulus, 1.17 X10' MPa (17 X 106 lbf in- 2 ); contact force, 2.5 kN m- 1 (15 lbf in -1 ) for a2.5 cm (1 in) brush width. For these conditions, the gap which can be closed,as determined from eqn. (34), would be only 0.1 pm (4 pin).The corresponding contact width 2x may be found from the generalequation of the gap for the brush on the eccentric rotor. For the symmetricalposition this is found by subtraction of eqn. (25) from eqn. (28):

,y = 1 Cos(rR

2x= 2 Cos-1 

(35)where g is the edge gap as determined from eqn. (29) and Ay is the closedgap found from eqn. (34). For the example, the contact width is only 23%of the brush width or 0.57 cm (0.23 in). It should be noted that thepressure at the edge of this contact width would be zero and it wouldreach a peak value at the center. It is expected, therefore, that the currentflow would be further concentrated near the center of the contact zonewhere a greater area of contacting asperities may be expected.In a recent paper [6], the worn profile of a slider was described foruniforml motion relative to a plane semi-infinite base (without eccentricity). jIn this case, the worn slider shape matches the shape of the elasticallydeformed base that results from a uniform contact pressure. The uniformipressure satisfies the requirement of uniform steady state slider wear.From elastic theory, and from the results of that paper, the maximumdeviation of the worn brush profile from a plane surface may be calculated.For a short transverse depth, equal depth for the slider and the base and africtionless contact, the slider edges are worn back ayimwetrically from thlecenter of the face by an amount
0.441qL/E 

(36)where q is the applied contact pregsure, L is the slider length in the directionof motion and E is the elastic modulus of the bae material. For an infinitedepth of both rider and base as described in ref. 6, and with Poisson' ratioequal to 0.3, tiis becomes
f 6 0.401qL/E 

(37)
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If a friction coefficient of 0.5 is used, the contact shape becomes asymmetri-
cal with the maximum worn height from the trailing edge to a point forward
of the center of

5 0.545qL/E (38)

In the case of electrical brushes, even for high current applications, the
contact pressure is quite low. For the conditions assumed in the example
above, for a 2.5 cm (1 in) brush on a copper rotor at the relatively high
pressure of q = 100 kPa (15 lbf in- 2 ), the wear height determined from eqn.
(38) is only 0.012 tim (0.48 pin). This is small in comparison v th the
possible effect of practical rotor eccentricities as found above.

5. Conclusions

The worn shape of a brush on an eccentric rotor may be computed on
the basis of two requirements.

(1) The weax per cycle is equal for all points on the brush face.
(2) The brush face is tangent to the rotor surface at the point of contact.
The resulting radius of curvature varies with position on the brush face but

is always equal to, or larger than, that of the rotor and results in a separation
along much of the nominal brush-rotor interface. Although this gap is small,
normal values of the brush contact force are not sufficient to close it fully
through elastic deformation.
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Summary

Performance data are presented from controlled experiments with
Ag-graphite brushes sliding on copper slip rings in a continuous.operating
mode over a wide range of electrical loads (0.8 - 8 MA m - 2 ) in a humidified
CO2 environment. The observed contact resistance, friction and wear charac-
teristics are explained on the basis in part of past and recent contact models
and in part of thermophysical property data acquired for the specific Ag-
graphite brush material (mass fraction of silver in graphite, 0.75). The

t phenomenon of electromigration of silver is invoked to explain observed
consistent asymmetry in contact resistance between anode and cathode
brushes. Direct evidence in snpport of the models and observed brush

t perfornance is offered from results of detailed contact surface morphology
and structure analyses.

7'

1. lutroduction

Previous studies at Westinghouse showed that a marked increase in
lifetime en be achieved when carbon mid metal-graphite solid brushes are
operated in inert gas atmospheres rather than in air [ 1 - 31. More. recent
experiments were conducted at much higher current densities. Using com-
mnercially available graphite brushes, containing a 0.6 - 0.8 mas fraction of
silver, combined with high strength high conductivity copper alloy slip
ringp, the current density state of-the-art practice was extended to at least
0.8 MAm 2[ 4 1. Excellent perfornmane was achieved with the metal-graphite
brushes operating in gas atmospheres of C0 2 , 8V6, N2, helium and argon inthe presence of constant water partial pressure (600 Pa) and under a dry COa

atmosphere in the presence of n-paraffinic hydrocarbon vapors (n-heptmie
to n-hexadecane; 1300 - 0.2 Pa) as vapor additives [5]

1Piper prftented at the Advanced Cuntt CoecLtou Cou!6tenca, Chicago, IL,
U.S.A., September 23-26,1981.
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Analysis of the performance (resistance, friction and wear) of Ag-
graphie brushes (mass fraction of silver, 0.75) indicated that the total
resistance (average 230 j2 per brush) was dominated by constriction effects,
with three contact spots effectively present at the contact interface [6]. The
film contribution to the total resistance was small, the thin film resistivity
being less than 10 - 12 2 M 2.The measured friction (0.18) was in close
agreement with calculated values based on (1) individual friction coefficients
for graphite and silver and the area fractions of each in the composite brush,
(2) brush material hardness and quoted boundary lubrication shear strength
values and (3) shearing of thin water films. Wear was well into the microwear
regime (4 mm3 Mm -1) when the brushes were electrically and mechanically
loaded to 0.8 MA m-2 and 80 kN m -2 respectively.

Using diagnostic techniques of optical microscopy, scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), two types of
film have been found on copper rings which slide against monolithic Ag-
graphite brushes in a humidified C02 atmosphere [7, 81. The first was an
extremely "thin" film consisting of an adsorbed water layer (1.5 - 3.0 nm
thick). It is believed that this water film separates the brush from the slip
ring in areas where elastic contact is made, while providing a low shear
resistance. Under certain conditions (e.g. if the load becomes high enough),
the water filn may break down, so that a microscopic brush-ring weld can
form, thereby permitting material transfer (and subsequent wear) by adhesion.
Thus, the second type of film results from occasional welds formed between
the silver in the brush and the copper in the slip ring followed by the rupture
of a weaker interface in the brush material. The "thick filn" deposited on
the copper slip ring is a composite of individual lumps of materil, whose
thickness (0.5 - 150 rnl) varies from location to location. This thick film-
is a highly conducting metallic extension of the slip ring surface as a result of
the excellent metallurgical bonding (weldig) of the transferred silver to the
underlying copper. Thin films adsorbed on the surface of the thick film
(silver and graphite) control the coiitact friction and wear by inhibiting
inetaltometal weld fornation but allowing efficient electron conduetion,
presumably by tunneling, a

~Extensive multibrush testing at higher current densities was accomplihedt

with a homopolar generator [9]. Tie perfornnce of 92 brushes (46 in '

parallel per polarity) was evaluated at elevical loads up to 9500 A (1.6 MA
* m-) and a slip ring speed of 42 ma s0. At the maximum load conditions, the

anode and cathode brush interface contact voltage drops were 0.17 V and
0.09 V restwctivply, with a typical wear rate (anode brush) of 2.2 mm3 MN1 -1.I This wear rate is about one-sixth of that for diesel cledtric locomotive motor
brushes, which operate at similar peripheral speeds but with less than one-
tenth the electrical load.

The results of i vestigations of tle steady state performance of mono-
lithic Ag-graphite brushes on copper slip rngs wiih electrical loads signifi-

canutly greater than 1.6 MA w-2 (up to 8 MA nm ) ae woported in this par.

"I"
-: ,.

f::j
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2. Test conditions and results

2.1. Apparatus and definition of polarity
The apparatuG used for the tests is fully described in an earlier paper

[4]. The test conditions are summarized in Table 1. During each test the
following responses were monitored: contact electrical resistance; frictional
power loss for the brush-ring system; brush bulk temperature. Brush wear
was calculated from brush length measurements.

TABLE 1

Test conditions

Slip ring speed 12.7 m s-1 (ring diameter, 8,3 X 10- 2 i)
Slip ring material Cu (Ag bearing)
Slip ring surface Helical groove
Brush composition 0.75 mass fraction Ag in graphite
Brush face area 10-4 m2

Brush angle 150 trailing
Brush force 11.5 N
Brush current 78 -800 A d.c.
Gas atmosphere CO 2
Humidity dew point 20 OC
Brush holder temperature 75 °C (nominal)
Number of brushes One anode and one cathode (separate track operation)
Test duration 24 h for each test, or Its if duting wear occurred

The following nomenclature has been used in the discussion of polarity
* effects: electrons enter the brush (leave the slip ring) at the anode brush; the

track where electrons leave the slip ring will be eulled the cathe tvack. The
* anode brush slides on the cathode track.

2.2. Contact resistance
In Fig. 1, the contact resistance is plotted against current density (basled

on the total brush face area). A current density of 1.0 MA w-2 represents a
total cut,.eit of 100 A in the brushes used for the experimentLs.

The contact resistances presented here were obtained from potential
probes embedded in the bruslhes approxinately 1.6 mm from the sliding
surface and therefore include the comnstiction resistaLce but exclude the
brush body resistance.

The contact resistance varied considerably for a given brush polarity
and current density. The values plotted are time averages, md the arrows and
bars indicate the range of individual measured value , The resistance values
measured at the anode brush were consistently higher than those at the
cathode brush (typically by a factor of 2 below 4 MA f- 2). The band of
observed data for the anode brush is wider than the band for the cathode
brush. Wihi each ban(, the resistwice increases, a maximum is reached and
the resista-ce then docreases when the cumrat density is fu der increasd.
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C I I I I I I i

0 2 4 6 8 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Current Density, MA/m 2  Time, minutes

Fig. 1. Electrical contact resistance of 0.75Ag-graphite brushes in humidified CO2
(brush face area, 10- 4 m 2 ).

Fig. 2. Electrical current poiarity-time effects on the contact resistAnce of 0.75Ag-
graphite brushes sliding on a copper slip ring (peripheral speed, 2.8 ni - 1; electrical load,

0.8 MA m ; mechanical load, 100 kN m-; C0 2 gas environment; dew point, 0 °C; ini-
tial brush faces generated without electrical load): 0, brush 1; 0, brush 2.

In this current density range, the contact resistance always remains well
within values quoted by Holm [10] for "clean" metal-metal and metal-
graphite static contact pairs having comparable mechanical loads. At some
current density (greater than 6 MA m-'), dusting wear occurs and the
resistance rises rapidly.

2.3. Polarity effect
Figure 2 illustrates the changes in contact resistance with time for a

fixed current density and speed. The brush faces were run in without elec-
trical load; time zero tepresents the current switch-on. The contact resistance
at the cathode brush remained virtually constant but the contact resistance
at the anode brush increased with time. (An equilibrium value was reached
but is not shown in Fig. 2; equilibrium values are reported in Fig. 1.)

When the polarity was reversed, the new cathode resistance initially
dropped rapidly and then decreased more slowly to a value close to that of
the original cathode resistance. At the new anode, the contact resistance rose
slowly, similar to the rise observed at the original anode brush. When the
original polarity was restored, the original contact resistance value was
restored, after some time. The time scale for these changes ranged from 5 to
20 min.

2.4. Friction and wear
In Fig. 3 the average friction coefficient for both brushes is plotted 3

against current density. Typical brush bulk temperatures are idicated at the
top of the plot; water cooling of the brush holders helped to limit these
temperatures. However, despite this, brush temperature increased to 200 0C

" ..
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V.

5 - Typkcal Brush BulkI
Temperature, OC40
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E100
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10 -Brush

.1 .

0 2 4 6 8 0 2 4 6 8
Current Density, MA/m 2  Current Density, MA/N 2

Fig. 3. Average friction coefficien~t of anode and cathode O.75Ag-graphite brushes in
humidified 002 (copper slip ring).

Fig. 4. Wear performance of O.75Ag-graphite brushes in humidified 002.

within seconds when dusting wear occurred (at current densities greater than
6 MAn-2).

As the current density increased, the friction coefficient decreased.
Near the onset of dusting wear, the friction coefficient increased slightly.A
When dusting wear occurred, a drainatic, incroase in friction was observed.

The measured wear rate is plotted against current density in Fig. 4. The
wear rate increased monotonically as the current density was increased with
the anode brush wearing faster than the cathode brush at current densities
exceeding 2 MA m-2.

.2.5. Power losses
The combined electrical and mechanical interface losses for each brush

are plotted against current density in Fig. 6. It was assumed that thexaechan.t ical losses are divided equally for both brushes.f 'The total power dissipated at each brush-slip ring interface rises niono-
tonically with current density. The electrical losses dominate the inechanical

losses except at the very lowest current densities (les thau 1 MA inf 2),where they are about equal.

3. Materias charactvrization11

3.1. Bulk physical properties
The bulk electrical resistivity and contact hardness were measured for

j O..~075A4-graphite brushe at various temperatume. Ih ig 6, W4 circles
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Fig. 5. Contact interface power loss of 0.7 5Ag-graphite brushes in humidified CO 2 .

Fig. 6. Effect of temperature on electrical resistivity (0) and contact hardness (0) of
0.75Ag-graphite (hardness measured with a ball 6.4 mm in diameter under a load of
147 N).

represent resistivity values measured between 22 and 960 0C (the melting
point of silver). The open circles represent hardness values, which were
measured using a 6.4 mm (0.25 in) diameter ball and a 147 N (15 kgf) load. -A

The electrical resistivity was measured by a standard four-terminal S

potential-current technique. The resistivity of the compound brush increased
-II by a factor of 3 over the temperature range of interest from about 12 times

: . that of pure silver at 22 TC. ,Hardness values were measured in air up to 600 T, at which temperature

the carbon at the brush surfaces oxidized. The hardness values dcreased
with temperature and the dependence was linear, at least up to 500 C.

3.2. Brush contact faces
A 0.75g-graphite brash should have a 0.36 area fraction of silver on a :polished face since the volume fraction is equal to the area fraction for a

6 " random two-dimensional section. In all the brushes analyzed after the tests,
contact faces were found to be considerably enriched in silver. Table 2 gives
the area fractions of silver observed on fle cathode and anode brush faces. t

The area fraction of silver was consistently higher in the cathode brush than 4
in the anode brush for the same cunrent density. t '

Scanning electron microscopy revealed that wear marks (polishing lines)
were continuous across the brush face for low current densities, being visible

* .. ,.: in the silver and graphite phases (Fig. 7(a)). Brushes run at hig"er current
densities (greater tMan 6 MA m -2) showed wear lines only in the silver phase
(Fig. 7tb)). This indicates that the silver constituted almost 100% of the

*.,. icontact arem,aud that the grphite was recessed.

\rt I'
A. : ' . ,. • . ' . ; ,

4 .. . -. . . -.4 .4
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TABLE 2

Area fractions of silver in brush contact faces foilowing
high current tests

Current density Ag area fraction
(MAm2 )Anode brush Cathode brush

0.75 0.43 0.51
1.56 0.43 0.53
3.12 0.58 0.60
6.24 0.55 0.66
7.75 (dusted) 0.66 0.72

-... .. ...

(a) (b)

F~ig. 7. ElIectroni m~icrographs of brush faces for two current decssiies., (a) cathode (flop)
arnd anode (bottom) run at 0.78 MA in2 (b) cathode (top) and anode (bottom) run at
6.24 MA 111-2

* 3.3."lip ring tracks
Two sets of tracks were analyzed by AES. Details of the technique amd

difficulties associated with the technique when applied to slip ring tracks
were explained ina an earlier papaer (7.

"T 77 7'7777
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Low current density (1.6 MA m)operation produced anode tracks
that were different in composition from the cathode tracks. The anode
tracks (tracks under the cathode brush) were richer in silver than the cathode
tracks and the cathode tracks (tracks under the anode brush) were richer in
carbon. These differences disappeared after about 10 nm of material was
removed by argon sputtering. These differences were observed at five dif-
ferent locations in each track. In tracks produced at 6 MA m-2 , the differ-
ences noted were less pronounced but the average of seven areas showed that
the anode track was, again, richer in silver than the cathode track (Table 3).

i TABLE 3
Average element conmpositionA of slip ring track surfaces at different current densities

Element 1. 6 MA m_2  6.2 MA m_ 2

Cathode Anode Cathode Anode

Cl 32 40 10 16
S8 4 6
C 109 117 89 95
Ag 26 53 46 61
0 39 53 43 35
Cu 63 93 54 42

Numiber of sarples 5 6 7 7

"The olwent composition is proportioual to the atomic per cent.

SSM also revealed some differences between cathode and anode tiacks.
Agin te ifeeneswre much morre pronounced at low current densities.

Telow current density cathode track (running under the anode brush) wr-.
S.Mooth and homogeneous; all analyses (visual, AES and SEM) indicated that

At consisted oft an Ag-~Cu- Wly In eontxastj th o4 current dest ano~.e
track consisted of pure silver isands deposited on a copper background

(Fi. -a)) highr uetdesytak, the swme trend existed but. the
on tthe rcretdniyrak

differences were less pronrwdnced. The cathode track was as smooth mid
homogeneo w as in the low currunt test; the anode track was mnuch smoother

thnin the low cun t test b4ut some islands could still be seeln.

4.1. Cntact.resitance
Chum Mteisic -~te Agraphite brush)-(Cu ring) combination is that

the electrical s.contaet ristance Varies withn limits, muintaining a semblance....I ~ ~ 6f equilibriumn (s*.e D~ig. I). Above a critically high load current density .

(~ A i 2 ). hweer,~nAbrPt tr toa or imrVersible instabIity in the
A-j"
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(a) (c.... .. ..----

(b)M

Fig. S. Electron mnicrographs of slip ring surface inside ((a), (b)) and outside ((c), (d)) thle
sliding tracks (a) cathode track (under atmde brnA) with slver and copper present at all
locationls; (b) anode track (under cathode brush) with a silver deposit in thle center of the
photograph (silver track at right), high irtagufication (c) and low magnification (d)
photog9raphs Of originlal slip rinlg surface (tile dark stains in (e) are carbon deposits formed
witoi the electron beam interacts with thle adsorbed layers on the copper surface).

A $

brush operating perforsance occurs. An explanation for the overall contact
in sistance behavior is based on a contact resistance model, supertemliperature 'I

S :Icalculations and the phenomenon of srt elfealing (11n

4.1.1Contact resistance mode
A model expression for the total contact resistance [61 is

It O.4(Pb +Og (1n77
where Pb and p. arech brtush mnd slip ring electrical resistivities, I is tWe
number of contact spots, t relates the average indentation pressure in the
range from beginning of plastic deformation to the "contact" hardness , F
is the applied brush force and of is the surface film resistivity. A contact spot
ellipticity of 3 is assumed. A further assumption is that the coaact spots ate

- '1 .. :.,;,

VT o4M ,. ,,7
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sufficiently far separated that interaction effects may be neglected [12].
Surface details revealed by our microanalytical technique show that the
Ag-graphite brush faces were worked in the plastic deformation regime,
which justifies the exponent (0.5) used in the constriction resistance term.

4.1.2. Temperature-load current effects
The influence of temperature on contact resistance was estimated by

expressing Pb and H (see Fig. 6) as functions of temperature t in eqn. (1).
For this estimate the film r3sistance term and the slip ring resistivity were
deleted. Previous evaluations revealed that the effects of these terms on
contact resistance as applied here are of small consequence [6 - 8]. A value
of unity was selected for n and . Evidence for n approaching unity has
recently been suggested from observations of "thermal mounding" in Cu-
graphite brushes subjected to high current (1200 A) pulses [13]. As the
brush material becomes less hard with increasing temperature the facto?,
will also approach unity, since the average indentation pressure will approach
that of the contact hardness H. Using F = 11.5 N,

R = (5,93 X 10-ut + 2.23 X 10-8s)(-4.3 X 105t + 3.0 X 10s)0' 5 Q2 (2)

The calculated results of R as a function of t are shown in Table 4.
Brush temperatures selected are the averages of the maximum supertempera-
tures [141 calculated for both anode and cathode brushes, based on contact
resistance and friction data and concomitant load current densities. First we
see that the contact resistance increases with temperature, reaches a maximum
value, then decreases with higher temperature. The experimental results
reveal that similar changes in R also occurred with increasing current density A

(see Fig. 1). These changes depend on the increasing electrical resistivity and
decreasing hardness versus temperature properties of the brush material, in
compliance with expression (1). Electrical resistivity controls the sliding
contact resistance in the lower current density (temperature) range. Values
of the surface temperature greater thim 315 °T will cause the contact resis-
tance to decrease (self-heal). In this range, the contact area increases W., usehardness of the brsh material has been reduced,.i

TABLE 4

Calculated contact mistance vrsus curmot douty for Ag-graphite brushes

Brush tchftpeMtWVEa  Contact resistange Cureat deiiy
(C) (pi) (MA In-2 )

165 481 1.6
279 621 3.1

*315 26 4.7
614 362 6.2

"aute suettperature In anaode andI cathode bnubes.
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Finally, the onset of high contact resistance, high friction drag and high
wear is attributed to the attainment of a critically high current (approxi-
mately 7 MA m-2 ) wherein the contact heating load is greater than the
contact's cooling capacity. At this point an irreversible thermally induced
instability occurs [ 15, 16]. Temperatures approaching the melting point of
silver, gross physical deformations in the true contact surface, and excessive
wear, are barriers to satisfactory achievement of even short-term continuous
running performance. Controlled brush performance is restored to normal,
however, on reduction in the load current to below the critical value.
4.2. Polarity effect

The polarity effect noted here for Ag-graphite brushes operating in
humidified CO 2 is not observed when graphite brushes are used in the same
environment. The effect is observed when Ag-graphite brushes are operated
in other non-air environments.

Any explanation of the polarity effect must account for (a) the higher
contact resistance at the anode brush, (b) the polarity reversal data (see
Fig. 2), (c) the difference in silver area fractions on the brush faces and (d)
the fact that the brush faces of both anode and cathode have silver area
fractions that are significantly higher than those expected from the silver
volume fractions in the bulk. The explanation that we propose invokes the
phenomenon of electromigration, but further experiments are needed to
account for all of the present observations.

Ho and Huntington [17] described the electromigration effect that
occurs in silver bars at high current densities and high temperatures. They
observed silver ion migration at Wates of up to 20 pm day- 1 under current
densities of 100 MA m - at temperatures of 700 - 900 C. The silver ions
migrate in the direction of the electron flow (towards the anode).

The migration rates are proportional to current density and they depend
on temperature as the diffusion rates do. Current densities in the smll, real
contact areas of the Ag-graphite brushes here are 10 - 100 times higher than
the highest current densities tested by Ho mid Huntington.

In sliding contact applications, the wear rate determines whether

electromigration has an effect or not. If the linear wear rate is much higher
than the electromigration rate, electromigration will have a negligible effect.
We have calculated the electromigration rate of silver in the anode brush
(about 200 pm day-') when it wears at a rate of 9 mm Mm-1 (about

... 100 ,urn day 1 ). If this holds true, the silver will migrate away from the

brush face (into the brush). This would explain the consistently observed
higher area fraction of silver in the cathode brush face (Table 2) and the
differences iW contact resistance between anode and cathode brushes (Figs.

NI id2).

4.3. Friction and wear

The friction coefficient of graphite-graphite and graphite-metal contact
pairs sliding in air, with or without electrical loads, has been noted by others

.~~~~. . . ..
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to decrease with increasing contact temperature [ 18]. This was shown for
contact temperatures (bulk temperature plus supertemperature) in the range
to at least 200 °C. We observe here a similar trend in the friction coefficient
of Ag-graphite brushes which are contacting copper rings in a humidified
CO2 environment, but as a function of increasing current density. As in
ref. 18, we note that the brush bulk temperature also increased (see Fig. 3).
The corresponding interface temperatures (supertemperatures) are un-
doubtedly higher. As previously discussed in Section 4.1, interface tempera-
tures significantly greater than 200 CC were probably attained. The impact of
temperature on gas and vapor adsorption to metal and graphite sliding
contact surfaces undoubtedly controls the friction and wear characteristics
[19 -23].

It was previously shown that the wear debris consist of a much finer
powder than the original starting materials (10 - 14 pm [8]). Typical wear
debris particles have dimensions in the range 0.3 - 2 pm. Although particles
larger than about 2 pm constitute the majority of the volume, they represent
only a small fraction of the number of wear particles. Wear apparently
proceeds by a physical fragmentation process. On average, such fragments
are much smaller than the typical contact spot area of 0.1 - 0.3 mm. Possibly
the burden of dissipating concentrated bursts of high energy within the true
contact spot zones encourages such physical wear of the contact surface.
Mild wear occurs as bonds between graphite-graphite crystallites and graphite-
Ag particles are weakened, for example, by thermally induced expansion
stresses. If true, wear should be expected to increase with increasing current
loading because of increased interface power loss and concomitant increased
temperature. Our experimental results show that the composite Ag-graphite :

brush volume wear rate increased directly with the electrical current load.
Finally, with further increases in the interface temperature wit. increas-

ing current density, dissociation of chemisorbed surface films occurs at rates
greater than they are formed (24 ]. This leads to greatly increased contact
adhesive forces and to even higher friction and wear, as revealed by the
experimental results. Wear of this magnitude is commonly referred to as
severe wear or "dusting" because of the dust-like clouds of wear debris
originating at the interface.

The high temperature which triggers the abrupt transition front low to
high friction and mild to severe (dusting) wear is attributed to exceeding a
critical contact load current [ 251. Just beyond the critically high current,
the rate of heat produced in the true contact area exceeds the rate at which
heat is lost. Then, the contact temperature continues to rise, unless the load
current is reduced below the critical value, Our results suggest that the
critical current for each Ag-graphibe brush, as applied here, is near 625 A.
Some extension of the critical load current is possible by increasing the

brush mechanical load force. Experimental results, not presented here, show
tis to be true. The penalty, however, is higher brush wear.

........ ---. ..
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5. Conclusions

(1) Low contact resistance (200 - 800 gS2) was achieved with Ag-
graphite brushes (mass fraction of silver, 0.75; load, 11.5 N) operating in a
humidified C0 2 atmosphere and loaded with currents in the range 80 -800 A
(0.8- 8 MA m-2).

(2) A maximum in the contact resistance-current density curve was
ascribed to the concomitant thermally induced rising electrical resistivity and
falling hardness characteristics of the brush material.

(3) Reduction in the friction coefficient with increasing electrical load
(temperature) was attributed to "activated adsorption" of vapor films on the
contact interface graphite-metal constituents.

(4) An increasing mild wear-current load characteristic was attributed I
to thermally accelerated microfragmentation of graphite. Increasing physical

* stresses with increasing electrical load weakens the graphite-graphite and
graphite-metal bonds, leading to increasing wear rates. _4

(5) Abrupt transitions from mild to severe wear and low to high friction
were observed at a current load near 624 A. These onsets were envisioned to
occur as the heating rate of the true contact area becomes higher than the
cooling rate, leading to thermal runaway.

(6) Electromigration was postulated as the mechanism which causes
consistently lower contact resistance at the cathode brush interface. Mass
transport of silver away from the anode brush face (into the brush) would
lead to a higher contact resistance at the anode brush.

(7) Electromigration alone cannot explain all the observations associated
with the polarity effect. Further study of this effect is needed.
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DAMPING CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLID BRUSH CURRENT
COLLECTION SYSTEMS*
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* Summary

The damping characteristics of a current collection system were exam-
ined. The following three categories of damping were selected: (1) damping
in the brush material due to rheological properties of the brush material
(called internal friction); (2) damping in the interface between the brush and J
the holder or between the brush and the rotor (called interface damping);
(3) fluidic damping, or viscous damping, due to interaction with the ambient
fluid, such as air, vapor etc.

The theoretical analysis of several types of mechanisms and models is
postulated. The experimental tests for measurements of the damping param-
eters are suggested.

* The analytical methods of calculation of the equivalent of damping
constants to be used in the standard stability analysis are presented.

1. Intaroductionl

Some dynmic mechanical characteristics of a current collection systemt such as damping and elastic properties are examined here. The three cate-gories of damping selected are as follows: (1) internal damping in the brush
material (rheological damping); (2) external damping in the interface betweenthe brush md the holder mid between the brush and the rotor (collector orcommutator); (3) external damping due to the brush interaction with the
amnbient fluid (air, other gases, vapor-gas mixtures etc.).

The most suitable theological models for rate-drpendnt mid rate-
independent friction are postulated. The damnping energy dissipation in each
of these models was calculated. The methods of experimental identification
of each model are presented in graphical mid analytical forms. The methods
of calculation of the equivalent damping coefficients from the hysteretic
loops, as w-ell as from de bandwidth of the resonant peak at the half-poweri. location, are prtmnted in detail. :,

*Paper Wewnd at the Advanced Cmneat Colectioa Coufewne, Chicago, IL,
3 US.A,, Setembcr 23- 25, 1981. E .eSqajio.nhNIeld
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Recommendations are made concerning the applied load cycling forexperimental measurements of the internal damping hysteretic loop and the
interface damping energy dissipation.

For the interface damping energy dissipation, the load cycling must
be within the compressive load zones only. For the internal damping energy
dissipation measurements, the load cycling must vary from the tensileload zone through the symmetric load variation to the compressive non-
symmetrical loads.

The brush material and the brush interface with the brush-holder orwith the rotor do not behave in a perfectly elastic manner even at very lowstresses [ 1]. Inelasticity is always present under all types of brush loading,
although extremely precise measurements are necessary to detect it. In alltypes of brush loading, the materials or interfaces that dissipate energy under
cyclic loads display one phenomenon in common; the cyclic load-deformation

r (F-X) curve of Fig. 1 is not a single-valued function but forms a hystereticloop. Since energy is absorbed by a brush material and interface under cyclicload, the unloading branch of the loop must lie below the loading branch as
shown in Fig. 2. The area (shaded) between these two branches is propor.
tional to the energy absorbed.
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Rate-independent material and rheological models of the interfaces
display hysteretic loops which have sharp corners at the extreme points such
as those shown in Figs. 1(b) and 2. These hysteretic loops are concerned
with the unidirectional (or half-) sinusoidal loading.

7 For a Voigt model (Fig. 3(b)), the inelastic strain is completely recov-
erable. For the Maxwell model (see Fig. 3(a)), the inelastic strain is non-
recoverable.
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If the bnish system is s~ubjected to a unidirectional siusoidal load
whit:%is only partially released (leaving a residual force F~,recovery can
then occur, as shown in Fig. 4(a), along the hine 2- 5.

The energy dissipation from the vibtating brush is caused by vaiious
mechanical interactions between partileo of the brash mate.ia and between
the brush-brusb-holder-rotor systela. The prewece of a grarulai b ush
material (near -debris) at the, interface may signiicaxuly co &ibte to the
zergy disipatio (2, 31.
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Fig. 4. Types of (a) rate-dependent and (b) rate-independent hysteretic loops; types of (c)
reversed sine wave (F = Fa sin(cot)) and (d) non-reversed sine wave (F = Fm + Fa sin(wt)).
The load is unidirectional as at the brush-brush-holder interface.

2. Damping nomenclature and background

2.1. Linear viscosity
Linear viscous damping leads to an elliptical hysteretic loop such as 4

shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The force-displacement relation of a linear visco-
elastic material can be represented by the differential equation known as a
constitutive equation:

aan
a( +al' +a2 + an F

at a2 atn

=bo+b - +b 2  + b. , (1)oat '"n

where a, and bi (i = 1 - n) are material constants. In general, derivatives of all

orders are required for real materials. However, in many engineering applica-
,: tions, a finite number of terms provide a good approximation. The term

"viscous darmping" is usually associated with the damping force expressed in
eterms of velocity as

viscous damping force constant X velocity
:,! :(::i:::? or in terms of b and = dx/dt as

Fvd b - (2)
A 7,dt
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where b is the damping constant and x is the displacement.
The fluidic damping force other than the viscous force is a non-linear

function of the velocity, i.e.

Fd=f(&) (3)

The viscoelastic or inelastic properties of the brush material or of the
brush interface can be represented by the combinations of the dashpots and
spring as shown in Fig. 3.

The constitutive equation for a single spring unit of spring constant k is

F=kX (4)

By comparison of eqn. (4) with eqn. (1), we observe that

ao = I bo k

The other coefficients
: a , = a 2 = . (. = n O  :

' ~b, = b2 ..--b, = 0 !

Similarly, for a dashpot, the force-velocity relationship given by
eqn. (2) can be written as

dXFed b (5)
~dt

The coefficients in eqn. (1) for a dashpot damping force (see eqn. (5)) are

ao = 1 bo = 0 d - b

These constitute the "standard linear model".
Figure 3 shows the models, the corresponding constitutive equations

and the shape of the dissipated energy plots versus vibration frequencies on
logarithmic scales.

In the experimental testing of the brush, a distinction must be made
between conditions that lead to a constant amplitude of displacement X
(irrespective of the resultant force behavior) and conditions that produce a
constant amplitude of force F (irrespective of the displacement). The loga-
rithmic plots for a damping energy D versus frequency under both displace-
ment cycling and force cycling conditions are shown in Fig. 3, second and
third columns.

The experimental damping energy D versus frequency w plot is com.
pared with the plots in Fig. 3 to determine the appropriate model.

2.2. Damping enery
The most general definition of the damping eaergy absorbed per cycle

is

D ,f .dX (6)

'7 0,. ,* . t -. 1 . .0
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where F and X are the force and the displacement respectively as given by
the constitutive equation (eqn. (1)) and illustrated in Figs. 1, 2 and 4. The
value of the integral for one complete cycle is proportional to the area within
the hysteretic loop.

The damping energy dissipation calculations are shown in ref. 1.

2.3. Damping categoriec in the brush system: rate-dependent damping; rate-
independent damping

This paper is concerned with energy loss and damping in the brush
system. Three categories of damping are identified as follows: (1) damping in
the brush material due to rheological properties of the brush material (called
internal damping); (2) damping in the interface due to sliding friction and O

the contact damping; (3) fluidic damping due to interaction with the ambient
fluid (gas, air, vapor etc.).

The energy loss per cycle of the harmonic motion is the basis for
calculation of the "equivalent viscous dam'ping coefficient". The experimental
near-resonant vibration response of the brush can be used for calculation of
the linear viscous damping coefficient b from the frequency bandwidth Aw
at the "half-power" response amplitude [41.

The energy loss per cycle for the vibrating brush can be determined
trom the experimental hysteretic loop. The series of experiments on the
hysteretic loops in the interface damping is recommended. Since the behavior
cf the brush material is not very well known, the interface hysteretic loop
must be determined under various load conditions. They are as follows:
symmetric, non-symmetric compressive and non-symmetric tensile loading*1 (Figs. 1 and 2).

In line with the classification of inelastic strain, the various types of
damping encountered in the brush material atid the brush-bmsh-~holder
interface may generally be classified under two majot types (41:1 (1) rete-
dependent damnping, type R (Fig. 1(a)); (2) rate-Indopondeat damping,
type 8 (Fig. 1(b)).ofd pig e pitd

The energy dissipated under both types ofdmigmay b mltd
dependent; however., type R~ daraping ids* depends on the rate FdF/dt of
loading. Type S damping is independent of.laigrt or of frequency W.

The rheological equatiotw or tome-displacement laws -for type R
*daiping generally involve time dierivatives of folve and displacemenut, 01

whereas for type S dampig such darivieves are notalicable. ~

It is eonvenient in the dynan approxiniate analysis to iearize the ~{
non4ittear hysteretie 100l.' by repkwcig it with ellipas that produce equivvlent
off&o et Th lieaizatiou and cdcinton of an equivalert dampig value are

.4""
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where
A=- sin ot0 + L2 COS a0

2
is the overhang of the brush. The other symbols used in eqns. (7) are defined
in ref. 5.

No so(8
CO o- /iv sin Ceo(8

Substituting eqn. (8) into eqn. (7) gives

S - CO2 2 cs- L2 sinao) +
CO o% -JLV sinao 2

COS ao -qLvsin cM0

P0, Xi X(L -L, -L 2 ) (9)

Multiplying both sides of eqn. (9) by (cos ao - Av sin cao) and solving for
rFox, gives

__ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ =l 0 ~ S (10)
(L - L1 )cos c 0 /{A - (T/2)sin ao} - 1 cos ao -,u sin 40

.oa 0 ttko An~lo, fad.
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For the radial brush, ao = 0, and eqn. (10) gives the following value for the
normal reaction at B1 :

L 2
(Fox,)c=o = So AV (11)

L-L 1 -L 2
The results of calculations of the normal reaction at B1 for various brush
angles o and friction coefficients Mv = 0.18, 0.2 and 0.3 are shown in Fig. 6.

It should be noticed that the reaction F0. 1 at B1 becomes a maximum
for the brush angle a 0.2.

3. Conclusions

(1) The damping in the current collection systems was identified as
being caused by the brush material internal friction (hysteretic damping), by
friction at the interface between the brush and the holder and between the
brush and the rotor, and by the external fluidic forces.

(2) The internal friction mechanism can be represented in terms of the
combination of the dashpots, springs and slides (or shoes). The values of
each of the elements can be determined experimentally.

(3) The interface friction in the tangential direction is essentially the
Coulomb type of friction with the friction force changing sign between the
positive and the negative directions. The normal friction force is the com
pressive force only, with values oscillating between maximum and ininimum
compression.

(4) The fluidic damping of the brush mechanism is a velocity-dependent
phenomenon such as in the typical viscous friction [6].

(5) Each of the three categories of friction can be modelled in terms of
a linear viscous damping with an equivalent damping constant. These con-
stants axe expected to be applicable in the current collection mechanical
stability analysis.

(6) At an assumed vibration amplitude of 0.001 in, the equivalent
damping constant at location B, (Fig. 5) obtained using standard values is
bv 1= 0.0062 lbf s in' (5 .

4. Recommendations

(1) A forced response analysis of the solid brush system is required to
obtain vibration amplitudes and modes that can be used to determine

* :damping coefficients.
. shape of the contact force-deflection curve and the corresponding damping

ene( associated with the hysteresis. ae qido trn h
(3) MIiction force-sliding velocity tests are required to determine the

equivalent damping coefficients for Coulomb friction at the iWterface.

't4 :

• " " " " i ' ,i
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Summary

A method for calculating the electrical conductivity of moulded
powder products for contact materials, using the assumption that the
particles have uniform size and that their shape is close to spherical, is
suggested. The heterogeneity of the pressure distribution through the
moulded layer as a result of interparticle friction forces has been taken into
account. Methods of modelling moulded layers of different porosity with
regularly repeated elemental conduction cells have been used.

The experimental results are in closer agreement with values calculated
using the authors' expression than values obtained from other expressions.

1. Introduction

iIe The problem of making highly reliable sliding electrical contacts has
been given growing attention recently [1 - 4]. An important aspect of the
problem is the development of novel contact materials, possessing a set of
given properties, based on a metallic matrix. Successful solution of the
problem depends largely on the possibility of monitoring and controlling the
properties of such materials during sintering by applying an electric current.

i In a number of papers, methods are described for calculating the coil-

du-tivity of a dispersed system using the size of its components and their
physical properties [5). The papers deal with both a macroscopic approach
based on the principle of generalized conductivity and a microscopic
approach based on modelling of the elemental cell. The generalized approach
to the solution of the problem has been described elsewhere [6). However,
it should be noted that, even for two-phase systems, considerable discrep-
ancies exist between the contact conductivity predicted theoretically and
that found experimentally. In addition, in various practical applications the

*Papor presented at the Advanced Cuwtent Colection Conf~erence, Chicago, IL,
U.S.A., September 23 - 25, 1881.
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heterogeneity of the pressure distribution through the bulk powder should
be taken into account, since it leads to changes in its conducting properties. 3

2. Calculation

In the present paper the contact conductivity of a powder system con-
taining homogeneous metallic particles under pressure is calculated and com-
pared with experiment.

In the calculation the assumption was made that the powder particles
have a shape close to spheres of the same diameter, and their mutual arrafig -.
ment is similar through the whole volume. The powder systems were tested
over a pressure range at which the contact spot stress neither caused distor-
tion of the particle shape beyond the contact zone nor its fracture.

It is well known that powders poured freely possess high porosity,
corresponding to loose packing of the particles in bulk. An applied pressure
forces relative displacement of the particles, increases the number of
contacts between them and decreases the pore volume. As examples of
"loose" and "dense" packings (with the latter, the pore volume can decrease
only by destruction of the particles) are cubic packing (c = 6; P = 47%) and
tetrahedral packing (c = 12; P = 25%) respectively.

The contact conductivity of a dispersed system depends on both the
number of contacts between particles and the area of an individual contact.
In particular, when two spheres of the same radius of the same material are
in contact, the sphere conductivity including the contact resistance will be
defined from Laplace's equation as follows [ ]:

I A most important parameter determining the contact conductivity is
the radius of the contact spot which, in turn, depends on the contact
pressure. The latter is not the same through the whole volume since there are
friction forces between the particles and the contacts have angles to the
normal. For powder systems under loading an exponential variation in
pressuro- with height is accepted as being in good agreement with the experi-
mental data (71. For example, for a cylindrical component of diameter D
and height H the pressure varies across the height as follows:

H - z . .j 1 P , OXp --4ft..-) (2)

In this connection the area of the contact spots will be. different for
particles in different layers through the component thickness mid theI contact conductivities of those particles would consequently also change.
With loose and dense packing the equivalent scheme of the contact conduc-,
tivity would consist of repeated cells formed by elemental contact con-I ductivities.

7.-,. Z

4. .. ,.

. . ,'A " ' . .. . ; -. " ', ,. .".- , . ..
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Assuming that the pressure over the horizontal plane of each layer to be
the same and the equipotential planes are vertically perpendicular to the
axis, the contact conductivities can be neglected within the horizontal plane;
this simplifies the calculation by reducing it to a set of parallel colurans of
element conductivities uk connected in series. Here the total conductivity
would be expressed as

n ,2 1

1 Uk!H dz
M 1,2 1, 2 f(3):0 01a,2(Z)

The area of a contact spot can be defined by the number of particles in
each layer, the number of contacts between them, the angles of slope of the
contact normals to the vertical axis, the interparticle friction forces and the
appearance of deformations over the contact. With dense packing, when
more than one pair of opposite current-carrying contacts is found per single
particle, the exact solution must allow for the mutual influence of the neigh-
bouring contact pairs. However, when the radii of contact spots are small
compared with the distances between them (which is observed within the
pressure range of the systems under discussion here) the mutual influence
can be neglected.

With plastic deformation, when the normal stresses on the contact
equal the yield point, the function for the spot radius can be written accord-
ing to eqn. (2) [8] as

(4)Sak = [NkQ exp -4ft' z {7rcuanK.(cos p+ f cos r)}-' (4)

\D/
With elastic deformation, which may be the prevailing case for loose

packing under low loads, the function can be written using the known
hertzian relationships:

K I H-z\
ak 1.81 8 Nh0 expk - 4O- (1 -A2)R0 X

1/3
X (E Ki(cos + fcos r)}1 (5)

Substituting eqns. (4) and (5) into eqn. (1) and integrating along the
moulded component height, we obtain relationships for the calculation of
the generalized contact conductivity 19] (indices 1 and 2 denote cubic and
tetrahedral paukings respectively; one prime ()and two primies C' denote........
elastic and plastic contact deformations respectively):

,0.36 IEKm 1 / H 4Ii1 -

expl2f-- 1 -22 (6)
Lf*N" D.
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I 1 HBKm\1/2( H\ 4 1
1 N 1 I rex ~ vb1 2  2  (7)

12.13 JHB. 2

01 K,,c NM exp -1t2 (8)

3. Results and discussion

Analysis of the expressions obtained shows that, with the assumptions
made, a predominant influence on the contact conductivity of metal
powders are the physicomechanical properties of the particle material that
determine the contact spot area and the geometric dimensions of the whole
system. The particle shape does not influence the total conductivity directly,
and in this connectioa it is possible to use the equations for particles of
non-spherical shape if differences in the maximum dimensions are not large
along the coordinate axes. The particle size is also not a determining factor
when the condition a . R0 is satisfied, which is in agreement with conclu-
sions from other work [6]. '

The values of the friction coefficient f between particles and the ratio
t of lateral thrust associated with f and with the particle arrangement aret nearly equal for a wide group of metal powders [ 7, 81. In particular, the
product f 0.45 can be used with adequate accuracy.

The calculated dependences for the conductivity of powders havingt
arbitrary porosity can be easily obtained from expressions (6) - (8) in a
similar manner.

(eqns. (6) -(8)) and the properties of metal powders was tested for spherical
adnear-spherical silver and copper particles of diameter 50 -60 p m.4I

-win

4

30 40 PA

Fig, 1, Dependence of experimenital -)and calculated ( -- )values of the
generalized contact conductivity on powder system poroalty.: according to cqns. (6) -(8)
for powders of Oiver (curves 1) and copper (curves 2), according to exprt s.o lin-
We~ber (curve 3) and Sigalova (curve 4),- according -to exporimental data fioua ref. 10 for
isou powder usin the present auta' equation (cutves .

A .U,

*IW r.
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The contact conductivity of the moulded powder systems was
measured in a quartz tube using a semiautomatic d.c. potentiometer by a

four-probe technique. The statistical processing of the results obtained and
the analytical approximation of the experimental dependences were carried
out according to standard subprograms employing a minicomputer.

Figure 1 shows the results of experimental measurement of the con-
ductivity and the calculated values. For comparison, the results for the con-

k ductivity calculated employing Riman-Weber's and Sigalova's expressions
[5] are given, together with the experimental data, taken from another work
[10] , on the conductivity of moulded iron powder; close to these is a curve
describing the conductivity calculated using the present authors' expressions.

V l 4. Conclusions

The present calculations satisfactorily describe the behaviour of powder
systems, and the results give the nearest fit to the experimental data for a
wide pressure range.

The dependences obtained can be used to describe contact processes for
contact materials fabricated from powders, to monitor the material quality
during manufacture and to calculate the conductivity.

Further analyses are required for metal powders to account for hetero-
geneity in the pressure distribution over the plane normal to the axis of load
application, as well as the consideration of the conductivity of powders con-
taining functional fillers.

Nomenclature i
a radius of a contact spot
C coordination number
D diameter of the moulded system
E Young's modulus
f coefficient of interparticle friction
H height of the moulded system
If Brinell hardne
Kn coefficienL dependent on the orientation of the particles mid the interparaticlo

friction
Ka number nf conducting contact pairs
m number of columns

" - :A number of byw'

N load
P pressure
P porosity
no0  particle radius

direction of load opplication
angle between normals to oppo" conjugate contact poto

* I p Polason's ratio
coefficleat of lateral tuiat

. .

1 , , , , ,
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p specific resistance
0 conductivity

US yield point of the metal
T 900 - p, axis of load application
O angle between the normal to the contact area and the direction z of load

application
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POLAR EFFECTS WITHIN THE SLIDING CONTACT OF METAL-
CONTAINING BRUSHES*

V. A. BELYI, V. V. KONCHITS and V. G. SAVKIN

Institute of Mechanics of Metal-Polymer Systems, Byelorussian Academy of Sciences,
Gomnel, B.S.S.R. (U.S.S.R.)

(Received December 1, 1981)

Summary

The major factors which determine the voltage drop inequality under
heteropolar metal-containing brushes operated with copper collectors or slip
rings were studied. It was shown that polar effects are connected with the
transfer of part of the electric current through transferred brush material on
the collector surface and with the semiconductor properties of the collector
film developed under such conditions. The relation between the contact
voltage drop for the anode-polarized (A U,) and cathode-polarized (A U-)
brushes is determined by the type of the collector film formed. With intact
cuprous oxide layers beneath the transferred material layer, the relationship
A U, > A U4 is satisfied; witli destroyed cuprous oxide iyers the relationship
has the opposite sign. For the range of electric loads found in electric
machines, the metal-contidning brushes form collector films with "gaps"
withn the protoxido layers beneath the transferred layer, which explains the
observed inequality A U. > A U... With the brushes operated along individual
paths on slip rings, an increase in the brush material in the collector film
under the anode-polarized brush, and a decrease under the cathode-polarized
brusti, contributes to the occurrence of the Inequality A U. > AU .. Ai
equivalent model of the brush contact is suggested to account for the pecu-
harity of the current flow under heteropolar brushes.

It is known [(1 -3] tlit during the contact of a brush ajd collector
(slip ring) the magnitudes of the contact voltage drop may differ for andic

(A U.) aid cathodic (AU,) brushes, sometime6 by a factor of 2 or 3. As a
rule, the relatioisiip is AU. > AU_ for moutaIhontailic brub ; for carbon

opapor pretented ut the Advawted Cumrteb Colloction .oafeteace, Chicago, 14
US.A., Sepumber 23 - 25, 1981.
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brushes, containing no metal, this relationship has the opposite sign. This
polarity difference creates difficulties, both when considering the brush
properties in the commutation expression and when developing new brush
materials having required performance characteristics.

Most often the expression A U_ > A U, is explained by the assumption
that current is transferred in the contact zone by electrical breakdown (frit-
ting) of the insulating cuprous oxide (Cu 2 0) layers on the microasperities of
the collector surface. Several workers [1 - 4] have suggested that the thick-
ness of the CU2 0 layer formed under the cathodic brush is higher than that
under the anodic brush, thereby leading to the observed polar differences.
Other workers [2, 51 believe that the main cause of the inequality between
A U.1 and A U_ relates to the semiconductive properties of the Cu 20 of the
collector film at the Cu 20-Cu interface with the cathode-polarized brush.
According to several authors [1 - 5] the brush contact can only give the rela-
tionship A U_ > A U., and therefore cannot explain the polar effects observed
with metal-containing brushes. In this connection Baker [6] suggested that
owing to oxide films found on metal-containing (Cu-graphite) brush sur-
faces, a complicated system of insulating layers develops, leading to the
relationship A U+ > A U_, Later such a hypothesis was suggested by others f
[2, 7]. However, there is no convincing evidence of the importance of oxide
films on the brush surfaces. On the contrary, according to Karasev et al. [7],
the Cu-graphite brushes, which show polar differences when operated on a
copper collector, have no such differences when operated on a silver collec-
tor. It is not clear why, in the latter case, the oxide films on the copper
particles of the brush surface do not have insulating layers and do not affect
the contact voltage.

In the present work we try to establish the major factors which cause
the inequality in the contact voltage drop under metal-containing hetero-
polar brushes operated on copper collectors.

2. Experimental details

Polar effects are most clearly manifested with brushes containing metals

in proportions of 40 - 60 wt.% [2, 31. Batch-produced Cu-graphite brushes
(MGS-7), as well as metal-polymer brushes [8, 9] based on copper (MP-7M)
and silver (MP-7S) foil, containing the above quantity of metallic compo-
nents were therefore chosen for these investigations. Colloidal copper for the
MP-7M brushes and colloidal silver for the MP-7S brushes were used as the
currant-conducting fillers in the adhesive which joins the foil layers.

Brushes of 2, m mm X 4 mm X 6 mm were tested on slip rings made of
electrolytic copper (diameter 0 = 40 mm; R, = 0.25 pm) at a specific pres-
sure of 50 kPa, a sliding speed of 1.5 m s- and current densities from 0 to
30 A cm- 2 . The current-voltage characteristics for heteropolar brushes were

measured with a two-coordinate potentiometer over a I - 3 s period. Varia-
tions in the contact characteristics with time when brush polarities were

i:
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changed were recorded by a multichannel fast response potentiometer. The
surfaces of the contacting components were studied with a feeler whose
design [101 was based on an electromechanical profilograph-profilometer
that allowed simultaneous recording of the electroconductivity and micro-
geometry characteristics of the tested surfaces. A gold needle with a maxi-
mum radius of curvature of 50 ,m was used as the feeler at the load of 2 X
i 1 - N. The electrophysical properties of the tested surfaces were evaluated
by the current-voltage characteristics as measured during sliding and by the
feeler on typical patches in the static case.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. The operation of brushes along a single track
For all tested materials rubbed along a single path (which is typical of

brush-collector contacts) the relationship A U., > A U_ was satisfied (Fig. 1)
over the range of current densities found in electric machines. It is clear that
the non-oxidizing silver-containing brushes (MP-7S) exhibited the same polar
differences as the oxidized copper-containing brushes. A similar effect was
described elsewhere [3] for Ag-graphite brushes. Therefore, the inequality
A U+ > A U_ inherent in sliding contact of the metal-containing brushes
cannot be explained by the oxide films found on the brush surface. An N
explanation should be sought which relates to the properties of the films
formed by the metal-containing brushes on the copper counterface.

j To find the reasons for polar effects, the influence of polarity on the
resistivity of the major conduction channels in the brush contact has been
investigated. During sliding, the brush makes mechanical contacts with botht the layer of transferred brush material and microasperities on the collector
surface free of transferred material (Fig. 2(a)). In the latter case contact

VII I
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patches of the following types may occur [1, 11]: a-spots, which consist of
a physical contact between the brush surface and molten copper; a-spots,
which occur during the contact of the brush and sofid copper; b-spots, which
appear to involve physical contact of the brush and Cu 20. In the theories of
Holm and coworkers [1, 3, 121, a-spots and a-spots, which are formed as the J1
result of oxide film fritting, are genera!ly responsible for the current transfer
across the brush contact, while the current that passes through b-apots may
be neglected, owing to the high electrical resistance. It has been shown in
refs. 13 and 14 that, under certain conditicns, an essential part of the cur-
rent transfer may occur through the transferred layer. Here, the current
passes across the areas with an intact Cu2O layer beneath the transferred
layer (at low current loads) or across "gaps" formed within the protoxide
film beneath the transferred layer as the result of electrical and mechanical
effects. Therefore, the electric current with the brush contact may he trans-
ferred along two parallel branches: across a-spots or a-spots and across the
transferred layer. For the sake of simplicity, the conduction across a-spots or
a-spots will be called a-type conduction, that across the areas with destroyed
Cu 2 O layers on which physical contacts occur between the copper aid the
transferred layer will be called c-type conduction and that across the areas
with an intact Cu2 O layer under the transferred layer will be called d-type
conduction.

The conduction of the a-spots as a function of the current direction was
tested on a device that allowed monitoring of the current transfer across
individual contact patches. With the gold feeler on the collector filra areas
not covered with the brush material, current-voltage characteristics were
obtained that were characterized by the presence of a high initial resistivity
(greater than 100 S2) and fritting of the protoxide film at a certain voltage

t (Fig. 3(a)). After fritting (i.e. when a-spots or a-spots were formed), the
polarity change in the feeler did not lead to a variation in the contact voltage
drop A Uk Simflar results were obtained when the gold feeler was replaced
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W. by a feeler made of copper or electrographite. Thus, under static conditions
the conduction of a-spots formed during the contact of any patches of the
metal-containing brushes and collector microasperities did not depend on the

current direction. During brush sliding, a-spots are formed continuously
owing to oxidation of the contact patches. The amount of the additional
contact resistivity occurring with the formation of a-spots due to local
excessive strain on the contact patches is determined by the oxide film
thickness [1, 31. Here, the anode-induced polarization of the contact ele-
ment favours its oxidation, while cathode-induced polarization prevents that
process. Since, for a metal-containing brush-collector pair, the metal com-
ponents are present in both contact 3urfaces, it is almost impossible to
evaluate the influence of the polarity on the resistance. The problem was
studied experimentally for the conditions of the brush sliding against a
"fresh" surface of the copper counterface free of the brush material, i.e.
when the current trmsfers primarily by means of a-type conduction. Cylin-
drical samples (0 = 1 mm) made of the tested brush material were rubbed
with the butt end against a flat copper sample (v = 1 Am C1; j = 10 A cM-;
p = 50 kPa). The original copper samples were tested together with those
oxidized in air (T = 373 K; r = 7.2 ks). It was found that, irrespective of the
counter.face state, the current direction did not significantly influence the
value of the contact voltage drop. Thus, without transferred brush material
on the collector (ring) surface, there were no major differences between A U.
and A U_ for the sliding contact of the metal-containing brushes.

The peculiarities of electric current transfer across the collecior film
patches covered with q layer of l;he transferred brush material are shown
in Fig. 3(b)). The line OBCD depicts the current-voltage characteristics
obtained for the collector films formed by the de-energized brush MGS-7;
the feeler was anode polarized. A sharp drop in A Uk at point; indicates
fritting of the CU2 0 layer below the transferred material. Afte repeatad
recording of the current-voltage churacteristics on the given pmtion (line
OCD), no more fritting was observed. The polarity change of the fNcler from
" to "--" at the voltage below that of Aitting (e.g. point d on the OB
branch) leads to a step increase in A Ut (from d to d'), A si=iUar ch-wge i
the feeler polarity with fritting (point c on the GOD branch) gjues an oppo-
site picture; A Uk falls in jumps (from point c to c'). Corresporinly,
current-voltage characteristics taken with the cathode-polarized feelar
(broken lines) before frit-ing lie above (and those after fritting lie below)
the charheteristics obtoined with the anode-polarized feeler. For the collec-
tor films formed by the energized brush MGS-7, except that described abovw,
current-voltage characteristics were also obtained without fritting (they
ragernble Fig. 3(b), curve OCD). In this case, irrespective of the voltage
applied, the contact voltage drop A Uk with the feeler polarity "+" is higher
tban with the poluity "-". Characteristics of this type, indicating th'a pres.
ence of gaps hi the protoxide film beneath the transferred materia, ate
most characteristic of the collector fihns formed Iby the metal-polymer
brushes, MP-7M and M478.
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r Thus, the polar effects in the sliding contact of the metal-containing

brushes may occur across the layer of transferred material in the collector
film. Here, the presence of an intact Cu2 0 film under the transferred mate-
rial contributes to the relationship & U_ > A U+; with a disrupted oxide film,
the sign of the inequality changes to its opposite. The results obtained allow
a representation of the sliding contact of metal-containing brushes by an
equivalent model (Fig. 2(b)) that clarifies the reasons of the polar differ-
ences. The electric current flows through two parallel branches, namely
across a-spots or a-spots with resistivity R and across the transferred material
layer in the collector film. In the latter case, resistivities r, and rm, exist
within the coupling regions and the layer of transferred brush material
respectively. Depending on the collector film structure, the current may then
flow across the Cu20 layers with resistivity rd or across gaps within the pro-
toxide films with resistivity r.. At the Cu 2 0-Cu or transferred material-Cu
interfaces non-linear resistivities rd' and r0 ' which depend on the brush polar-
ity exist. The additional resistivity rd' acts at the current direction from the
collector to brush (cathode-polarized brush) and the resistivity r.' acts at the
opposite current direction. When the collector film is a uniform structure
beneath the heteropolar brushes (with brushes running along the common
track), the relationship between A U+ and A U_ is determined by the prevail-
ing type of conduction across the transferred material. At low current
densities when the Cu2 O layer beneath the transferred material is intact
(d-type conduction prevails) under the cathode-polarized brush, an addition-
al resistivity acts so that AU_ exceeds AU . (Fig. 1, curves 1). An increase in
the current load leads to the fritting of the protoxide film: c-type conduc- Al

tion then prevails, introducing, as a result, an additional resistivity r"' under
the non-polarized brush, so that the relationship between A U., and A U_
changes. Metal-polymer silver-containing brushes, irrespective of the opera-
ting regime, form a collector film in which no continuous Cu2 0 layer is
formed under the transferred layer [15, 16]. Since c-type conduction
prevails in this case, the inequality A U4 > A U_ at any current density is
satisfied (Fig. 1, curves 3).

The relationship A U( > A U.. found for metal-containing brushes
implies that under operating conditions characteristic of the sliding contact ,
of electric machines, the transfer of a large current portion across the con-
tact is provided by c-type conduction. At any instant the absolute value of

* the difference between A U+ and A U. depends on the operating regime of
k .the contact couple and the properties of the brush material. The electrophys-

ical properties of the brush material determine the coefficient of rectifica-
tion of the semiconducting layer at the interface between the transferred
material and the copper; the structure of the collector film depends on its
adesiveness and corrosion resistance [15, 161,

3.2. Operation of brushes along individual tracks
Polar differences in the tested brushes show themselves more distinctly

when the brshes are operated on individual sliding tracks (which is charac-
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teristic of brush-slip ring contacts), rather than on a common path
(Fig. 4(a)). Other aspects have been described previously [1 - 3, 17]. The
anode-polarized brushes form deep dark films on the counterface containing
a considerable quantity of transferred brush material. On the contrary,
under the cathode-polarized brush the brush tends to clean the counterface
of foreign particles (as compared with zero current flow operation). j

Our studies showed that the electroconductive properties of the sliding
tracks and the mechanism of the current flow also differ under heteropolar
brushes. When the feeler moves along the path on a cathode-polarized brush,
a quick alternation of the contacting and non-contacting patches takes place
(Fig. 5), indicating the fritting of the oxide films and the absence of a trans-
fer layer between the feeler and the ring [15]. The appearance of the con-
tact voltage drop A U k recorded from the path of the anode-polarized brush

* indicates current transfer from the feeler to the ring across a layer of trans-
ferred brush material and that gaps formed in the Cu2 O film under the
transferred material [ 15].

Several experiments were carried out to estimate the effect of the ring
working surface on the electric characteristics of the contact (Fig. 4(b) -
4(d)). For the brush operated continuously under a given regime along an
individual path, current-voltage characteristics were taken in a short period
of time (5 - 10 s) with the opposite current direction. It is seen from Fig. 4

* that distinctive polar differences exist irrespective of the operating regime,
and hence track condition, before the characteristics were measured.

Since during the measurement of characteristics, the track surface con-
dition could not change significantly, this again shows the semiconducting
properties of the surface filns on the copper counterface. In contrast, the
comparison of Fig. 4, curves 3, and Fig. 4, curves 5, obtained for a homopolar
(positive, for instance) MGS-7 brush shows that for the same brush the
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current-voltage characteristics are higher when more wear debris is found on
the ring surface. The maximum amount of transferred material on the ring
was observed after brush operation at j = +20 A cm ; the minimum
amount was found atj = -20 A cm -2 . For MP-7M brushes, an increase in
the transferred material quantity led to an increase in the transient voltage
drop (Fig. 4, curves 6, 7).

A characteristic feature was the difference in the shape of current-
voltage characteristics taken after the operation of cathode-polarized and
anode-polarized brushes. The characteristics of the brushes operated as a
cathode have a distinctive "knee" over the range of low current densities
(from 2 to 5 A cm-2 ). In many cases the characteristics taken after the same
brushes were operated as an anode showed no knees.

The influence of the ring working surface condition is clearly mani-
fested during the simultaneous recording of the electrical and frictional
characteristics of the brush contact after changing polarity (Fig. 6). The
sharp variations in A Uk when the polarity is changed are associated with the
rectifier properties of the surface film on the ring (according to Section 3.1).
It is clear that the sharp jump in A Uk as the brush polarity changes from
"-" to "+" is smaller than for the reverse change. The foregoing shows that
the rectifier properties of the films on a copper counterface become greater
as the current passing across the transferred brush material increases. Con-
sequently, under the steady regime of the cathode-polarized brush operation,
the current flows mainly across the patches of direct contact of the brush
and ring; from the anode-polarized brush the current is transferred to the
ring with the help of the intermediate layer of transferred material. The
present statement agrees with the mode of variation in the coefficient f of
friction (Fig. 6). A rapid decrease or increase in f after tle polarity changes
implies that either formation or removal of the brush material filn with
weaker shear resistance takes place, depending on the polarity. When the
brush polarity changes from "+" to "-", for example, the value of tie
transient voltage drop, which is similar to that characteristic of the cathode-
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polarized brush, is reached after a few minutes (Fig. 6). However, the appear-
ance of the sliding track did not undergo clear changes (the steady state
sliding track for the cathode-polarized brush was formed over several hours).
This implies that with polarity change the transfer (removal) of brush mate-
rial takes place, first of all, from the ring surface microasperities in direct
contact with the brush surface.

The experimental data obtained imply different mechanisms for the
current flow under heteropolar brushes. For a cathode-polarized brush the

f major mechanism is the current transfer by fritting of the oxide films on the
A: patches of physical contact of the brush and ring surfaces. The contact

between the anode-polarized brush and ring is mainly realized across the
intermediate layer of the transferred brush material. It is seen from Figs. 4
and 6 that at current loads applied in current-collecting assemblies of electric
machines (from 5 to 30 A cm 2 ) the differences described for the track con-
ditions and the mechanism of current flow increase the contact voltage dropIbeneath the anode-polarized brush and decrease that beneath the cathode-
polarized brush. As a result, the relationship A U., > A U_ related to metal-
containing brushes is more strongly manifested on the slip rings than on the
collector.

Il 4. Conclusions

I The difference in the values of the contact voltage drop beneath metal-
containing brushes sliding along a common track on the collector is caused
by the rectifier properties of the collector film that show themselves during
electric current flow across the transferred brush material layer on the collec-
tot surface. The relationship between the transient voltage drop under the
anode-polarized and cathode-polarized brushes is determined by the nature
of the collector film formed. When an intact Cu2 O layer is found under the
transferred material layer, the relationship A U.. > A U+ is satisfied; for a
destroyed protoxide layer, the opposite inequality holds. Under operating
conditions typical of the sliding contact in electric machines, the metal-
containing brushes form a collector layer with gaps in the protoxide layer
beneath the transferred layer, which explains the observed inequality

As well as the rectifier effect, when metal-containing brushes run on
iaiiividual tracks on a slip rig an additional factor exists which favours the
inequality A U > A U., as a result of the differences in the condition of the
tracks and the mechanism of current transfer under heteropolar brushes.
These differences are caused by the influence of polarity on the transfer pro
cess in a brush contact which increases the amount of the transfend brush
material on the track under the anode-iolarized brush and decreases that

iuder the cathode-polarized btush.
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